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Trial ofSheriffSalentine enters third day

Prosecution rests case; defendant takes stand
By Phyllis 0. McCutcheon
and Jennie Gordon
After the testimony of only one
witness this morning, special prosecutor Bill Cunningham rested
his case against Calloway County
Sheriff David Salentine.
At press time today, Salentine
had taken the stand to testify in
his own defense. (Complete
details will be reported in Thursday's edition.)
A standing room only crowd
heard numerous prosecution
witnesses Tuesday during the trial
of Salentine accused of two counts
of sexual abuse.
Murray police office Teresa
Farr testified shortly after 9 a.m.
this morning that the defendant
David Salentine called her on the
evening of Aug. 25 at 9:30 p.m.She
said during that conversation his
speech was slurred and he
became angry with her.
"In my professional,opinion he
was under the influence," she
said.
During cross examination by
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FACES OF CONCENTRATION — From left, defense attorney Harold Hurt,defendant David Balentine
and
prosecuting attorney Bill Cunningham looked serious during the Commonwealth vs. Balentine
trial in
Calloway Circuit Court Tuesday.
defense attorney Harold Hurt,
Fareapid she could not swear the
person with whom she talked was
the defendant. However, during
more questioning by Cunningham,
Farr told jurors the only reason
she could not swear the person
with who she talked was Salentine
was because she could not see

him. She further said she would be
unable to swear to a telephone
conversation with her own
mother. At approximately 9:30 this morning attorneys for both sides and
Judge Thomas Spain retired to
chambers prior to the defense
presenting its case.

Magistrates authorize courtsystem
to occupy renovated annex building
Calloway County magistrates
Tuesday authorized JudgeExecutive George Weaks to sign a
one-year contract with the Commonwealth of Kentucky for all
county court-related offices to
move into. the Robert 0.. Miller
Courthouse Annex.
According to the agreement,the
state will pay all operational and
maintenance costs plus a yearly
$8,400 allowance, four percent of
the estimated cost and renovation
of the building. The structure,
located at the corner of 4th and
Maple Streets, formerly' was the
Murray post office.
Court-related offices will occupy all 6,000 square feet of the
main floor.
If county offices also are moved
into the annex, the state's
payments will be pro-rated, the
agreement said.

Weaks said the county already
has spent in excess of $182,169.97
in renovating the building. The
project will be complete within
three weeks, he added.
Weaks said he will obtain
estimates On installation of an
elevator in the courthouse and
renovation of half of the courtroom into the county clerk's office to present to the magistrates
at the March meeting.
He declined to comment on further renovation of the courthouse.
Concerning other business, the
magistrates voted to pay half up
to -$2,500 for recording all county
records before 1970 on microfilm.
County Attorney Max Parker said
the Calloway County Bar Association would provide half the payment up to $2,500 for the project.
A truck from Frankfort containing the necessary equipment for

the project would come to Murray
for the job,estimated to cost about
$5,000.
According to County Clerk Marvin Harris, all records since mid1970 have been placed on
microfilm. _
The project was approved
because it would create easier
storage for all records and provide duplicate copies of all
records.
.
„
Weaks appointed Josh Tabers of
Kirksey as county building inspector.
The county judge also named
Bill Bailey to the MurrayCalloway County Park Board, to
fill the vacancy left when
Thurston Furches resigned.
Selection _ of a county civil
defense co-ordinator was discussed but tabled until the March
meeting.

Calloway school board adopts rules
for use of facilities by organizations
The Calloway County School
Board Tuesday adopted
guidelines for the remainder of
the present school year regulating
use of school facilities by
organizations outside the school
system.
Action was prompted by several
requests for use of school gymnasiums. However, the guidelines
cover all facilities. Board
members Ferrel Miller, Jerry
Overbey, Walter Byars and T.C.
Hargrove voted to adopt the
regulations while Charles Reed
voted no.
Adopted regulations are:
• No organization will be allowed
to use school facilities when it interferes with school work or activities.
• Organizations using school

sunny, cold
Sunny this morning but an increase in cloudiness this afternoon. High in the mid or upper
20s. Tonight mostly cloudy with
a chance for some light snow or
flurries. Low in the upper teens
to lower 20s.. Thursday becoming mostly sunny and a little
warmer. High in the lower to
mid 30s.
Friday tough Sunday: Little or no precipitation with
moderating temperatures.
Highs 35 to 45 Friday warming
to 45 to 55 by Sunday. Lows in
the 20s Friday and in the 30s by
Sunday.
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facilities shall be governed by the
same rules as govern the school's
use of facilities.
• An employee of the facility being
used must be present during the
use of that facility.
• The employee will be paid $12.50
per hour of use.
• The organization using the
facilities shall be held responsible
for preservation of order.
• Request should be from
organizations within Calloway
County.
• No consideration will be given
for intra-league play.
• Use of facilities will be limited to
three hours maximum per day.
The board also approved a
recommendation from
Superintendent Jack Rose to terminate the senior work-study program at the high school at the end
of the school year. Rose said the
program, which enabled seniors
to be released from their last class
periods in order to work, is to be
eliminated because of a decreasing number of jobs in the county
and the increasing variety of
academic programs offered at the
school.
The work-study program was

started about five years ago, Rose
said.
Nancy Lovett, consultant with
the Kentucky Department of
Education's Bureau for Exception
Children, reported to the board
the II-13 Glassroom Training Contract will benefit 30 persons ages
18-25 who have been unemployed
nine months. Participants can
have high schoofdiplomas.
The contract is one of the last
CETA programs, Rose said. The
system will receive $35,000 to pay
the counselor and--classified instructor for the program. The program will run from March 1 to
Sept. 30.
Jerry Ainley, high school principal, announced an honors math
program will be started in the fall
at the school. The program will
cover a wider range of topics than
in the regular classes.
Roy Cothran has a similar program in progress at the middle
school. Rose said the programs
would be co-ordinated after the
high school program is started.
The board scheduled a special
call meeting at noon Thursday,
Feb. 11, to discuss student personnel.

Among those testifying Tuesday
were three women-, two of whom
were original complainants in the
case. The third, a friend of both
complainants -Patricia Jackson
and Kay McCurdy said she was
the first contacted by Balentine on
the night in question, August 25,
1981.
Landa O'Daniel testified Salentine telephoned her long distance
at her Marshall County home early that evening. Records of South
Central Bell Telephone Company
introduced during the proceedings
indicated a telephone call was
placed to O'Daniel's residence at
about 6:49 that evening with
charges billed to the Calloway
County Sheriff Department.
She told the court he called and
asked her to meet him at the Land
Between the Lakes. She explained
she refused to meet the deputy
sheriff saying she was not going
anywhere with him.
After indicating she was home
alone, the witness said Balentine

told her he would go and get Kay
McCurdy to babysit her young
daughter. O'Daniel said during
the conversation Salentine asked
where McCurdy lived. O'Daniel
further testified Balentine sounded strange on the telephone as if
he'd been drinking. O'Daniel said
the conversation ended with
Balentine making a statement she
interpreted as a sexual reference.
South Central Bell records further indicated a long distance
phone call, originating from
O'Daniel's number, was placed to
Clara Rand, a neighbor of McCurdy at 'approximately 7:15 p.m.
Both O'Daniel and McCurdy
testified the call was to alert McCurdy that Balentine might stop
at her home in an attempt to get
her to babysit O'Daniel's child.
The testimony of both women
agreed that O'Daniel did not want
to see Balentine and McCurdy
would fabricate a story to keep
him from further pursuing
O'Daniel.
During cross-examination by
defense attorney Gary
Haverstock, O'Daniel testified she
had previously spoken by
telephone with the defendant,
however, she had never placed a
call to him.
Following the 7:15 phone call to
Murray, time frames as established by the witnesses- became confusing.
Kay McCurdy testified she
returned to her home about 7 p.m.
on the night in question. She said
the weather was hot and clear and
she was dressed in shorts and a
tee-shirt. She then recounted a _
scene in her apartment where she
said Salentine forcibly sexually
abused her. She told the court she

did not scream or make any loud
noises at the time because, "I
didn't want to make a scene
because of Joshua. I didn't want to
get too loud."She then said Salentine told her if she put Joshua to
bed, he would come back and stay
all night. She said she told Balentine no, she was expecting a
visitor later.
Further she said the defendant
told her, "I'm not going to do
anything to you, I'm just going to
touch you." McCurdy repeatedly
told the court she did nothing to
encourage Balentine's advances
and at all times attempted to stop
them.
After calling her into the
hallway and taking her to the back
of the apartment building where
more advances were made, McCurdy testified Balentine left her
apartment heading toward the
street at about 9-9:15 p.m.She also
said Balentine told her not to tell
anyone he had been there and
specifically she should not tell Linda Guthrie, Patricia Jackson or
Landa O'Daniel. "He also told me
to empty all the ash trays which I
did."
During cross examination by
Haverstock, McCurdy said she
was expecting a friend, Scott
Shupe, at her apartment later that
evening. She further said he was
not going to move in with her at
her apartment, however, she told
the court she was still married but
separated from her husband Scott
McCurdy at the time of the incident. Also during questioning by
Haverstock, McCurdy said the
defendant never threatened her.
"He never threatened me with a
gun, just intimidated me with it,"
(Continued On Page 2)

Off-track betting proposal
considered by state House
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
-House committee was expected to
consider a proposal this morning
that would allow off-track betting
in Kentucky.
Representatives of various
segments of the racing industry
worked late Tuesday to come up
with a compromise that would
permit such betting under certain
restrictions.
The House Business Organizations and Professions 'Committee
had a thoroughbred racing bill on
its agenda today.
•
As it was filed, the bill did not include a provision for off-track betting. But an amendment was expected to come before the committee.
In Tuesday's legislative action,
the Senate approved a measure
that would require the use of
automobile restraints for young
children, rejecting arguments
that it would provide a windfall for
manufacturers of the restraints.
The sponsor, Sen. Helen Garrett, D-Paducah, told her colleagues 'hat the use of child
restraints could save the lives of
hundreds of Kentucky children.

Similar programs have been Henderson, the bill appeared to be
successful in a number of other a "windfall for some special instates,she added.
terest" — manufacturers of the
Mrs. Garrett said her measure restraints.
was not designed to intrude on the
The restraints currently are
rights of parents, but to protect available to those who wish to buy
children.
lem, he said, and the bill was an
But several senators "effort to dictate to the citizens
acknowledged having difficulty how- they should run their own
deciding whether the obvious lives."
value of the bill warranted telling
The bill now goes to the House.
parents how to take care of their
The Senate narrowly rejected
children.
another measure that would have
Under the bill's provisions, allowed the state Department of
children less than 40 inches tall Education to buy liability inmust wear the restraints when surance for its employees,such as
traveling in an automobile. The vocational-education teachers,
restraints would not be required
who- work with students around
for children traveling in recrea- dangerous equipment.
tional vehicles or with persons
The bill was sponsored by
other than their parents or guar- Senate Majority Leader Joe
dians.
Wright, D-Harned, who said it
Most of the senators chose to would cost the state about $35,000
support the measure despite their a year. Wright noted that at least
misgivings. The bill was approved • six cases currently are pending
29-7.
against vocational teachers in
Others, however, argued that Kentucky which seek damages of
Kentuckians feel they are already
about 8735,000.
over-regulated and that the childSen. Ed O'Daniel, D restraint measure was another in- Springfield, argued against the
trusion on their privacy.
bill, saying it would extend the
To Sen. Henry Lackey, D- state's liability.

Mini-park development
to begin within month
Development and renovation of
the South Douglas Mini-Park, 3rd
and Mulberry Streets, will begin
within a month, Parks Director
Gary Hohman told park board
members Tuesday.
The project will include installation of playground equipment and
fences, construction of a picnic
shelter with tables and resurface
the basketball court, the director
said. Completion date will be late
fall.
Approximately $10,000, to be
provided from a grant received by
the Murray Community Development Agency, will be cost of the

project, Hohman added.
The park will be a public facility, open. to persons of all ages,
Hohman said.
In other business, the park
board is formulating a request
concerning park development projects to the Murray Tourism Commission. According to Kentucky
Revised Statutes, a portion of
tourism revenues are used for
recreational projects.
Part of the request is for a soccer complex, consisting of four
separate fields, in the north portion of the park, Hohman said.
Other possible requests currently
are in the planning stages.

PRESS ARRIVES — The six unit, double-former printing press purchased by the Murray Ledger & Times
arrived at the site of the newspaper's new building, under construction at the corner of Glendale and Whitnell
this morning. Ready to assist in the unloading of the units arepress foreman R..1! McDougal, right; and circulation employee Gary Buchanan.Installation of the press is expected to tak eseveral days.
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Budget planners ask Congress
_to give more study to proposal
WASHINGTON ( AP) — President Reagan's budget architects
_ are asking a skeptical Congress to
give more study to their 1983 spending plan, but some critics
already are rising to the president's challenge to "put up or shut
up."
Even as Reagan was calling his
proposal "a line drawn in the
dirt," work was proceeding on an
alternative that would freeze most
federal spending and scrub a 10
,..percent
drop in income tax
.
. withholding scheduled to take effect in July.
Responding to a growing chorus
of criticism from Capitol Hill — including many Republicans —
Reagan declared Tuesday:
"The budget we have proposed
• is a line drawn in the dirt. Those
who are serious about reducing
, the deficit will cross it and work
with us on our proposals or their
alternatives. Those who are not
sincere in their concern about the
deficit will stay on the other side
and simply continue their
theatrics."
Before returning from a twoday trip to the Midwest, the president used a separate address to
tell "the paid 'political cornplainers...as politely as I can r•Put
up or shut up."
Anihng those putting up is Sen.
Ernest Hollings, D-S.C., the top
Democrat on the Senate Budget

Committee.
He is drafting an alternative —
clearly being watched closely by
Republican leaders — that would
freeze spending on benefit programs and the military at the
level of the 1982 budget while
eliminating the 10 percent cut in
personal income tax withholding
rates scheduled to take effect in
July.
Hollings also would make
changes in a similar cut due in July 1983, but it was not clear
whether he wants to eliminate,
postpone or reduce it.
A Hollings aide, who asked not
to be identified, said Tuesday that
preliminary estimates showed
Holltngs' plan would result in a
deficit for the 1983 fiscal year of
between $40 billion and $45 billion
— less than half the $91.5 billion
shortfall envisioned in Reagan's
budget.
The aide said details of Hollings'
proposal are still being worked
out, but it is expected to include
elimination for one year of cost-ofliving increases for all benefit programs, including Social Security
and other pensions.
Budget director David A.
Stockman was skeptical about the
Hollings plan.
"It's so simple that it raises
great questions of practicality,"
Stockman said in a brief interview.
He questioned how the freeze

could be applied effectively to the
variety of government programs.
"I can understand its attractiveness," Stockman said. "But
after it's analyzed for about two
weeks, it'll have a lot less attractiveness than a lot of other options."
Senate Majority Leader Howard
H. Baker Jr., R-Tenn., said Tuesday,"I support the president" adding that "at this moment the
president has the only unified"
budget proposal in existence.
But in remarks that seemed
aimed at stimulating discussion of
alternatives, Baker also said that
"of all the speeches that have
been made on the subject, Hollings' is the most intriguing."
"Hollings and others who have
these thoughts perhaps could
refine them and put them up for
conversation," Baker said.
Baker, Hollings and Sen. Pete
V. Domenici, R-N.M.,chairman of
the Senate Budget Committee,
met privately Monday and Hollings' proposal was among the
topics of discussion, according to
several sources.
At the same time, a freshman
House Republican, Rep. Denny
Smith of Oregon, proposed Tuesday that a 2-year freeze be placed
on spending for all programs.
Smith, one of Reagan's stauchest
supporters in last year's budget
fights, claimed that proposal
would balance the budget in 1984.

One-act plays to be performed
MSU Theatre Season Ticket
holders will get more for their
money this spring. The theatre
has announced a series of one-act
plays to be performed as the
Studio Theatre Productions.
The shows are selected and
directed by the advanced directing students in the Department of
Speech and Theatre. Admission to
the productions will be by season
.ticket or 50 cents.
Opening the Studio Production
season on March 18 will No Exit
directed by Kris Brady, Madisonville, and Endgame, directed by
Vicki Huff of Murray., Two Roe
shows will be featured on Apri112,
Still Birth, directed by Bonnie
,Hill, Marion, and The Marriage
....,Proposal, directed by Chris May,
Murray.

In conjunction with
"Shakespeare in the Quad," A
Midsummer Night's Dream will
be directed by Scott Dowd, St.
Louis,on April 17.
On April 26, audiences will have
a triple-treat of three shows:
Riders to the Sea, directed by Bill

Harle, Murray, American Dream,
directed by Annabel Lee,
Louisville, and Zoo Story, directed
by Janie Johnson, Newburgh, Indiana.
For additional information, contact the MSU Theatre office at 7624421.

School board to meet at Carter
The Murray Independent School
Board will meet at 7 p.m. Thursday, Feb. 11, at Carter Elementary School Library.
Items on the agenda include
report on in-service, basic skills
grant, scope and sequence, gifted
and talented program, and educa-

tional improvement plan; consideration of final RIF policy;
treasurer's report; • correspondence; and personnel, according to Robert Glin Jeffrey;.
superintendent.
The board will meet with the
Murray Elementary School faculty prior to the meeting.

RACER CLUB PRESENTATIONS — Mike Ridley (left), president of the Murray State Racer Club,recently presented the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce with prints of Racer football and Racer
basketball, works of artist E.R. McIntosh. Accepting on behalf of the Chamber is Chamber President Marshall Gordon. The prints will hang In the conference room of the newly constructed Chamber office on U.S.641
North.
(Photo by Dotty Cyr_ tainger)

Constitutional amendments
not expected from legislators
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Whatever comes out of the 1982
legislative session, proposed constitutional amendments almost
certainly will not.
An action by the Senate Elections and Constitutional Amendments Committee Tuesday apparently put a moratorium on
amendments until the 1984 session.
The committee voted
dnanimously to delay such action
until after the current session.
The House process also is expected to be effected by the decision.
After the • Senate committee
vote, Senate President Pro Tern
Joe Prather, D-Vine Grove,talked
with Rouse Speaker Bobby.
Richardson, D-GIasgow, and
House Majority Leader Jim
LeMaster,D-Lexington.
Prather reported that "they
agreed with it in principle."
The House no longer has an elec-

Balentine trial...

(Continued From Page 1)

the witness said.
Haverstock questioned McCurdy about drugs and marijuana.
She said, "no, I have not sold or
used drugs since moving to Mur-

•

Balentine did not threaten her if to go to McCurdy's home and talk
she did not let him have sexual with she ahd_O'Daniel.
contact. However, she testified he
He said he arrived at the home a
did use the force of his greater few minutes later. He said the
strength."He put his hands on my
women related their story of the
_
legs and used them to hold me." incident to him. However, before
• During direct questioning by
She told the court she had no they completed the story he asked
prosecutor Bill Cunningham, Mcphysical examination after the in- if he could get his Supervisor Capt.
Curdy told the court while she and
cident nor did she have bruises, Martin Wells and bring him to the
Balentine were in the backyard of
etc. When Haverstock also ques- home to talk with the women.
_ the apartment complex, he asked
tioned Jackson about pills and They agreed to Alexander's re• where Patricia Jackson lived
marijuana, she said she did not quest and he left to get Wells.
. he
and she pointed to Jackson's
remember telling Balentine she Once both officers returned the
'apartment.
didn't have any pills or pot. She story was again explained. The ofImmediately following •McCuralso said she did not scream dur- ficers then went to Murraydy's final testimony on Tuesday,
ing the incident at her home.
Calloway County Hospital and
Jackson was call d to the witness
Other witnesses during Tues. talked with Patricia Jackson who
the defendint„
.stand.,She
included several la* was already at work.
knocked on her door somwhere
enforcement officers and a
During cross examination by
between 84:30 that night. She said
relative and neighbor of complai- defense attorneys, Alexander said
alone.
at the time she was home
nant McCurdy. What follows is a he had the opportunity to know
Under oath Jackson said the
summary of their statements to Jackson's reputation in the comdefendant entered her apartment,
•
the court.
munity as to truth and veracity.
asked to use the restroom, did so,
Eddie Defew
When asked about that reputation
' then sat in an armchair in the livDefew, a Benton Police officer, he said,"I'd say it is bad."
ing room. She said,"He asked me
testified O'Daniel telephoned him
During re-direct questioning by
•
if I had any hard liquor. He apat his home sometime after he had Cunningham, Alexander said the
peared to have been drinking. I
gone to bed on the night in ques- information about Jackson had
,asked him if he had (been drinktion. Defew, who was unsure of the come from three primary
• 'Mg)and he said he'd had a couple
time said he would place it at. sources: Roger Mathis, Linda
, of beers and a couple of shots."
around 11 p.m.
Gutherie and Carmen Miller.
Jackson further stated the defen•
He said O'Daniel told him of an Alexander then admitted to Cunndant told her early in his visit he
incident where two of her friends ingham all three were close
'would "kill me if anyone found out
had been abused sexually by a friends of the defendant. The ofhe had been there."
man. He said he, told them he ficer also said two of the sources
About this statement she said,
could not give them advice unless talked with him about Jackson's
"I really didn't take him literally
they revealed the identities of reputation following the incident
at the time." Jackson testified she
those invblved to him. He said he for which Balentine is charged.
asked the defendant why he was
first advised the women to call the
Joshua McCurdy
• -there and- he told her he just
sheriff. It was then O'Daniel told
wanted to talk. She said she was
The eight-year-old son of comhim the man involved was a depubeginning to get nervous and
ty sheriff. Defew said he then ad- plainant McCurdy told the jury he
wonder why he was there. "I
vised the women to come to Ben- saw Balentine in their home on
wondered what he wanted with me
ton and discuss the matter fur.- Aug. 25 and saw the defendant put
if he didn't have any official
his arm around his mother.
ther.
business,"she testified.
Joshua told the court when he
Clara Rand
In what created a courtroom
Clara Rand testified she lives came into the house from playing
outburst,Jackson said:
across the hall from Kay McCurdy football that evening he saw
"He asked me several times if I
and lived there on Aug. 25, 1981. Balentine jump back from near
was frightened of him. He kept
She said McCurdy came to her his mother on the couch.
trying to startle me by jumping
During the course of the evenhome on two occasions that evenout of the chair and barking like a
ing,
Joshua told jurors he went ining and talked on the telephone.
dog."
On the first occasion, Rand called to the kitchen and saw Balentine
The nurse further said the
her neighbor to the phone to take a again with his arm around McCurdefendant was not acting rationalcall. The second time, McCurdy dy. Joshua testified he saw his
ly on that occasion and called her
knocked at Rand's door and asked mother push the defendant away
Beverly several times while he
from her. He also told the court
to use the telephone she said.
''was there.
when Balentine left the house his
Under oath Jackson said while
Dean Alexander
mother went outside with him.
Balentine was in her apartment,
Murray Police Department Joshua said while they were outpatrolman Dean Alexander told side he looked -out into the dark
he came over to where she was sitthe Court he was informed by the. hall and heard his mother saying,
ting and attempted to sexually
radio dispatcher he had received a "Don't David." He further
abuse her several different times.
telephone call and needed to testified following that he again
At this point, she testified she told
return it on the evening of Aug. 25. looked out the door and say lialen.the defendant to get out. She said
-.• he
tie said he then placed the call and tine will, his arm around McCur• left without saying anything.
Under cross exam ioation by
talked with O'Daniel at the , dy.
defense attorneys, -Jackson said
During cross .examination by
Jackson residence. He was asked
•

Harold Hurt, the child continually
told the defense attorney he had
not been told what to say and was
only relating what he saw. He did
-admit to difficulty during questioning by police detectives in
determining what he saw and
what had been told him by others.
Max E. Morris
Former Calloway County
Sheriff Max Morris was next to
approach the witness stand. Morris testified he saw Balentine
about 5 p.m. on Aug. 25 and the
defendant appeared normal. He
further said he talked with him by
radio about 10:30 that evening and
he again appeared normal. During his testimony he said,
however, he was unaware of any
drug investigation the deputy
sheriff was working on the evening in question.
During cross examination Morris told the court he would
sometimes not know about a deputy's investigation until several
days to a week after it had begun.
Billy J. Parker
Police dispatcher Billy J.
Parker was called to the stand to
recall for jurors the radio conversations he had with the defendant
on the evening of Aug. 25.
Johnny Rickman
Former Calloway County Deputy Sheriff Johnny Rickman testifed he saw the defendant about
10:30 p.m. on the night of Aug 25.
He said he talked with Balentine
and he appeared to be under the
influence of either drugs or
alcohol.
During cross exaination
Rickman said he and Balentine
had been working nearly 24 hours
for the two days prior to Aug. 25
and both were extremely tired.
However he replied, "Yes, I do,"
when asked by Cunningham if his
years in law enforcement had not
given him the ability to know
whether someone was using
alcohol or drugs or was just tired.
Sam Renfrew
Kentucky State Police Detective
Sam Renfrew testified he was at
McCurdy's residence on either the
evening of Aug. 26 or Aug. 27 and
at that time the hallways in the
building were totally dark. He told
jurors he had gone there to procure interviews with potential
witnesses in he case against
lialentine.
*_

tions and amendments committee. That has become part of the
State Government Committee.
After issuance of an attorney
general's opinion Monday, the
legislature faced the problem of
how to arrange such amendments
for the next two sessions.
The opinion said only four
amendments could be considered
on the 1984 ballot, or half the
number expected.
As things stand now, the next
time Kentucky voters can decide
proposed constitutional changes is
in November 1984, after the next
session is over.
Four amendments ordinarily
can be considered for each session, but the attorney general's office advised that if the 1982
legislature proposed four, then
because of a change in when

legislators are elected, the 1984
session could not proposed any
amendments.
Prather told the elections cornmitee that if the 1982 General
Assembly votes out four amendments,"no Matter what comes up
in 1984," it can't substitute any.
"Once we do it this session and
go home, we can't back up," he
said.
About 20 constitutional amendments already have been introduced, and Sen. Gene Huff, RLondon, suggested that perhaps
several could be combined, if they
were somewhat related, into one
"cluster."
Prather said this still could
await action in the 1984 session,
and he made the.motion to delay
the process until interim committees begin meeting after the 1982
session.

Governor sees possibility
for special revenue session
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP) — Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. says he
wouldn't be surprised if he calls a
special session between now and
the time he leaves office in
December 1983 to deal with
revenue questions.
Brown also says he doesn't
believe Kentucky "ought to get involved in raising taxes" until the
impact of the Reagan administration's new budget is known.
Last week, Rep. Joe Clarke, DDanville, chairman of the House
Appropriations and Revenue
Committee, urged the House to
seriously consider increasing the
coal severance and cigarette
taxes.
But Brown told a Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce banquet
Tuesday night that, if taxes need
to be raised, "let's address it in an
orderly and responsible way and
not hit on this tax or hit on that
tax, and have a cafeteria type of
tax program."
The governor said he will
receive a study on Feb. 22 on the
possibility of revamping the state
tax structure with a new excise

tax that would eliminate the personal and corporate income taxes.
The new tax would be levied on
businesses based on their sales of
all goods and services in Kentucky.
But Brown noted that it isn't
likely he will be prepared to address that issue in the current session.

Council to meet
one hour earlier
The regular meeting of the Murray City Council will begin at 6:30
p.m. Thursday, one hour earlier
than normal.
Among items on tilt agenda for
the session is a resqlution honoring retiring Fire Chief Jackie
Cooper as well as an announcethent from Mayor Holmes Ellis
concerning a temporary replacement for Cooper.
The council will also discuss
authorization for audits of Murray
Natural Gas and Murray Water
and Sewer System accounts.

Residents urged to complete
hospital survey questionnaires
Murray and Calloway residents
who recently received a survey.
questionnaire from the MurrayCalloway County Hospital are urged to complete the form and
return it at their earliest opportunity to the Kentucky
Hospital Association.
"It is important that we have as
Many of these completed and
returned to us as possible," said
Stuart Poston, the hospital's administrator,"because much of the
future planning done by the
hospital's governing board and its
administrative and medical staffs
will be based largely on the determinations formulated from a summary of the survey's results."
The seven-page questionnaire,
developed with the assistance of
the Kentucky Hospital Association
(KHA ), hopefully, will provide insights and perspectives with
respect to what is going on in the
community and how local health
care and the hospital, in general,
are viewed by the public.
From .1 summary of the survey
findings, the hospital's management and staff hope to establish
additional long-range objectiyes
for the multi-million dollar facility

as well as to initiate and develop
additional services, if such needs
are indicated by the staff.
Recipients of the questionnaire,
chosen at random, have been
assured by the hospital administrator that all responses will
be held in the strictest confidence,
and that no individual will be identified by his or her reply.
"We simply need to get them
completed and in as quickly as
possible," Poston said, "and we
hope that those who received them
will cooperate with us in this effort
by doing just that, which, incidentally, takes only a few minutes."
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Program threatens
academic freedom
Anything that smacks of outside interference in
academia usually rouses opposition from defenders
of academic freedom, and not without reason. Some
forms of .interference do represent a threat to
academicfreedom and,thus,ought to be resisted.
A case in point is the campaign by self-styled
public interest lawyers to compel all University of
California professors to disclose any income earned
from outside sources. The obvious goal of this drive
by California Rural Legal Assistance, a federally
funded outfit that frequently represents " farm
workers, is to identify and then sever ties between
UC faculty members and agricultural interests.
Indeed, California Rural Legal Assistance sued
UC three years ago to stop research intended to improve agricultural productivity. Parenthetically,
we might note that this was precisely the sort of
mischief President Reagan had in mind when he
reduced federal funding for the so-called public interest legal programs.
More recently, California Rural Legal Assistance
appealed to the state Fair Political Practices Commission to impose on every UC faculty member the
'financial disclosure requirements that apply to,
say, candidates for governor.
eit officials objected, as well they might have.
Putting all University of California professors in
the same financial fishbowl as candidates for public
office utterly fails the tests of reasonableness and
necessity.
Three of the commission's five members did vote,
however, to require UC professors to disclose any
personal financial interest in an industry or corporation funding their research. The conflpission
majority reasoned that if Prof. Jones is conducting,
for example, pesticide research financed by the
pesticide industry and if he also owns stock in a
chemical company, the public has a right to know
about these potential conflicts of interest.
Inasmuch as UC faculty members are public
employees, a carefully defined disclosure requirement designed to identify a significant conflict of interest seems at least theoretically acceptable. UC
Regents recognized as much themselves last fall
when they adopted vague disclosure requirements.
The danger here is that treating professors with
the same suspicion accorded politicians could very
easily lead to intimidation, and ultimately to infringement of academic freedom. And surely the Fair
Political Practices Commission was not intended to
ride herd on scholars and academic researchers.
Ideally, the University of California ought to be
able to safeguard the integrity of its own research
programs without subjecting professors to the
possibility of political harassment. Unless the
disclosure requirements tentatively adopted by the
commission serve that end, the cure will have proved worse than the disease.

by george w. hackett

kentucky closeup

Culinary expert finds work challenging
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - Wim
Nulle often spends hours creating a
work of art that has a life span of
minutes.
He can take a piece of meat, a few
carrots, potatoes and a little seasoning and whip up a dieh fit for a king.
In fact, royalty has sampled many of
his delicacies.
He's cooked for the queen of
Holland, the king and queen of
Thailand and been the personal chef
for the adviser to the president of
Guyana.
"Those were marvelous times. I
met interesting people but I'm just as
happy today doing what I do," said
Nulle, who explains that he's food
production manager for Louisville's
Methodist Evangelical Hospital.
"We prepare an average of 45,000
meals a month and it's my duty to see

that nothing goes wrong. It can be
challenging."
His accent has been polished by
travel and by the languages he
speaks in addition to his native
Dutch. "I do pretty well in English,
French,Zerman and Italian. But for
me,food is the universal language."
Nulle was educated in the
Netherlands and attended cooking
school for five years..
They really train you, making
sure you get practical knowledge.
You start out as a kitchen helper and
work your way up the ladder. It's not
easy to earn the title of chef."
He was lucky. His father was cooking at the Metro, a four-star
restaurant in The Hague, and it was
there that Nulle got his chance to
prepare special dishes for the queen.
Some of them were far out but she
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tional magazine and checked it out
with the American Embassy .in
Holland. I was hired."
Nulle later opened a restaurant of
his own and tried operating a catering service. The competition is
tough and if you don't have qualified
help, you're not going to be successful."
The job at Methodist Hospital gives
the 47-year-old culinary expert more
time with his family and time to experiment with food.
One of his favorite dishes is beef
stroganoff, "with capers, pickle,
heavy cream and vodka. It's
delightful."
Like many chefs, Nulle is a nibbler.
"You taste your creations and
before long, your weight is out of
sight. I'm dieting now and already
have lost about 40 pounds."

heartline

IBM dismissal narrows focus
of anti-trust violations
The Justice Department's decision to drop its
anti-trust suit against International Business
Machines Corp. appears to be a salutary retreat
from the freewheeling consumerism of the last two
decades. Not unexpectedly,the Reagan administration is pursuing a more sober appraisal of its obligations under the Sherman Act to police big business.
Coming in tandem with a government victory in
the American Telephone & Telegraph Co. case,
about which we will have something to say later,
the IBM dismissal seems to narrow the Justice
Department's anti-trust focus to those cases involving clear-cut violations threatening the public interest.
The IBM suit was not such a case. Rather, it was
the last major action 9f the Johnson administration,
filed in an atmosphere politically charged with antibusines activism. In retrospect, it looks as though
IBM had been sued for bigness, rather than for
misdeeds.
If the government could not win, it was not for
lack of effort. In 13 years of litigation, the case ran
to 2,500 depositions and 66 million pages of exhibits.
The government spent $13 million on the suit and
lost uncounted millions more in taxes written off on
IBM's defense; more than 200 lawyers were involved.
Justice's decision to drop the IBM case was
shaped in part by clear evidence that, after more
than a decade in court, the suit was even more irrelevant than when it was undertaken. At the time
the suit was filed in 1969, IBM had a large share of
the U.S. computer market and government lawyers
argued there was a danger the firm would achieve a
monopoly. Today, however, scores of firms are in
the computer business and IBM no longer
dominates, much less controls, the market.
From the outset, moreover, the government was
unable to prove that IBM's aggressive marketing
*hoes bad harmedthe consumers, w ho;-to--tlrecontrary, had benefited from the company's efficiencies and innovative research.
As the IBM case has demonstrated so starkly, the
test for anti-trust law violation has to be more than
mere size and market efficiency. Government intrusion into the marketplace with anti-trust suits,
just as with regulations, can only be justified by a
clear-cut necessity to protect the public. There
should be no more such barnstorming expeditions,
using the anti-trust laws for political effect.

never complained."
To gain experience, he took jobs as
a chef in some of the finest hotels and
restaurants on the continent.
Nulle vividly remembers a state
dinner given for the king and queen
of Thailand.
•'I was instructed to make special
table decorations from sugar. It took
me almost 14 days to fashion 12 tiny
ships bearing the national emblem.
At the last minute, somebody changed signals and requested miniature
temples. I finished them by staying
up all night."
Nulle said it was Jack Frisch,
owner of the fast food chain, who was
instrumental in getting him into
cooking in America.
"Mr. Frisch was preparing to open
a gourmet restaurant in Cincinnati. I
saw his ad for a chef in an interna-

mulligan stew
RIDGEFIELD,Conn.(API — That
old Parisian swinger, "The Hunchback of Notre Dame," is still with
us, kicking the gong around up there
with the bats in his belfry.
But who needs him? Winter has
been grim enough.
Anthony Hopkins, grunts and all,
warts and all, gives a credible performance as the deformed bell
ringer, an unbelievable character
anyhow, in the new British adaptation of this hoary horror tale shown
on TV in these parts last week.
His makeup job, especially the dental work, might not be as ogrish as
rubber faced Lon Chaney's fright
mask in the 1923 movie still shown
from time to time in the art houses
and film museums. And Hopkins'
less stylish rendition of the title role
might not give us quite as cuddly a
gargoyle as Charles Laughton projected in the 1939 classic. Still, it is a
meaty part in a meatball of a movie,
and Hopkins digs in with zest.

Lesley-Anne Down as Esmeralda,
the more sinned against than sinning
Gypsy girl, keeps her decolletage
under primly proper British control
while registering the emotional
range of a giant slug. But then who
remembers which starlet Chaney or
Laughton dragged off into the bell
tower like a sack of sugar or, more
properly, Hollywood saccharin?
The beast has all the best lines. All
six of them, if you don't count the
repetition of "water- several times.
Then there is a boring poet, a
libidinous captain of the king's archers, dens of thieves and
pickpockets, ugly mobs howling for a
bit of torture in lieu of bread, and a
lecherous archdeacon played with
sinister piety by Derek Jacobi in his
mannered "I, Claudius" pseudoShakespearean style.
That's basically the problem with
film versions of -Notre Dame de
Paris," as Hugo entitled his not overly historic novel of life under Louis

Headline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45331. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I plan to retire at
the age of 65 in July. The company I
work for now has me covered on a
group major-medical insurance plan,
and I share half of the premium
payments. Will this plan continue to
cover me for everything after I retire
and have Medicare coverage too?
J.W.
ANSWER: If you are on Medicare
or will soon be eligible for it, the
policy you now have, whether it is a
group or individual policy, may
change in its structure of benefits offered when you do begin being_
covered by Medicare. Many major
medical policies, which paid nearly
everything before you go on
Medicare, may only pay what
Medicare does not pay after you are
on Medicare. This is something
which you should check into before
you retire or before you enroll in the
by hugh a. mulligan Medicare program.
If your plan does change because of
XI in 15th century France.
Medicare coverage, you would be
Quite the best thing about the TV
wise to shop around and look at other
remake of "The Hunchback of Notre
Medicare supplement policies before
Dame" is the new litter - of horror
deciding to stick with the one you
jokes it has hatched. I heard one just
have. Also, find out if your company
the other day, which I unabashedly
is going to continue to share
pass on.
premium payments with you even
after retirement. Some do and others
A party of American tourists was
do not. That would also be a very imbeing shown through the Notre Dame
portant consideration in deciding
Cathedral by a French guide, when a
whether to keep the same policy or
horribly deformed garcon with the
look around to see if you find one that
requisite snaggle tooth, ogrish eye
offers equal or better coverage at a
and humped back went gimping by,
reasonable premium.
grunting and shrieking. They watchTo learn more about health ined in eerie amazement as he climbed
surance in general and Medicare
into the belfry, began swinging on the
supplements in particular, you can
ropes and kicking the giant bells into
order a copy of our "Heartline's
mournful melody. Suddenly the rope
Guide to Health Insurance and
broke, and he splattered on the stone
Medicare Supplements." This book
floor in front of them.
will tell you what to look for and look
"Could that be the Hunchback of
for when choosing health inout
Notre Dame?" tremblingly asked
surance or a Medicare supplement
one of the tourismos.
insurance policy. It also contains a
"Mais non," the Gallic guide
Policy Checklist that makes it easy
replied,"But it eez a dead ringer."
for you to compare policies, and also
to make sure that what the insurance
salesman tells you the policy will do
and what the actual policy says it will
do matches up. To order your copy,
$2.00 to Heartline, Dept. HI, 114
send
Thirty years ago
Dayton St., West Alexandria,
East
Dr. Hugh Houston, member of Ken45381. Please allow 4 weeks for
Ohio
was
,
Association
tucky Heart
featured in an article in "Heart delivery.

looking bock over the years
Ten years ago
Bryan Tolley had been presented a
special award for perfect attendance
for 31 years with Murray Lions Club
at annual Valentine party and ladies
night Feb. 8 at Murray Woman's
Club House.
Candidates for 1972 Laker Basketball Homecoming Queen Feb. 11 at
Calloway County High School were
Cathy Lovett, Susan Pigg, Rhonda
Black, Beverly Starks, Becky Burchett and Brenda Collie.

Twenty years ago
Two low rental housing projects
proposed for Murray were to be
under construction by April, according to a report made at a
meeting of the Murray Housing Commission.
. Plans had been completed for an
intensive membership drive for
Calloway County Farm Bureau, according to Harvey Ellis, membership
drive chairman.

Health," a bulletin of Kentucky
Department of Health.
Murray High and Murray Training
School Parent-Teacher Association
units were to have a joint meeting
Feb. 13 at Murray High School. Mrs.
John Winter was to direct the program.

Feb. 10reflected in history
Today is Wednesday, Feb. 10, the
41st day of 1982. There are 324 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On February 10, 1763, France ceded Canada to England as the Treaty
of Paris was signed, ending the
French and Indian War.
On this date:
In 1828, South American revolutionary Simon Bolivar became ruler
of Colom'oia.
In 1943, the British 8th Army reached the Tunisian border in World War

in 1971, Cambodian head of state
Lon Nol suffered a stroke, reportedly
paralyzing his right side.
And in 1979, the Iranian revolution
neared a climax as civilians joined
mutinous Air Force cadets in proKhomeini fighting.
Ten years ago, American bombers
and fighter planes made almost 100
strikes in a single day against targets
in Vietnam.
Five years ago, a United Nations
report accused the Soviet Union and

four East European Communist •
countries of secretly buying goods
from Rhodesia in violation of a -U.N.
embargo.
One year ago, vire swept through
the Las Vegas Hilton Hotel, killing
eight motile and injuring about 200.
Today's birthday: Opera singer
Leontyne Price is 55 years old.
Thought For Today: Nothing can
harm a good man, either in life or
death. - Socrates, Greek philosopher
( 469 B.C.-399 B.C.).

murray
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MSU Women's Society to have party
A Western Night Party
and Hoedown is being
planned by Murray State
University Women's
Society for Friday, Feb.
26. Food, fun, games and
prizes will be included.
At 6:30 p.m. a barbeque
meal will be served in the
ballroom of University
Center, MSU.
Events during the evening will include a J. R.
Ewing Look-A-Like" contest, "Best of the West"
couple selection, arm

wrestling, horseshoe pit- square dancers.
Matlick, 753-9716, coching and shooting area.
Reservations at $6.50 chairmen. Checks should
Shep Shepherd will call per person should be be mailed to MSU
a hoedown and offer in- made by Tuesday, Feb. Women's Society
structions to those who 16, by calling Edith Noffs- tresurer, Wilma Beatty,
are not experienced inger, 753-3197, or Pam 1662 College Terrace Dr.•

Chaney shower scheduled

for either fish or chitterlings and $2.75 for chicken
with all the trimmings.

A community-wide household shower for James
and Sue Chaney and their daughter, Doris, will be
Sunday, Feb. 14, from 2 to 4 p.m. at Fellowship Hall
of Elm Grove Baptist Church.
The family lost their home and contents by fire on
Feb.5.

Penny Club has meeting
Violet Johnson presented a lesson on "Once Upon
A Diet" at Jan. 26th meeting of Penny Homemakers
Club at the home of Murrelle Madrey. She said a
person should eat a variety of foods including
something every day from four food groups and
avoid too much sugar,salt, and fat.
The lesson introduction was by Madrey. Ruth
Parker, president, presided. The next meeting will
be Monday, Feb. 15, at 1 p.m. at home of Marelle

Nunnely speaks for class
Joyce Nunnely presented a program on Hospice
Program at Murray-Calloway County Hospital at
meeting of Friendship Class of Westside Baptist
Church Jan. 25 at home of Kathryn Starks. She told
of the work she and other volunteers do to help patients and their families.
The class voted to sponsor one of the tents provided for children participating in Special Olympics
June 10-13. The group will provide refreshments for
the children. Others present were Joanna Adams,
Pat Dalton, Patsy Neale, Carolyn Carroll, Ava
Watkins, Betty Gentry, Judy Smotherman, Shirley
Herndon and Wanda Walker.

MELVYN
FRED
DOUGLAS
ASTAIRE
The time has come
to tel the tale.

GH
STORY

Farless.

Valentine party scheduled
A Valentine Party for preschool through fourth
grade members of Murray Country Club will be
Sunday, Feb. 14, from 2 to 3:30 p.m. at the club. In
charge of arrangements will be Vicki Travis, Dinah
Vire, Carol Waller and Mary Sanders

Party-Dance to be Saturday

Church women plan supper

• USW Vg
.1.5.•

Murray Country Club will have a Valentine
Party-Dance for grades 9 to 12 from 8 p.m. to midnight Saturday, Feb. 13. In charge of arrangements
will be Linda Jones, Peggy Billington, Lynn Stout,
Lynn Houston and Leta Rushing.

Methodist Women of Chestnut Grove AME
Church at Hazel will sponsor a supper Saturday,
Feb. 13. Serving will start at noon. Price will be $3

PLAN EVENT- MSU Women's Society committee members made plans for
Western Night Party and Hoedown for Feb. 26. They include, from left, seated,
Debbie Wattier, president, Pam Matlick and Edith Noffsinger, standing, Ruby
Black and Ruth McNeary.

Sweetheart will be crowned at military ball
n
Peter S
reo nal Caaloaraa
Dolts Tootelaw
Me, re goong Ica

Crowning of the ROTC State University on followed by a dance, both
Sweilbeart- - will be a Saturday evening,. Feb. in the ballroom of the
highlight of the annual 27.
University Center, will be
Military Ball at Murray
A dinner at 6:30 p.m. open to all Murray State
students and faculty.
A WORLD WADE PICTURES RELEASE 6
-1
VC rtever
Both dinner and dance
are sponsored by the advanced ROTC cadets.
Reservations for the
dinner are $7 per person
and should be made by
STARRING
calling the ROTC office at
JONI EARECKSON
762-3746 no -later than
AS PEASE.;
Feb. 22. The dance, which
MENDIP 1,JAMES F COLLIER ikat 'of kV SILII61001 .04 1,1011$ IANCILCD11 Klf
will feature a live band, is
Starts Fri.
open to students and
faculty at no charge.
One Week Only
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HEALTH
It's really a hernia

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

DEAR DR. LAMB - I am
a 57-year-old female with
two children and I had a hysterectomy about 10 years
ago. I'm 5 feet 6 and weigh
150. My problem is dribbling
urine. It seems I've always
had a little problem all my
life but within the last two
weeks it has become so bad I
have to wear padding and
change often. I have no pain
or discomfort but I do have
to urinate often. It is scanty,
colorless and odorless.
I would like to know if it is
Just my aging process and
weak muscles or does it
sound like a condition that
should be taken to my
doctor.
DEAR READER - You
may have a urethrocele.
What is that? It is really a
hernia and is one of the
group of female disorders
related to weakened vaginal
walls. The weakening is
oftenture of the bladder
evstocele), rectum (recto-

Reg To $45.00

Sale

780 To $1 350

Coats
Dress & Casual

Blazers, Skirts, Slacks,
Sweaters & Blouses
Reg. To 70.00

•Reg. To 91.50

Sale $1

Sale'315 To $21°°

1 70 To $2745

Dan Farris and Wilma
Billington, employees of
Bank of Murray, visited
the local Marketing and
Distributive Education
Class at Murray Vocational School recently.
Farris and Billington
explained and discussed
several banking procedures and services.

TODDLER GIRLS SIZES 2-3-4
Sportswear
Dresses
Sale $345 To $1350

$240 To $780

Shop Now & Save Up To 70% Off
_A•

3 Mos. To 24 Mos.
Boys & Girls

Sportswear
Famous Nome Shirts, Sport Coats & Winter Coots
Sets - /eons & Cords

Sale $225 To

$1. 560

Coveralls, Dresses, Sleepers, Coats
Reg. To 34.50 Sale

$180 To $10

BOYS SIZES 8-20
Pants
$330 TO $750
Sale $990 To $3225
Suits & Sportcoats
Special Group Jackets & Coats
Reg. 107.50

Reg. To 31.50 Sale $588
Sweaters & Shirts
Knits, Velours, Western Flannels
Reg. To 55.00
$400

To $165°

Coats & Vests
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In Time For
Valentine's Day
Underwear That's
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Don't Forget
Her This
Sunday Feb. 14th
Valentine's Day.
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Guys & Gals

Say It With Flowers
From Shirley's Florist
She'll Be Glad You Did
And

Children s Fashions

daft King's Ben
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AP

Reg. To 68.00 Sale $825 TO $2048

Mon -7"urs 9.6 Fri 9-8 Sat 9-6
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These included checking skit to show a type of view.
Class members exaccounts, automatic banking in a more pertransfer of funds, bank by sonal way. As this was a pressed appreciation to
mail and other bank ser- retailing Class, members the bank employees for
vices provided for the were interested in the skit their time and effort to
starting of a new from a retailer's point of speak to the DECA class.
business.
A question and answer
period followed.
The two bank
employees performed a

.
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Dress & Casual Reg. To 25.00 Sale

Sale

DEAR READER - If
your blood pressure is normal or on the low side and
your cholesterol levels are
low and you do not smoke,
your risk at your age is quite
small - far less risky than
being pregnant. Your risk of
problems from the pill at
your age is less than 3.5
times what it would be if you
didn't take the pill. But don't
let that figure frighten you
because that is still quite
rare. Stated another way,
three-and-a-half times one in
a thousand is still quite raril
Regarding your family
history, I wouldn't be too
concerned about that if your
own blood pressure and cholesterol levels are normal or
low.

CLASSSPEAKERS -- Wilma Billington, left, and
Dan Fan-Is, right, of Bank of Murray spoke at
DECA Class at Murray Vocational School. Linda
Burris,student, is pictured center.

N

-

Please see your gynecologist. To correct the problem
adequately you may need to
have your urethra repositioned or even your bladder
supported better. This is in
the nature of a hernia
repair. You can use some
exercises, mainly practicing

INFANTS

BOYS SIZES 2-7

Reg. To 52.00

Of course you could have
an infection of the bladder
that can be the cause or
make matters worse.

death.
I am ready for tubal ligation but would like one more
child in about a year. Am I
hurting myself #with the
pills?

We are pleased
to announce that
Susan Valentine,
bride-elect of Eddie Wrye, has
selected her pottery,-flatware,
crystal and china
from our complete
bridal registry.
Susan and Eddie
will be married
April 3.

2-3-4
Reg. To 45.00

Tops,Sweaters
& Slacks
Reg. To 26.00

Sale

cele) and a prolapsed uterus.
The bladder and its
urethral tube is in front of
the front wall of the vagina.
The wall of the vagina is
really a tubular muscle. As
the muscles weaken and the
bladder drops, a portion of
the bladder may protrude
into the vagina causing a
cystocele. Or with a change
in position of the bladder
and weakening in a slightly
different spot the urethra
may kink and partially herniate into the vagina.

stopping your stream and
starting it again, which help
some women but exercise
will not repair or correct
structural changes.
You'll understand this
problem from the diagram
in The Health Letter number
14-12, Hysterectomy, Cystocele and Rectocele, which I
am sending you. Others who
want this issue- can send 75
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for
it to me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I am
a 29-year-old female and
have been on birth control
pills for two years. My
father died at age 41 from a
blood clot to the heart. One
doctor told me not to worry
about any circulatory problems from my family history. Another told me he will
not give me any pills
because of my father's early

Farris, Billington speakers for class
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Events scheduled

Wedding vows solemnized
Comelyn Lowry and
Dr. William Butler Abernathy, Jr., were married
Saturday, Jan. 9, at 4
p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Dr.
Walter E. Mischke, Jr.,
officiated.
Music was by Mrs. Vernon Shown, vocalist, and
Mrs. Richard Farrell,
organist.
The bride is the
daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Conie Crittenden Lowry
of Murray. The groom is
the son of the late Mrs.
Robert Kluge of
Jonesboro, Ark., and the
late William Butler Abernathy,Sr.
Sonya roses and baby's
breath were used in arrangements at the
church.
The bride wore a gown
designed by Jena. It
featured a fitted bodice of
candlelight French reembroidered Alencon lace
with a Queen Ann
neckline. The sleeves
were tapered with points
of lace over the hand. A
skirt of ivory silk organza
was attached at the lifted
waistline which flowed into a cathedral train
bordered with matching
lace motif.
Her veil of silk illusion
cascaded full cathedral
length from a custom cap
of matching lace. She
carried a cascade bou-

quet of Japhet orchids,
stephanotis, white roses
and chlorophytum
foliage.
Mrs. Robert Haugh,
Lexington, was matron of
honor. Bridesmaids were
Mrs. Richard Stanford,
Murfreesboro, Twit.,
Jennie Gordon, Murray,
and Ann Abernathy,
Memphis.
They wore matching
dresses of teal crepe back
satin designed by Bill
Levkoff, matching hats
and elbow length gloves.
The matron of honor
carried a bouquet of
stephanotis, ivy,
chlorophytum and driffenbochia foliages. Each
bridesmaid carried a
single sonya rose with
baby's breath and sonya
streamers.
Hall McAdams, Little
Rock, Ark., was best
man. Groomsmen were
Dr. Robert Kluge and
Hans Winter, Jonesboro,
Frank Abernathy, Col-

Thursday,Feb. 11
Wednesday,Feb. 10
Goshen United. Blankenship Circe of
Methodist Church South Pleasant Grove
Women will meet at 7 United Methodist Church
p.m. at church.
will meet at 7 p.m. at
home of Nancy BlankenCircles of First United ship.
Methodist Church
Women will meet as
Campus Lights 1982
follows: Ruth Wilson with will be presented at 8
Mrs. Paul Kiesow and p.m. in Lovett
Wesleyan with Dr. Alice Auditorium, Murray
Koenecke, both at 7:30 State University.
p.m.
Auditions for -The ImWelcome Wagon Club
portance of Being will meet at 12:30 p.m. at
Earnest" by Community First Christian Church to
theatre will be at 7 p.m. go to Long Term Care
at old freight depot, Unit, Murray-Calloway
Murray-Calloway County County Hospital for a
Hospital.
Valentine party.

Ln.bus, Ohio, Gene
hitinphis, and
Duane H. Lowry.
The groom and his attendants wore black cuta-ways with dark gray
trousers, light gray vests
and gray striped ascots.
The groom had a boutonniere of a white rose with
cholorophytum foliage.
The attendants had sonya
rose boutonnieres.
A reception followed at
the Murray Woman's
Club house.
The reception table was
centered with sonya roses
arranged in a silver wine
cooler. The same flowers
were used in a nosegay on
top and encircling the
wedding cake.
Arrangements of sonya
roses and baby's breath
were used on the groom's
table, the buffet table and
the mantle.
Following a wedding
trip, Dr. and Mrs. Abernathy, Jr., are now
residing at Cordova.

Card soles go up
KANSAS CITY, Mo. romantics is the No. 2
(AP) — Hard times will card-sending occasion in
have little effect on soft this country.
Approximately 800
hearts this year, predicts
the greeting-card in- million Valentines are exdustry in anticipation of a changed by Americans
5 percent increase in the each year, threequarters
sale of 1982 Valentine's of them purchased by
Day cards.
juveniles, according to
The annual holiday for Hallmark.

Mrs. William Butler Abernathy, Jr.
, -.MI,
',NW" -.11•11

Blue jeans television actcalled
disgraceful bo,/ a station viewer
DEAR ABBY: I just
can't stand to see another
TV commercial showing
a lot of fannies wiggling
around in jeans so tight
there is no way a person
could sit down in them!
This goes for men as well
as women.
That bra commercial in
which a man measures a
curvy blonde's dimensioas was bad enough, but
a new low in vulgarity
was reached when some
swivel-hipped gal bragged that the underwear she
was wearing under her
clothes made her look
like she wasn't wearing
nuthin'! Disgraceful!
Please tell me where to
write to complain about
such tasteless commercials. If enough people object, maybe they will take
them off the air.
DISGUSTED IN
TULARE,CALIF.
DEAR DISGUSTED:
Write to: Action. Line,
Direct Mail Marketing
Association, 6 East 43rd
St., New York, N.Y.
10017. Also send a copy to
the president of the company that manufactures
the product. If enough
complaints are received,
the advertising agency
that's responfible for the
commercial will be told
to shape up or ship out.
•••
DEAR ABBY: I did the
most terrible thing a
mother-in-law could do. I
told my daughter-in-law

Thursday,Feb. 11
Friday,Feb. 12
North Pleasant Grove
Hazel and Douglas
Cumberland Centers will be open from
Presbyterian Church 10 a.m. ta 2 p.m. for acWomen will meet with tivities by senior citizens.
Lunch will be served at
Murray Chapter No. 92 Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
Royal Arch Masons will Douglas at 12 noon.
meet at 7:30,p.m. at lodge
hall.
SMITHSONIAN ART
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Mothers Morning Out
will start at 9 a.m. at The Smithsonian InstituGood Shepherd United tion has named Charles
C. Eldredge as director of
Methodist Church.
the National Museum of
Mothers Day Out will American Art.
Eldredge also is direcstart at 9 a.m. at First
Baptist Church.
tor of the Spencer
Museum of Art at the
Senior Citizens Centers University of Kansas. He
will be open as follows: succeeds the late Joshua
Hazel and Douglas from C. Taylor, who died in
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and Ellis 1981 after serving 11
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
years in the post.

right in front of my son
that it didn't look good for
her to let their best friend
(I'll call him Joe) in the
house while my son was
at work. I live next door
and this has bothered me
for two years, and I finally said it to her face to
ease the pain of keeping
my mouth shut for so
long. My daughter-inlaw's reputation wasn't
very good before she
married my son, if you
•
get my drift.
Well,she got mad at me
and told me if that's what
I thought about her I was
no longer welcome in her
house. It's m3? son's
house, too, but he sat
right there and didn't say
a word. Yesterday I called my son and asked him
to bring their baby to mit
house so I could see him.I
told him I was sorry
about what I said to his
wife, and he said that was
something I would have
to straighten out with her.
Abby, how do you
reckon I should go about
making up with my
daughter-in-law?
FEELING BAD
DEAR FEELING: For
openers, you could
apologize to her.
• •••
DEAR ABBY: I'm
thinking seriously about
seeking psychological or
psychiatric help, but I'm
worried about how it
might look on my record
for applying for a job. I'm

20, and if I did get professional help and was later
asked if I'd ever been
under the care of a
psychologist or
psychiatrist, I would
answer truthfully, but I
don't want to risk losing a
job because of it.
I guess I really owe it to
myself to get professional
help, but I don't want to
have to choose eventually
between being honest and
getting a job. I'd appreciate your comments.
Sign me...
STUMPED
DEAR STUMPED: If
you need professional
help,it would be a serious
error to avoid getting it
for the reason you have
mentioned. Millions of
people are receiving, or
have received,
psychotherapy. Many of
them occupy positions of
great responsibility —
lawyers, judges, doctors,
government officials,
corporation executives,
etc.
Youiability to get a job
in the ridure will depend

"MIN.-

FAMILY SHOE STORE'S
GOING
BUSINESS
OUT
SALE
SAVINGS UP TO

oF

By Abigail Von Buren
much more on your record and on how you
present yourself than it
will on that single question, even if it were asked. If it is asked, answer
it honestly, adding that
you have benefited from
it.(You will be respected
all the more for it.) You
are under no obligation to
go into detail about why
you sought help.
•••
Getting married?
Whether you want a formal church wedding or a
simple, "do-your-ownthing" ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send $1
plus a long, selfaddressed, stamped (37
cents) envelope to: Abby,
Wedding Booklet, P.O.
Box 38923, Hollywood,
Calif.90038.

If some legislators today think they are overworked, they should know about Hung Wu, the first
Ming emperor. He had to approve 1,660 documents
dealing with 3,391 separate matters in one 10-day
period. He also had the capital city of Peiping (Peking) leveled to the ground.

510 Main St.

75%
ALL MERCHANDISE AND
FIXTURES PRICED TO SELL

Murray, Ky.

6

•

•

FRAMERS GALLERY
Making Room
For Something New & Special if'
Buy 1 Print Get The
'Ve.
Second One(of
L..v.iw)

It is our pleasure to announce that

Devry Rogers, bride-elect of Donny
Lomb, has selected her pottery 8. kitchenware from our Kountry Kitchen
Devry and Donny will be married

1/2

For
Price
Over 775 Frames To Choose From
Mon.-Fri. 10-4
The Village 641 N. Murray
•

FULL CUT"
DIAMOND CWSTER
If

March 7th.

Starks Hardware

PEG

$200

/

V---/NOW VIP/

12th St. 753-1227 Murray

NALL OUR CLASSIC
SOL
ALL WIDUS
BRAND NAME WATCHES*
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rlezuts a Flowers-Bouquet
This week send our FTD

Valentine's Day
is Sunday,
February 14.

4001.OFF NOTHING HELD BACK
'inseam

You re sure to
coprure her
heart with
the comontic
fresh flowers
Heorr Stick
Pin ond
exclusive FJD Gloss
Heart Dish thor make
up our F1D HEARTS
FtO\VF '" Bouquet

Its romantic
And says all
the things
you've been
meaning to
soy So coil or
VISIT us today
Because every
Valentine deserves
flowers

assiia4 egAlese• , Age947 Coldwater Rd. Murray
Mon.-Sot.
753-3880
8-5

.ht.
NIping you wly it rig
V

PY AVAILABLE

VALENTINE
FRAGRANCES

SEIKO
*EXCLUDING ROLEX AND CONCORD
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Storey's
FOC3E3
GIANT
IF

o in

Where Low
Don't Worry Murray...We Will
We Reserve The
Not Be Undersold!
Right To Limit

Bel-Air
Shopping
Centel

Hours:

Quantities

a.m. to 11 p.m.
Everyday

enter

P• )
stc„:;;

KRAFT
:
r_t_ "...1-71
011
MIRACLE WHIP
Whip

SALAD
DRESSING"

'Sated DretesoNS

COKE,SPRITE,
TAB or
MELLO YELLO

LYNN GROVE
GRADE 'A' MEDIUM

EGGS

320Z.

DOG FOOD
25 LB. BAG

$369

I 1
2 Lli‘n
PLASTIC
BOTTLE

DaL

UNIT ONE PEI FAMILY
WITH-81SM ADDITIONAL ORDER
'
•
EXCL

BLUE BARN

•

Prices Good Wed 2-10 Thru Tues. 2-16

DAIRY SAVINGS

More Low Prices On More Items Everyday At Storey's!

BLUE BONNET

MARGARI E
^

1 Le. eox

GENERIC SALTINE

CRACKERS

1 LB.
QUARTERS

LIQUID

FOOD GIANT WHOLE

4 ROLL

1 LB. 51 99

KRAFT ORANGE
44 01.$169

FRUZVIFVVPI

ATSUP
BUSH'S CHILI HOT

160: $1 19

BEANS

160z.2/894

LYSOL SPRAY
CARNATION HOT COCOA

1 29

MIX
MAWS BAKED

1202. $

LARSEN
160Z.

2/99' VEG-ALL

ion 2/894

..31 OZ. 51 29 LIQUID

LIQUID

CORONET PAPER

TOWELS

.

JUMBO

794

DOVE DISHWASHING

DAWN DISHWASHING

ICE
REAM

POTATOES

.u,oz.3/51° DISINFECTANT....12 OZ.$189

BEANS
BEANS

REG. $2.99
BRYERS

.320Z. $1 39

3/$

VAN CAMP PORK &

HUNGRY JACK INSTANT

HEINZ

300 SIZE

BEANS

FLAV-0-RICH REAL

itt
I

48 CT.

SCOT LAD KIDNEY OR
MEXICAN STYLE

2GAL.$1 19
1
/

Nabs

32 OZ. 51 59
COLORTEX

2 GAL.
1
/

NAPKINS

PARAMOUNT BEEF

LIPTON
T
EI

BA GS

48 CT $1 29

DRESSING

DELTA BATHROOM

107.75' PICKLES

3207.

GOLDIN GRAIN PA OZ.

WINTER GARDEN
FROZEN

COCONUT

DRESSING

1 39

,1 0,116;

isoi.694

TAMALES
PARAMOUNT DILL

FT ITALIAN

KRAFT BUTTERMILK

$119 TISSUE

3isi

MAC.& CHEESE
OZ.694

4 ROLL

894

RICHTEX

SHORTENING

4207. 51 39

WESSON VEGETABLE

OIL

...48 OZ. $2'

EAGLE BRAND SWEET CONDINCED

KLEENEX FAME

TISSUE 4„ tob

..200a.79` MILK

Cal-ITS
'

1607.

1°9 MEAT

$

DUNCAN NINES LAYER
12 OZ. $1 19

SCOT LAD
HUNT'S TOMATO

JUICE
re•

4607.89' CORN
L

14 OZ. $1 °9

1W

KELLY'S LUNCHEON

60Z.

$1 2

$1

TEA BAGS

75
£04

TISSUE

GAL. $229

BUTTER

22 01-

TENDER LEAF

COLORTEX BATHROOM

FOOD GIANT WHOLE

MILK

554

MARDI GRAS JUMBO ROLL

• PAPER
TOWELS
MILK

SUNLIGHT DISHWASHING

CAKE MIXES

16 OZ. 99

CAMPBELL TOMATO
16 OZ.

10 OZ.

2/894 'SOUP

23'

.

COLOREC
•

BEST

COPN

A
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Prices Originate
U.S.D.A. CHOICE BO ELESS

FAMILY PACK

CHUCK ROAST

ROUND BE

1

A Soot Remo(badly More

Home Owned
& Home Operated

SWIFT
tiofioG-s-

11 29

1 9LB.

ScotFarms

10

79'

LB.

•

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

REELFOOT

SWISS STEAK
$179

BACON-

WHOLE PORK

BUTTS
119
SLICED

LB.

I

LB.

.• •

s

We Accept Food Stamps

tSP^
'

MIMS

GROUND

HYDE PARK

SAUSAGE

LB $ 1 49

CHUCK

3 LB. BAG YELLOW

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

STEW MEAT

POW CHOPS

LB.

BOSTON BUTT

P4

BONUS PACK CUT-UP

:PORK ROAST

LB.

$1 39

NIONS

MRS

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

BONUS PACK SIRLOIN

CHUCK STEAK

TIP STEAK

LB $249

FIELD

29

SMOKEDPICNICS

LB 99

FAMILY PACK

9'

120Z. $1 29

MR. FRITTER

STEAK

?'

BOLOGNA
PATTIES

14

$ 19
OZ.1

EA.

PINK

GRAPEFRUIT

PELI

39

WASHINGTON STATE GOLDEN
WHITE

BREAD

LOAF

14

69 PICKLE
LOAF
RRI

3/89 SANDWICH

CAKE
IN STORE BAKED

DELI-MADE DELUXE

COOKIES

PIZZA'S

FRESH

TURNIPS

SUBMARINE

APPLE 011/MI

09

Li.$189

APPLES

LB

994
TANGERINES

10 99'PEARS

MUSHROOMS

FOOD GIANT CASH POT
THIS WEEK WIN:

234

$60000

'
2U99

FA $359

I.

9'

5i$1
2 99'
39'

PKG.
,

BE_Ti
ONIONS

99gBAG(12COUNT)
LEMONS

99'

BRITTIES BEST

3 sl POPCORN

I LB 1AR

894

LAST WEEK'S NAME: PHYLLIS NESBITT, MURRAY
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Tiny town now embarrassed by national publicity given book
"We have been exposed
GIRARD, Pa. Al')
Parents who complained to the nation as a comthat Studs Terkel's book munity that does not have
,"Working" contained the facilities to take care
some words too dirty for of its own problems,"
the classroom now say parents' representatives
national publicity about Robert and Marilyn
their protest has embar- Richardson wrote in a letter to the Girard school
rassed this tiny town.
Now they've asked the board.
"To follow our present
school board to delay any
deitision about the issue course will probably lead
'until the hoopla dies to a court battle despite
the board decision. This
down.

would only lead to more
exposure and embarrassment to all concerned."
School Superintendent
Jan Calhoun said the
board was willing to
delay a public session
planned for Feb. 15, but
he added, "We do not
know what they I parents)
really want.. We're going
to ask them to put in
writing what they want
the school board to do."

Linda Burns, a „leader
of the parents' group,
said in a telephone interview Tuesday: "We just
kind of want things to get
back to normal in the
community, to give people a chance to calm
down and think about it
without outside interference."
Mrs. Burns said that
the parents never asked
for an outright ban of

•

Terkel's book but instead
seek availability of
another book for students
who find "Working" objectionable.
School Board ['resident
Alice Fulgenzio said
Tuesday she opposes
removing the book from
school and added that if it
came to a vote, the
board's nine members
would reject a ban of
"Working."

"I believe in freedom of
expression. I really can't
hold with banning books,
that's for sure," she said
41 an interview with Phil
Donahue on the talk show
broadcast live from
Chicago.
Controversy erupted
when eight students and
their parents complained
about the use of "Working" in English classes
for vocational students.

•

The 1974 best-seller is a
series of interviews with
more than a hundred people who sometimes use
earthy language in talking about the joys and
frustrations of their jobs.
Terkel, saying he was
"curious...and a little bit
angry," traveled to the
comm uniy of 8,000 people
on the southeastern shore
of Lake Erie last week to
defend his book.

The white-haired
author addressed a student assembly to wild
cheers of approval and
later debated with
parents, some of whom
walked out of the public
meeting.
"Working" still is used
in English classes and the
dissatisfied students have
continued to do
assignments based on the
book, Calhoun said.

Criminal charges filed against five men illegally entering United States
BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP)
— Criminal charges have
been filed against two
men from Northern
Ireland and three others
from Canada for allegedly trying to enter the
United States illegally:
The five, believed by
U.S. Immigration and
Naturalization Service officials to be on an armsbuying mission for the
outlawed Irish
Republican Army, were
in INS custody after appearing before a federal
magistrate Tuesday.
John Molloy, attorney
for the men, said Edward
Howell, 34, and Michael
Wier, 35, both of Belfast,

Northern Ireland, were
each charged with trying
to use another person's
passport.
The other three,
William O'Neill, 29;
James Kelly, 41, and
William Gilroy, 36,a11 of
St. Catharines, Ontario,
and all formerly of
Belfast, were charged
with knowingly trying to
bring aliens into the
United States, he said.
At Tuesday's proceeding, no plea was
entered before U.S.
Magistrate Edmund F.
Maxwell, Molloy said.
Since their arrests the
five had been held by the
INS on civil charges.

PAGL

returned to the INS. They
were returned to the Erie
County Correctional
Facility in Alden.
INS District Director
Benedict J. Ferro said exclusion and deportation
proceedings generally
follow criminal proceedings. He said the five

would not be released on
bond.
The five were arrested
Saturday night at the
Whirlpool Bridge in
Niagara Falls, N.Y., on
the Canadian border.
Ferro said INS officers
seized a shopping list of
arms and ammunition,

about $9,600 in British
and Irish currency, and
casting dies resembling
those used by the Irish
-government to validate
passports.
Also seized 'were
notebooks containing
names and addresses
linking those arrested to

an international pipeline
that smuggles IRA activists into the United
States, Ferro said.
On Jan. 21, two Irish
nationalists, including a
member of Britain's
Parliamentb and two
Canadians were arrested
on- similiar civil and

related criminal charges.
Owen Carron, 29, who
has refused to take his
seat in Parliament, and
Danny Morrison, an
editor of the weekly
newspaper of the fRA's
legal political wing, the
Sinn Fein, were deported
Jan. 27.

Chairman Volcker still not budging on money policy
WASHINGTON (API —
Federal Reserve Chairman Paul Volcker is
showing no sign of budging from the Fed's tightmoney policy despite
arguments that monetary
restraints coupled with
huge federal deficits will

stifle economic recovery.
Volcker does not
disagree with the basic
assessment, but rather
with those looking tp the
Fed to bend. lie says the
solute is simple: Keep
the monetary policy and
cut the deficits.

That's the message
Volcker has been sending
Congress and the Reagan
administration and the
one he was expected to
renew today during a formal presentation of the
Fed's money-growth
targets for this year.

The main tai get —
/
2-to-5k-i
relatively spare 21
percent growth in cash
and checking deposits —
was given all but final approval by the board months ago and Volcker has
given no indication of any
changes recently.

Time and again, he has
said that flooding the
financial markets with
more cash would only bring new inflation. And he
has vowed to avoid that
course.
Instead, Volcker tells

crcs, if you're afraid
Fed policies won't leave
enough money to finance
both soaring federal
deficits and economic
recovery,then lean an the
president and Congress to
cut federal spending
muclf more.

Tennessee committee approves bill for unemployment benefits

A

NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — With one in 10
Tennessee workers
without jobs, the House
Labor Committee approved a bill to add up to
$72 million in taxes on
Tennessee businesses to
pay unemployment
benefits.
Without opposition, the
committee sent the bill to
the House Finance Committee on Tuesday. Most
Democratic leaders
already have made a
political issue of the tax,
with some Democtats on
the Labor Committee
blaming the state's 10.4

Italian Spaghetti
Special
Onls
With Garlic Bread
Salad 40' Extra
t69' Special For
Inside Dining Onls
Free Refills On Drinks

Wednesday 11 A.M.-10 P.M
Y -Ai Can't Eor This Good

After the U.S.. attorney's office decided to
press criminal charges,
the five were turned over
to U.S. marshals.
Maxwell ordered that
the five be released on
810,000 personal
signature bonds for the
criminal charges and

At Horrc For Thts Pnos

"percent unemployment percent from present
rate on President levels — for an extra $72
Reagan.
million per year.
The bill also tightens up
The increase — backed
by Gov. Lamar Alex- on those qualified for
ander — is designed to unemployment benefits
keep the state's — requiring, on average,
unemployment compen- that they hold their jobs
two weeks longer than
sation fund afloat.
they do now. It also would
If the Legislature aprequire workers fired for
proves, the bill on July 1
cause to work twice as
would increase the tax on
long in a new job as they
Tennessee employers for
do now to become eligible
jobless benefits by 18 perfor jobless pay after leavcent or $36 million per
ing a second job.
year. If the state fund
drops below $100 million,
The state's employthe tax automatically ment security commiswould be increased by 36 sioner, Bob Bible, said

the state last year paid businesses are exempt
$240.7 million in jobless from paying the tax,
benefits, but employers
Unless Tennessee
paid only $156.5 million in
employers
pay the tax
tax — levied on the first
$6,000 of salaries paid to levied by the Legislature,
Bible said, federal law
each of their employees.
forces the state to borrow
Bible said the fund is from the U.S. Labor
supposed to build up in Department to make
times of prosperity for unemployment payments
use in times of recession. — and repay the money
The tax on employers is with interest of 10 per•
•
levied on a sliding scale, cent.
depending on the number
He said this would force
of employees, turnover, state businesses to inclaims for unemployment crease their current tax
compensation by former payments by 43 percent
employees and similar — or higher, depending
factors. Some smaller on how long it took to pay

off the federal loan. •
Rep. Mike Kernell, DMemphis, asked Bible if
employers passed the tax
along as higher prices.
Bible said most, and probably all, did.
"We're going to be
making Tennesseans
here pay for the economic
policies of the Reagan administration," Kernel]
said, blaming Reagan for
high unemployment.
But all six Democrats
and three Republicans on
the committee, considered the most liberal
in the House, approved
the measure.

Henry Kissinger undergoing heart surgery
BOSTON (API —
Although there are some
risks, former Secretary
of State Henry Kissinger
says his doctor told him
open-heart surgery
shouldn't slow him down
a bit.
"He told me I would be
stronger than ever afterward — which is the most
terrifying news my
associates have ever

We're Laying
The Ax To
Nigh
Prices During

received," Kissinger, 58,
joked Tuesday.
Kissinger, scheduled to
undergo surgery this
mo•rning at
Massachusetts General
Hospital, was reported in
good condition and
resting comfortably early
today.
The 1973 Nobel Peace
Prize winner 'and
secretary of state from

1973 to 1977 said at a news
conference Tuesday he
hoped to leave the
hospital in about two
weeks and planned to
limit his schedule for the
next six weeks.
Kissinger, who had no
previous heart problems,
first entered the hospital
one week ago complaining of shoulder pains., He
was released Friday

Court judge
rejects plea
of policeman
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after a general checkup,
but returned Sunday
night.
Austen, the hospital's
chief of general surgical
services, has been Kissinger's personal physician for almost 10 years.
He said the four-houroperation "probably"
would be a triple bypass
and he predicted a full
recovery.

SAN FRANCISCO
(AP) — A Superior Court
judge has rejected the
lawsuit of a policeman
who claimed he was a victim of the curse of King
Tutankamun.
Judge Richard Figone
rejected a suit Tuesday
by Lt. George E.
LaBrash, who claimed he
suffered a mild stroke
because he was guarding
the ancient Egyptian
king's golden' funeral
mask while it was on
display here in
September1979.
LaBrash, 56, sought
$18,400 in disability pay
on grounds the stroke was
job-related. The suit
noted the curse has been
blamed for the deaths of a
dozen people connected
with the display of Tut artifacts or the discovery of
his tomb.
But the judge said,
"The spectators who attended the exhibit may
just as well have disturbed the remains of the
.deceased (Tut). Officer
LaBrash, if anything.
prevented desecration of
these remains."
Figone also noted the
Retirement Board rejected LaBrash's claim
that the stroke was cauFed by the general stres:
of police work or the
stress of guarding the a r tifacts.
The judge said thu
board had sufficient
jurisdiction for its deet
sion because three of four
doctors who examined
I,aBrash, a 24-year
veteran of the focce, saki
the stroke was not Jul.
related

•
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•
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tientitts placing young condors
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PIURA,Peru(AP) — A nature, much as taking
•, team of Peruvian and the egg away from a
• , U.S. scientists are chicken causes it to lay
•breeding Andean condors another."
"We've found the
-in captivity in an experiment designed to save technique works with An. California condors from dean condors," he added.
..extinction.
"If our present success
The scientists have continues and the techni• placed young Andean ques we're developing
.condors hatched at the here are used, it seems
Bronx Zoo in New York very probable that any
and at a Maryland (California) condors prowildlife research center duced in captivity could
in their natural habitat in also be released into the
the Peruvian wilds.
wild and live as if they
The researchers say were born there." "
, they are developing a
It's not a technique that
practical, efficient way to has won universal apsave the fast- proval from environmendisappearing California talists. One U.S. conser, species, now believed to vation group, Friends of
number between 20 to 30 the Earth, says human
birds,from going the way meddling will hasten the
of the Carolina parakeet bird's demise. Other opand the passenger ponents say more empigeon.
phasis should be placed
Mike Wallace, 31, a on habitat protection
bearded wildlife resear- rather than human concher from Westbrook,-o tact with the bird.
Wallace said that
Maine, who coordinates
. • the project, said in an in- although the researchers'
, • terview that because the immediate concern is to
, California condor is so save the imperiled
rare, it is necessary to California species, the
test techniques for the project's long-term effect
•
capture, breeding and would be to further the
• eventual release into the state of the art of preservwild of their more ing endangered species
numerous South generally. Successful
trapping — using rocketAmerican cousin.
"Captive breeding is propelled nets — and
being recommended as radio telemetry — fitting
one of the fastest ways of the birds with solar'rebuilding the population powered radio transmitof the California condor," ters — techniques
, Wallace said."By remov- developed during the
„ Pig the eggs from a course of the project are
'breeding pair in captivi- two research spinoffs
ty, it may be possible to with possibly wider apobtain six times as many plication, he said.
Wallace, a doctoral stir •
eggs as that produced in

dent at the University of
Wisconsin, directs the effort from a base camp
nestled in the foothills of
the Illescas mountain
range, which juts into the
ocean southwest of Piura.
The U.S. governmentfinanced project is sponsored jointly by the
university, the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service- and
fhe Peruvian Ministry of
Agriculture.
The California condor,
like its larger Andean
cousin, belongs to the
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demonstrating that with
specific knowledge about
a species it may be difficult but not impossible
to save it.•
"For many Californians, the California condor is a symbol of the
California wilderness,"
Temple said. " And
anything you do to a condor — touching it, trapping it, marking it,
breeding it in captivity -essentially diminishes
the mystique about the
animal:"

'Martha White

House to vote on bill
human life.
Johnson charged that
many of society's problems today are the
result of the 1973 U.S.
Supreme Court decision
legalizing abortion.
Rep. Fred Cowan, DLouisville, one of the two
members of the committee to vote against the
bill, said he feels abortion
is a purely religious decision that should not be
governed by the state.
"The state should not
be attempting to say what
is religion and what is not
religion,"Cowan said.
Jan Harman, director
of Lexington Planned
Parenthood,said she also
felt the law would be infringing upon her rights to
make an individual
choice.
"I resent my tax dollar
being spent on 'such
travesties," she said.
Tom Stickler, executive director of the
Reproductive Freedom
League, said he felt the
real intent of the bill was
to discourage doctors
from performing abortions.
"Kentucky doesn't
need to get involved in
this destructive interference in family life,"
Stickler said.

ed to a relatively small the project, even among results so far.
"What we're fighting is
area north of Los environmentalists.
Dr. Stanley Temple,35, a fundamental belief that
Angeles.
The number of condors an assistant professor of man should just let
has declined markedly in wildlife ecology at the nature take its course,"
recent years, as civiliza- University of Wisconsin he said. "We as human
tion encroaches on the and a noted expert on en- beings can do something
bird's last patural out- dangered birds, said: , other than muck things
post, bringing in its wake "Everyone seems to be up in nature, we are
shrinking food supplies, interested in saving the capable of restorative
pesticides and an ever- condors, but few seem to arts as well."
smaller area to agree on how to do it."
Temple said that by
Temple, who serves as developing a workable
reproduce.
The dire condition in an adviser to the project, model of captive
which the species is found recently visited the breeding and re-release
has not guaranteed research site and said he into the wild, the project
unanimous support for was pleased with the scientists are

1=111111MMIN

•

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — The House of
Representatives will once
again Vote on a bill aimed
at placing some limits on
abortions.
The House Health and
Welfare Committee Tuesday approved a bill to require a woman would
have to give her informed
consent before she can
have an abortion.
The measure, sponsored by Rep. William
Donnermeyer, D Bellevue, would also require an ,unwed women
•
under 18 to have her
• parents' consent before
she could have an abortion.
The bill also provides
.more detailed reporting
requirements on abor,tions for doctors and
-would require that a hus• band be informed that his
▪ - -wife is having an abortion, although his permission would not be required.
' The bill was reported
out by an 11-2 vote and
' now gps to the full
House, which passed a
similar measure in 1980
that died in the Senate.
Supporters of the bill
told the committee Tuesday that the re• quirements would bring
abortion up to the accepted medical standards
for other medical procedures.
Dr. E.B.Schoenbacher,
of Jeffersontown,said the
_measure would also protect women from being
exploited by what he
, termed "abortion mills."
Rep. Louis Johnson, DOwensboro, also said it
would put the Legislature
on record as supporting

New World vulture family, a group of carrion
eaters. The largest North
American land bird, the
condor has a wing span of
10 feet. They lay eggs only once every other year,
and the survival rate for
chicks is said to be only 50
percent.
Although fossil
evidence suggests the
California .condor once
ranged over an immense
area extending as far
east as Florida, the current population is confin-

captivity
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99c Pork Chops

19
Fries
99c
Butter Beans
.Bologna 'Wieners
Bacon
$10
$729
Corn
Coconut
6...2 $1 Lean Meaty Boston Butt
1 19
45
PRODUCE
Pork Roast..Lb.
19c
Cabbage
Steak
ologna
1 79
Potatoes
$139
$1
19
I
Lard
•
79c FFresh Leon
Tomatoes
19
c
Apples
59 Ground Beef
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H&R Block
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Vour taxes."

Tropic Isle Fresh Grated

New Green

REASON St6: FIBR Block's trained tax preparers
This year there are 47 different forms and schedules for
income tax filers
Using the wrong form, or omitting one, could cost you
money Of cause an IRS inquiry H&R Block preparers are
trained to know the forms and how to use each of them to
your best advantage
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STP
Single
Oil Filter
$247

Limit 6 Qt.

HE-ET

Heet
Gas Line
Anti Freeze

Reg $2.67 Sale

Disposable
Fire
Extinguisher

Reg 79'

For Grease, Oil, Gas
& Electrical Fires

Sale

windshield
Washer
Solvent

Get Your

Snow
Shovels

20 Gallon
Galvanized

STP
Air Filter

At Uncle Jeff's
at
DISCOUNT
PRICES

Trash Can
$697

$299
Sale ‘
Ip

Diesel

GASOLINE

Mechanics

Fuel

Creeper
Reg $11 99
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Arms Undercover
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Automatic
Pistol
22 Cal. 9 Shot
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2" Barrel 11%
Blue Finish
Walnut Grips
Sale

$199"

Sole

Other New & Used Hand Guns Including:
Ruger Speed Six
9mm in Stainless 23
/
4 Barrel
Beretta Model 925W
9mm Automatic
15 Shot With Walnut Grips
Ruger Security Six
357 Magnum In Stainless
Smith & Wesson Model 37
Airweight 38 Cal. 2" Barrel

Smith 8 Wesson
Model 19 357 Magnum
In Nickel With TT, TN,
TS and Red Ramp
White Outline
Smith 8 Wesson
Model 66 Stainless
357 Magnum
21/2"Barrel
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Buy,

Sell,
and
Trade,
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$1 3900
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Ladies Department Winter Clearance

for Boys L Girls
also one for teacher

u
a
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Ladies, Girls and Infants

Discount Prices
Timex Watches

Peanut Brittle

Styles for ladies
& Men assortment

8 ox Box

0

69
Efferdent
Denture Cleanser
Tablets
$ 1 49

/
0Off Mfg. Retail Price
A nice gift
your Girl or Guy

71

4-Way
Nasal Spray

Pain Relief without aspirin

$219

Sale

Norelco Clean
Air Machine

The-Clian Air Modidne
fleshfrorn P‘oreleo

Regoler or long
acting

111-111—VIENNE

Sale

For baby
and you 14 oz.

11
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Sale

$1 58

The family deodorant
10 oz. aerosol can

ck\c',„ck

Gourmet
Popping Corn
4
Sale

Mf . Rebate

Pepsodent .

ma
I

o
N
mu

for

$14 95
Toothpaste

Off

-

Men's Casual

Shoes

Shoes

Reg. $28.99

Sale

Reg. $22.99

Sale

Reg. $ 1 8.99

Sale

$ 1 898
I
$ 1 488

I
s

$500
Off
Any Regular Priced
Shoe

$ 1 288
I

Wintuk Knitting Yarn
Machine Wash & Dry

Reg. $1.19

Hi-Value
Pure Aluminum
2 qt. Covered
Sauce Pan

71 4 oz. Box

4kir

Deflect-o Air
Deflector

$ II

69

Sale

you conserve heat
bills by keeping the
hot air on the floor,
held in place by magnets.
Adjustable 10" to 14"

Vanguard
Vinyl Carpet
Runner Pretector

99'

Save
$7.11

Sale

Slacks

$1495

Hearts

From Wrangler®
In Solid Colors

$6.95 Value

Sale

$399

1/2

Price or Less

Active Sportswear
Velour Shirts
Sweaters
Corduroy Pants

$0188
NOW

$ 1 488
W

.0

Winter Clearance
n Men's & Boy's Dept.
Marked To

Was $14.99

Red & Gold Top with
Red Ribbon,1 Pound Box
No. 62-924

Sanyo AM / FM
Digital Clock

Coveralls

$ 1 988
I
Sale

Men's

Boxed Chocolate

Men's Deluxe Work

Chest Size 38-46
Reg. $23.99

(ityrzateitk;

Presto
- Aluminum
Pressure Cooker
Brach's Valentine

88`

Chest Size 48-52
Reg. $26.99

Sere your carpet or floors

Cooks 3 to 10 times faster
Recipe Instruction Book
included. 4qt. No. 01210

Sale

From Big Ben
Your Choice Of Blue Denim
Or Olive Twill.

No. 8052

Radio LED
Clock Display, Top
mounted controls. Sleep
timer and snooze alarm.
No. RM 5082

•
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Ladies Casual

sak9_6'

4
5

Sole

Price

family size 6.5 oz.

Creamer
Cheese
Dinner

2

.40%

15 oz. Jar

-$2.00

1 /2

Entire Stock

Pepsodent

Macaroni and Cheese

Save

To

Men's
Women's
& Children's

Sale

Golden Grain
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pi)

and Slush Boot Sale

Lighter to handle
easier to use $16.95

$
Sale

8

Light 'N Easy
Spray Steam &
Dry Iron full size

Your Final Cost

Wool Skirts,
Sweaters &
Jumpers

Bras

Half
Slips

• General Electric

98
21 9

-

Orville Redenbacher's

Pain Relieving
Ointment - Greasless
1 14 oz. tube

Gillette Right Guard
Deodorant

Special Group

1z. Off
25% 111/,)
Off
1599
Snow

Model NB 1900 Sale

Ben Gay

Sole

Price

the air freshener that
doesn't cover oders it
removes them, easy to
replace filbers, works
$
o to 3 months

1/2 OZ.

Johnson's
-2-, Baby Powder

1 /2

-trattai Tylenol Tablets
100 Tablets

Ladies Tops
and Blouses
$6-$8-$ 10

Purses
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Sale
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One Style Boy's

Flannel Shirts
Many Items
Save $5.11
Less Than 1 /2 Price
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Many other boxed Valentine
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Valentine Card also Discounted
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Oman, U.S. to defend Persian Gulf, Weinberger

OBITUARIES
Willie Sorrels Memorial
rites planned
dies today
for Christy
at hospital
Willie Sorrels, 60, 317
Irvan, died today at 7:15
e.'m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was
a retired coal miner.
Born Feb. 5, 1922, in
Butler County, he was the
son of the late Mike Sorrels and Betty Jones Sorrels. He was a member of
Rochester Baptist
Church, Rochester, Ky. .
He is survived by his
widow, Effie Latham Sorrels, to whom he was
married Nov. 12. 1945;
stepmother, Ocie Mae
Sorrels, Morgantown;
two daughters, Bonnie
Spann, Murray, and
Brenda Johnson,
Rochester; a son, Dennis
Sorrels, Murray.
Also surviving are a
sister, Marie Vaughn,
Rochester; two brothers,
Wilbur Sorrels,
Rochester, and Raymond
Sorrels, Nortonville; four
grandchildren.
The body has been
transferred to Smith
Funeral Home, Morgantown. Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home had
charge of local arrangements.

Carl Burnett
dies Monday
at hospital
Services for Carl B.
Burnett will be Thursday
at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield. The Rev.
Charles Nelson and the
Rev. Tommy Grubbs will
officiate.
Burial will follow in the
Lynnville Baptist Church
Cemetery.
Friends may call at
funeral home.
Burnett, 62, Rt. 1,
Sedalia, died Monday at
11:35 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by his
widow, Mildred Burnett;
two daughters, Brenda
Jean Gough,Sedalia, and
Karen Denise Brockwell,
Beaufort, S. C.; three
grandchildren.
Also surviving are a
sister, Mrs. W. T. Canter,
Mayfield; three brothers,
J. D. Burnett, Farmington, Tilton Burnett,
Sedalia, and Joe Burnett,
Pryorsburg.

Hog market
Federal-State Market News Service
February IC NC
Malady Parttime Area Hog Market
Report betides II Buying Stations
Receipts: Act 339 Est. NO Barrows & Galls
1.25-1.541 bleier Sows steady tot.911 higher
NO 75-51.21 few 51.50
US 1421040lbs.
$50.75-50 75
US 2319-230 lbs.
.$49 25-50.25
US 2-3 250470 lb.
SOWS
$41.N-45.N
US 1-2 271.211 lb..
$42 00-4510
US 1-331041 lbs
$45.90-50.Ce
US 1-3 450-51.lbs
$50.1041.0
US 14 MON lbs....
$41 10-42.011
U62431141/1 Its.....
Boars 3311-31.10

Stock market
+3 52

ladustrull Average
Air Products
.
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
ChM*

Date*.
GAY
General Dynamics
General Motors
General tire
Goodrich
'Goodyear
Gulf Oil
Heablew
B.M
Jerwo
Smart
Penwalt
Qoaker Oats
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco

34% +
+
27% — %
57% +'.
unc
_354 +
-44
rei unc
25% unc
31% unc
+'.

31
194 +in
344. +
• 31%
61% +
111OrA
li%
..25 unc
37 +%
36% VFW
13% •Oi
12.10
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MUSCAT, Oman u115
-- Defense Secretary
Caspar Weinberger 'said
today Oman and the
United States will work
together to defend the oilrich Persian Gulf region.
"Oman is beset with
threats and is prepared to
work with the United
States to face these
threats," Weinberger
said before departing for
Jordan.
Weinberger did not
specify the nature of the

Memorial services for
James S. Christy will be
Thursday at 3 p.m. at
First United Methodist
Church. The Rev. Jim
Stubbs will officiate.
The body will be
cremated. J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home is in
charge of arrangements.
The family requests
that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to First United
Methodist Church or
Calloway County Heart • By The Associated Press
A town in Illinois and
Fund.
Christy, 77, 911 .North another in Massachusetts
18th St., died Monday at have clamped limits on
10:10 p.m. at Western video-game playing by
State Hospital, young people to stop the
Hopkinsville. He was a children from throwing
retired _salesman and a away their lunch money
member of First United at amusement arcades or
getting involved in drugs.
Methodist Church.
The new city laws came
Born Jan. 5, 1905, at
Coldwater, Miss., he was despite a federal appeals
the son of the late James court ruling that struck
Looden Christy and Martha Gibson Christy.
He is -survived by his
widow, Hilma Christy,
and his mother-in-law,
NEW YORK (AP) —
Myrtle Overby; 941 North Saying it receives daily
18th St.; two sisters, Floy reports of human rights
Bloodworth and Myrtle abuses in El Salvador,
Worley, Tupelo, Miss.; the U.S. branch of
brother-in-law and sister- Amnesty International
in-law, Solon and Ruth has rejected the State
Hale, Murray.
Department's contention
that violence in the Central American nation is
on a "downward trend."
The London-based
organization sent a
telegram to President
Services for Mrs. Reagan asserting the
Clorene Farley will be "pattern or abduction,
Thursday at 2:30 p.m. in torture and murder" in
the chapel of J. H. Churchill Funeral Home. The
Rev. Jack Jones will officiate. MANILA, Philippines
Burial will follow in the
(AP) — Freed sportsman
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at Tommy Manotoc met
with his bride, Imee Marfuneral home.
Mrs. Farley, 77, 1651 cos, today, his parents
Ryan Ave., died Tuesday said. But it was unclear if
at 11:10 a.m. at Murray- he would try to save the
Calloway County marriage opposed by his
Hospital. She was a presidential father-inmember of Good law.
Manotoc, who said he
Shepherd United
was held by kidnappers
Methodist Church.
Born Oct. 5, 1905, in for 41 days in the MounCalloway County, she tains east of Manila, met
was the daughter of the with his 26-year-old wife
late Braxton Bragg Arm- until early this morning
strong and Ellen Phillips at the presidential
palace, his mother and
Armstrong.
Survivors include her father said. But they
husband, Porter Farley; refused to give any other
two daughters, Linda information about the
Kay Farley, Murray, and reunion.
Manotoc at a news conMrs. Dewey Outen,
Tuesday refused
ference
Mich..
Southfield,
Also surviving are a to discuss his marriage,
sister, Sally Johnson, saying the relationship
Murray; a brother, John was a personal matter.
Armstrong, Mayfield; And his wife, the
daughter of President
two grandchildren.

perceived menace during
his two days of talks with
Omani officials.
Oman adjoins the Strait
of Hormuz, through
which two-thirds of the
world's ocean-shipped oil
passes.
The nation has been
locked in border and skirmishes with neighboring
South Yemen, which Information Minister
Abdul-Aziz al-Rowas said
has become "a Soviet colAn"('ntnnlpie with

military bases and air- security in the Hormuz
fields ... constituting a Strait, but he denied that
threat to the entire gulf the Americans have any
region."
military bases in his
country.
Last week Oman accusThe Americans have a
ed Marxist-ruled South
task force of
permanent
Yemen of plotting with
one
the Soviet Union,' Libya four frigates and
near
destroyer
command
and Ethiopia to
waters, in addidestabilize conservative Omani
presence in the
a
to
tion
governments in the gulf.
Indian Ocean.
The information
Weinberger's visit
minister said both Oman climaxed with a five-hour
and the United States inspection of the U.S.
were keen on maintaining Navy's Indian Ocean task

force, aboard the aircraft details of the AWACS sale
to Riyadh had been
carrier Constellation.
His trip followed in- finalized.
creasing statements by
The airborne warning
Persia,n Gulf leaders
control system
and
about the necessity of
reportedly will he
planes
from
"removing the area
used
as
the nucleus of a
the sphere of big power
Persian Gulf air defense
conflicts."
blanket for Saudi
However, Weinberger
Arabia's allies in the Gulf
on Tuesday announced
Council.
Cooperation
the establishment of a
The other members are
joint military committee
with Saudi Arabia after Oman, Qatar, the United
four days of talks with Arab Emirates, Kuwait,
Saudi leaders and said and Bahrain.

Towns establish limits for video-game play
down a similar ordinance
in Mesquite, Texas. That
case has been appealed to
the U.S. Supreme Court,
which heard arguments
Nov. 10 but has not ruled.
In Marlboro, Mass., a
central Massachusetts
town of 31,000, the fear of
drug traffic sparked the
restrictions passed by the
City Council, Mayor
Joseph Ferrecchia said

honky-tonk center," FerTuesday.
The regulations passed reeehia said. Any new
Monday night ban anyone video game centers
under age 18 from play- licensed by the city must
ing pinball or computer be at least 1,500 feet from
games after 10 p.m. and schools, playgrounds and
before 3:30 p.m. on school public housing, and at
days. Youths are forbid- least 300 feet from
den to play the games residential zones, the orbetween midnight and 7 dinance says.
In Bradley, Ill., a town
a.m. on other days.
"We must not allow the of 12,000 about 40 miles
downtown to become a southwest of Chicago, an

ordinance passed Monday night bans children
under 16 from playing
computer games in shopping mall arcades.
The games, which
usually cost 25 cents, are
"enticing young people,
into gambling and throwing away their lunch or
school book money," said
Mayor Kenneth Hayes.
There are no video

game centers in Bradley,
but two people have expressed an interest in
opening the amusement
centers, city officials
said.
The new ordinance
would levy a fine of 2500
on a game operator who
allows underage children
to play, and conviction
could result. in loss of
license.

Unchanged violent trends in El Salvador cited

Mrs. Farley
dies; rites
in chapel

El Salvador cited in the
Amnesty International's
1981 report was unchanged.
In its survey of human
rights around the world
presented to Congress
last week, the State
Department said the
government of El
Salvador is making a
"concerted and signifi:
cant effort to comply with
internationally recognized human rights."
According to the State
Department, the govern-

ment of El Salvador "has
achieved substantial control over all elements of
its own armed forces so
as to bring an end to the
indiscriminate torture
and murder of
Salvadoran citizens."
In its telegram, Amnesty International said the
State Department's findings were inconsistent
with the volunteer
group's ir formation
human rights in El
Salvador.
,According to Amnesty

International's findings,
"Thousands of people detained without warrant
have disappeared or been
murdered by the security
forces" in the year ending May 1981.
An estimated 12,000
people were killed during
the period, the - group
said.
The State Department
report, on the other hand,
said, "Human rights
violations were frequent,
but there was a
downward trend in

political violence" in
1981.
Statistics on numbers
of people killed "are difficult to obtain and are
unreliable," the State
Department said, but according to the U.S. Embassy in El Salvador,
there were 6,116 violent
deaths in the Central
American nation in 1981.
The embassy's figures
showed a decline in
average monthly death
totals from around 800
per month in late 1980 and

the beginning of 1981, to
200 to 400 per month at the
end of 1981.
The report noted,
however, that "some
church snarces claim
that perhaps twice as
many non-combatants
have been killed."
Monsignor Arturo
Rivera y Damas, head of
the country's Roman
Catholic population, has
said 11,723 Salvadorans
were killed between
January 1981 and
November 1981.

Manotoc declines comment about wife, father-in-law
Ferdinand Marcos and
his wife Imelda, has
made no public
statements about the kidnapping or the future of
her marriage.
Imee's parents said the
secret marriage Dec. 8 in
Arlington, Va., was invalid because Manotoc's
divorce from his first,
wife, former beauty
queen Aurora Pijuan, is
not recogniied in the
Philippines, where
Roman Catholicism is the
dominant religion.
Manotoc was divorced in
the Dominican Republic.
The 32-year-old former
golf champion and
basketball coach said he
wanted to meet with the
president "to set the
record straight" about
his family's allegations
that the Marcoses had
him kidnapped. But a
source at the presidential

palace said the request
had not been granted.
Manotoc, echoing the
government line, told the
televised news conference Tuesday that
military intelligence officers freed him Monday
night from five Communist guerrillas holding
him in mountains east of
Manila. But a woman
identifying herself as a
sp6kesman for the Communists called The
Associated Press to deny
Communist involvement
in the kidnapping and
said it was a demonstration of Marcos' "whimsical and arrogant,
power."
The Manotoc family
declined to retract their
charges that the Marcoses were involved but
said they wanted to wait
before saying anything
more. Manotoc's father,

Action against satellites studied
WASHINGTON (AP) —
A Joint Chiefs of Staff
report to Congress indicates the Soviet Union
is making progress on
developing a means of
destroying U.S. satellites
in high orbits.
The Soviet anti-satellite
system, already rated
well ahead of the United
States', —has the potential to destroy satellites in
high orbits," according to,
a security-censored version of the annual JCS
report to Congress.
The report, issued
Tuesday, does not make
clear how close Soviet
scientists are to achieving an anti-satellite
system that could reach
very high orbits — more

than 22,000 miles above report appeared to signal
Soviet progress in `this
the Earth.
The United States has direction,
U.S. experts for years
placed satellites in such
orbits that are equipped have cotisIderid - the
with infrared sensors to Soviets ahead of the
detect Soviet missile United States in developlaunchings. Key U.S. ing a workable anticommunications satellite system. Former
satellites, vital to Defense Secretary
transmission of orders Harold Brown first
and messages in war- publicly -acknowledged
time, also orbit at similar Soviet attainment of a
limited satellite killer
altitudes.
According to Pentagon more than four years ago.
The United States since
sources, although the
Soviets have made pro- then has begun work on
gress, it is not believed an anti-satellite weapons
their satellite-killers system. /Jones said last
have been developed to year that system "will
the point that they could use a hit-to-kill miniature
imperil Such important vehicle launched from an
F-15 jet fighter plane to
U.S. space vehicles.
Nonetheless, the JCS attack the satellite."

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

Ricardo, 65, said his son
would not meet with
reporters again until
Thursday because he
needed rest.
Manotoc told the news
conference he was abducted at gunpoint as he
was returning home after
having dinner with his
wife. He said they kept
him blindfolded or facing
a wall, gave him poor
food, forced him to write
ransom notes and dinned
Communist doctrine at
him.
Defense Minister Juan
Ponce Enrile said one
kidnapper was killed and
four fled, but the dead
man had not been identified.
Meanwhile, officials
said 13 Filipinos accused
of urban guerrilla bombings in Manila in 1980
pleaded guilty today to
charges of attempting to

overthrow the Marcos
government and were
sentenced to prison.
However, Judge Rodolfo
Ortiz of the Quezon City
court gave them credit

for - the 16 months they
spent in jail while the
case was pending, and
prosecution lawyers said
all would be released in a
few days.

Medical student
given shock probation
CINCINNATI (AP) —
A former medical student'
from Park Hills, Ky.,convicted of sexual offenses
against boy patients, has
been given shock probation after.serving 30 days
of a 2-15 year sentence.
John Rex Astles, a
third-year medical student at the University of
Cincinnati before his guilty pleas, was ordered
released from the
Lebanon Correctional Institution on Feb. 16 by
Judge William Morrissey

of Hamilton County Common Pleas Court.
Astles, who was charged with rape, pleaded
guilty to an attemped
rape of a 10-year-old terminally ill patient at Cincinnati Children's
Hospital. He was also
convicted of gross sexual
imposition on a 9-year-old
patient at the same
hospital.
Astles worked at the
hospital as part of his
medical training.

noun

ART AUCTION
Saturday,Feb.13
2:00p.m. til
Going Once...
Going Twice...Sold!
Framed Limited Prints
by Well-Known Artists
Framed New York Graphics
Framed McGraw Posters
Some Originals...And
Much, Much More!
Preview Showing On Friday From
2:00p.m. til 8:00p.m. with a

20% Discount Storewide
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1979 Malibu Classic
Four door, It. blue, blue vinyl roof, blue -cloth
interior, V-8, power steering, power brakes, air
conditioning. 39xxx miles.
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In addition members of Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will be here selling Bill Zimmerman's
print "The Eagles- at $20 each with a complimentary
print "The Raccoon- with each purchase.

The Blackford House Gallery
418 Main
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Beamer expects quick prep crop
to join Murray State grid squad
season.
By JIM RECTOR
In a Memphis battle,
Sports Editor
Murray State football Racer assistant coach
coach Frank Beamer ex- Mike Mahoney took on
pects to sign at least 11 Memphis State, Austin
high school athletes to- Peay and Texas Tech to
day, the official signing escape with a pair of topnotch Whitehaven
date for college recruits.
athletes. Lineman Mike
Among the 11 area sur- McGregor and runnprise prize in Knoxville ingback Dennis Dockery
Fulton High School defen- both signed early this
sive back James Yar- morning.
borough, Ft. Campbell's
Mahoney will remain in
All State guarterback Memphis this afternoon
Kevin Extine and Mar- and expects to sign a tight
shall County tight end end/defensive lineman
Dave Anderson.
David Manley of Bartlett
Beamer travelled to High School.
Six of the 11 prep
Knoxville, Tenn., to sign
Yarborough, the 6-1, 175- players expected to sign
pound defensive back today are linemen, inwho was highly sought by cluding three who saw duseveral Division I ty as tight ends.
Only two runningbacks
schools. Assisting
Beamer in signing Yar- - Dockery, the 6-'2, 203borough was assistant pound, back from
Whitehaven and Ed
coach Art Stavrum.
Extine, who broke Wilson, a 5-10, 175-pound,
_numerous Falcon passing runner from Iroquois
records in his three letter High in Louisville - are
years with Ft. Campbell, on the premier list.
Monte King, a 6-1, 180led his team to a 23-2
record the past two pounder is the only wide
years. The 5-11, 170- receiver expected to sign.
pounder, is the southpaw He hails from Bosse High
hurler who guided his in Evansville, Ind., and
squad to a 10-1 mark this has shared time at defen-

sive back as well.
Extine was the only
quarterback mentioned
in today's expected
signees..
Beamer's crop is noted
for its' emphasis on speed
and quickness. Besides
the agility pf the backs,.
several of the linemen, including 6-3, 230-pound
Chris Beakes of
Louisville's Wagoner
High, possess good
mobility. Beakes travels
the 40-yard sprint in 4.8
seconds.
"We feel very good
about our recruiting so
far. We're fortunate to
get some players who we
really wanted and we
should be close to the end
after today," Beamer
said. A few spots will remain open, the Racer
coach added, for some
possible late signees.
Many players are expected to sign by late
afternoon.
As of presstime today
the following prep
players have signed with
the Racers:
• Dennis Dockery (runningback ) 6-2, 203,

Whitehaven, Memphis.
• Mike McGregor
(lineman) 6-3, 243,
Whitehaven,Memphis.
• James Yarbrough
(defensive back) 6-1, 175,
Fulton, Knoxville.
'Expected to sign today
include:
• William Lewis
(lineman)6-2, 215, Jeffersonville (Ind.) High.
• David Manley (tight
end/defensive lineman)
6-2, 210, Bartlett High,
Memphis.
• Dave Anderson (tight
end) 6-3, 212, Marshall
County,Benton, Ky.
• Monte King (wide
receiver/defensive back)
6-1, 180, Bosse High,
Evansville,Ind.
• Ken Claybourne (tight
end/defensive lineman)
6-5, 200, Bosse High,
Evansville,Ind.
• Ed Wilson (runningback) 5-10, 175, Iroquois High, Louisville.
• Chris Beakes (defensive lineman) 6-3, 230,
Wagoner High,
Louisville.
• K.evin Extine
(quarterback) 5-11, 170,
Ft.Campbell, Ky.

PADUCAH,Ky.-Murray High's Tigers suffered
their fourth loss in 18 games, but they went down
fighting agaiest a powerhouse Paducah Tilghman
squad,75-67.
"That wmothe best effort Tilghman's had all
▪ year. It just so happened that it came against us,"
said MHS coach Cary Miller about Tuesday's clash.
The game was a two-pointer with less than a
minute to go after being tied at 61 only moments
before. Turnovers and key Tilghman free throws iced the game for the Tornado (18-5).
"We could get close, but we couldn't quite get
over the hump," Miller said, then added, "They
(Tilghman) shot the ball well - over 60 percent.
And anytime a team shoots 60 percent, it's hard to
offset that."
Tilghman connected on 32 of 54 shots from the
field while the Tigers hit only 29 of 59. Both teams
hit nine of 12free throws.
Johnifer Cooper and Eddie Norris scored 20
points or better for the hosts - Cooper gaining
game-high honors with 25 and Norris scoring 20.
Five Tigers attained double-figure status with
Ted Duffy leading the way with 14, Ronnie Pace
(13), David McMillen (12), and Jim West and Al
Wells with 11 apiece.
Norris was top rebounder of the night with 11
while West was Murray's best with seven. The
Tigers won the battle of the boards 27-25.
"If a team has to lose, they prefer to lose to a
quality team. Tilghman plays exceptionally well at
home. We pjayed hard and we'll chalk this one up to
experience and try to do better next time out,"
Miller said.
Murray receives three days rest before travelling
to Ballard County on Saturday. Then the Tigers are
off until Feb. 19 when they return home to host
Christian County.
MURRAY(67)
McMillen 12,Duffy 14;Pere IS, McCeistesta,West11 Wells 11 Alexander6
Totals-29-59 9-12.
TILGHMAN(75)
Norris 20, J. Cooper 25, Teague 6, M.Cooper 14, Arterburn 10
Totals-32-54 9-12.
Halftime-PTHS 38, MHS 34.

Fear prompts choice

UK's Bowie decides to redshirt
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) - University of
Kentucky center Sam
Bowie said he decided to
sit out the remainder of
the basketball season
because too much work
remained in his recovery
from a leg fracture.
"I just don't have the
instincts and the habits of
being in the game,-the.7foot-1 junior said Tuesday. "I'm just not in the
flow. I find myself thinking about the game
rather than just reacting."
Bowie, one of the nation's top college players
a year ago, was placed on
crutches when the
hairline fracture in his

Tigers' road trip
becomes pitfall
at Tilghman's turf

left shinbone was
diagnosed in July. He was
not given permission to
practice until Dec. 31.
Since then, Bowie said,
he had regained "about
75 to 80 percent" of his leg
strength, - but couldn't
escape the fear of another
injury.
"Right now, it's more
of a mental thing," he
said. -I still haven't done
some of the moves,
basically because I'm
afraid."
"This is probably a
load. off Sam's back,"
said Wildcat Coach Joe B.
Hall, adding he did not
try to•influence the decision.
"Sam's decision was
made by him. I'm sure it
was in his best interest

:

EMPTY-HANDED - Murray High's Tigers
travelled to Paducah Tilghman Tuesday, but
returned with their fourth loss instead of a preferred 15th win. Guard David McMillen(15) pumped in
12 points in the loss.

WINTER SUPER SAVER
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''l couldn't have come
in and takA somebody's
starting position," he
said. "It wouldn't have
been fair since the other
playersi have carried us
this far."
Still, he said, "In my
heart, I want to play. I sit
on' the bench and see
places where I could help
them."
In Bowie's absence.
Kentucky has forged a 155 record. The Wildcats
are ranked 12th nationally, but are fourth in the
SE.0 at 8-4.
Bowie now will have a
fifth year of - college
eligibility, should he
decide to use it.

1/2 PRICE
POWER SPRAY CARPET CLEANER
• Why rent?
•"Steam-type" cleaner
• Injects a pressurized
jet spray deep into
carpet fibers
• Includes
upholstery nozzle

Tuesday's
results

k

been a "spot player" if he
had returned.

10 DAYS ONLY!
FEBRUARY 11-20, 1982

get used to the conditions
there as compared with
here. I'm glad I'm not
playing until today."

_
MEMPHIS,Tenn.(AP)
- Top-seeded John
McEnroe beat Tim
Wilkison 74,7-5, in the his
opening Match of the
$225,000 U.S. National Indoor Tennis Championships.
In other matches,
Terry Moor downed 11thseeded Harold Solomon 64, 6-3;
Buster Mottram
Noahb
upset se th-seeded Yanf Franee, 6-2,
nick
44, 6-2; Eliot Teltscher
topped Tony Giammalva
6-4, 6-2; and Roscoe Tanner beat-Tom Gullikson 64,6-3.

and probably in the best
interest of the team,"
Hall said.
"It's been on
everyone's mind. I don't
think it's caused a letdown (among the other
players), but it's dragged
on all year. This will take
the mystery out of the
rest of the season."
Hall said he thought until early December that
Bowie would return this
season. At that time, Xrays showed the break
had not healed "and they
(doctors) put him back
down for four weeks.... It
was predictable then that
this would happen,"
Kentucky has just six
games remaining in the
regular season and Bowie
said he would only have

•tri

Purcell plays today
in U.S. Indoor Tennis
Murray's Mel Purcell
was scheduled to see his
first action in the U.S. National Indoor Tennis
_Tournament in Memphis
today. His match against
Ferdi Taygan of California was scheduled for 1
p.m.
According to the tournament office, Purcell,
should he win today's
match, will possibly play
the featured match
Thursday afternoon
against Buster Mottram,
a member of the British
Davis Cup team.
Tuesday Mottram advanced by defeating Yannick Noah,6-2, 4-6,6-2.
In today's edition of the
Memphis Commercial
Appeal, Purcell is quoted
as saying, "I needed the
extra time to get used to
Memphis. I played in
Denver last week and it
take:, you S' little time to
-

Junior center suffered a hairline fracture in his left
shinbone and was not allowed to practice until Dec
31, 1981.
, Photo by Hal Crouch

REDSHIRTED - Kentucky's Sam Bowie
(center) will remain sidelined for the remainde%of
the current basketball season after deciding not to
make a comeback from his leg injury. The 7-1

Whole-meal microwave oven
2piecesof fish fillet
creamy Cole slaw crisp french fries
2Southern-style hush puppies

$92
Regular price
$184.95

PLUS MANY OTHER OUTSTANDING
APPLIANCE VALUES-NOW IN STOCK
LIMITED QUANTITIES ON OUR DISPLAY FLOOR
OF"DOLLAR DAZE" ITEMS
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CUT $160

39995
Catalog Sales Store
753-2313

• Prices are catalog prices
• Shipping installation
extra on appliances
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Lady Loiters lose to MCHS,8740

Tebbetts rejects five, CCHS cruises
leading 20-6.
Four Pilots broke the
double digit scoring barrier — Alan Coffey (16),
Rick Childers (13).
Bryant Nall (13) and Bernard McIntee (11) — but
the Fulton Countians fell
to 6-11 overall.
The Lakers stretched
their advantage to 44-22
by halftime and easily
claimed win number 10 to
only seven losses this
season. CCHS has now
won four of its last five
games, but faces a tough
two-game road schedule
ahead.
Friday the ,Lakers
travel to Sedalia and
Saturday CCHS goes to
Lowes for a makeup
game. "We're going to
have our hands full with
both of our next games on
the road. Sedalia's a fine

.points were tops for the
By JIM RECTOR
game while teammates
Sports Editor
'Junior center Bryan Dan Key (16) and Jeff
Tebbetts said he felt good .Garrison (15) were the
Tuesday night and his other double figure
first-half play against scorers for CCHS.
Lovett, seeing his first
visiting Fulton County
gave the appearance he action since cutting his
didn't miss his Wheaties foot four games ago,
blocked two shots and adTuesday morning.
Tebbetts blocked five ded nine points to the win.
Pilot shots, grabbed a
A Tebbetts two-footer
game-high eight re- and a three-point play by
bounds and added nine Garrison started the
points in the Lakers'89-64 Laker ball rolling against
runaway victory.
FCHS. And when TebThe win was the Lakers betts blocked the first of
second blowout in a row, his five shots with 6:19
having smashed Farm- showing in the first
ington 85-61 last Friday.
period and tipped in two
"We passed extremely more points only seconds
well tonight which led to a ister, the Lakers were off
lot of layups and the win and running,7-0.
was a total team effort,"
By the end of the first
said Calloway County
coach Chic Nute. "Teb- quarter CCHS controlled
betts had a good night on the game's outcome,
the boards for us,(Craig)
Darnell was hot the whole
ballgame and (Keith)
Lovett was back in the
lineup and we're glad to
see he's going to be all
right."
The Lakers shot 65 percent from the field (38 of
Murray State football
58), the best the team's coach Frank Beamer has
shot this season. Sw- added size, speed and exingman Darnell's 18 perience in the form of
nine talented junior college performers who will
make their debut next fall
with the Racers.

ballclub. Their first nine straight and lowered the
players are all seniors," Lady Laker record to 6-9.
Nute said. Next Monday Marshall County improvthe Lakers play at Mur- ed to 18-3.
ray State's Racer Arena,
Mimi Todd earned high
preceding the MSU- scorer honors for CCHS
Southeastern Louisiana with 11.
game at 7:30 p.m.
Marshall County's
In other action Tues- Shawna Smith and Lisa
day, the Laker JV boys Jarrett combined for 35
overcame an 11-1 deficit points and 18 of the Lady
In the first period to beat Marshals rebounds.
Thursday the Lady
the Pilots, 34-33 in overLakers travel to Lone
time.
Oak and Friday they play
Chris Sheridan hit four the first game of the twinfree throws in overtime bill at Sedalia.
and teammate Richard
CCHS(19)
Dowdy hit two from the
Miller 3 I-1 7.- Butterworth 3 3-3 9;
charity stripe to clinch T0044114114
Kay 22.216;Lent(3 34 t; Garrison 71-2 IS; Darnell 9 04 II;
the Laker win.
21144; Dowdy 141-0 2.
In Monday night action, Anderson
Totals 31 13-16 19.
Ammo COUNTY(641
the Lady Lakers dropped
5 3-4 11; Bishop 0 1-2 1; Nall 5
an 87-40 decision at Mar- 3-4Childers
13; Coffey 7 2-4 16; Tucker 0 2-4 2:
Argo II 3-73. McIntee 5 1-2 11; Mangold 0
shall County.
Strong 214 4.
The loss was 1-21;
Totals —4 16-3064.
— CCHS 44,FCHS 22.
Halftime
Calloway's second

Two juco quarterbacks to fill void
created by loss of Gibbs, OVC's best

STRIDE FOR STRIDE — Calloway County's Craig Darnell (white jersey)
keeps pace with Fulton County's Gary Bishop (with ball) while Laker teammate Bryan Tebbetts looks on from behind. The Lakers easily handled the
Pilots,89-64, Tuesday night.
Staff photo by Jim Rector
•

Cards getSmith for Templeton
SAN DIEGO (AP) —
Shortstop Ozzie Smith
has agreed to sign with
the St. Louis Cardinals,
completing a deal that
sends Garry Templeton
to San Diego, but will
receive three concessions, according to a
published report today.
Smith, the Padres'
light-hitting all-star
shortstop, has waived his

"I feel very good about
our junior college addibirtration, The San Diego
On Dec. 8, the Padres tions," noted Beamer.
Union said in today's edi- sent right-hander Steve "They will help us imtions.
Mura and minor league mediately at several posiBy getting Smith to left-hander Alan Olmsted tions on the squad."
agree, the two clubs com- to St. Louis for Sixto LezThe list of junior colplete a series of condi- cano, a right-handed
tional deals made Dec. 8- power-hitting outfielder, lege performers includes
9 at the winter meetings and Luis DeLeon, a four linemen, two
in Florida.
rookie right-handed quarterbacks, two wide
receivers and one defenSt.
to
fly
will
26,
Smith,
reliever.
Louis today with his atOn Dec. 9, the two clubs sive back.
With the graduation of
torney Ed Gottlieb to swapped Smith' and
the OVC offensive player
finalize the contract.
Templeton.
of the year in quarterback Gino Gibbs, a priority for new talent was

no-trade provision in the
one-year contract he
signed a year ago. In
turn, the Cardinals will
continue his no-trade
clause, allow an arbitrator to decide
whether Smith should
have $450,000 or $750,000
and the Padres will make
General Manager Jack
McKeon available for
questioning during ar-

It's a Dirty Job.
But somebody's
Got to Do It
And Speed Queen, General Electric
•
and Eureka Do it Best!

IA
$299

Lewes SI, Hickman Co. 47
Marshall Co. 50, Carlisle Co. 47
Mason Co. 76, Fleming Co.51
Newport 76, Cov.-Holmes 67
Trigg Co. 79, Lyon Co. 74 20T
Walton-VeroitaII,Dayton Si
Whitley Co. 73, Bourbon Co. 47
Williamson )W.Va)59, Belfry 49
Girls
Apollo 65. Owensboro Cath. 42
Auburn 53, Franklin Simpson 35
Ballard Mem.54, Mayfield 31

High school
basketball
Tuesday Games
Boys
Pad. Tilghman 75, MURRAY 67
CALLOWAY CO.0,Fiona'Co.64
Ales. Brossart 49. Coo. Holy Cross 48
Apollo 54, Owensboro Catb.46
-"`-a. Auburn $1,Franklin-Simpson 60
Ballard Mem.58. Mayfield 47
Bell Co. 38, Pineville 17
Bellevae 76, Campbell Co.61
Bowling Green 72. Hopkinsville 63
Butler Ca. 74,Ohio Co.19
Central City,64, Muhlenberg Cent. M
Christian Co.66. Caldwell Co. RI
Clark Co.61,Bath Co. 35
Clinton Co. 91, Green Co.69
Corbin 47, Lynn Camp 45
Coy. Cath.66, Erl.St. Henry 41
Dikie Heights63,Simon Kenton 51
East Hardin 77. Bardstown 49
Edmonson Co.67, Allen Co.61
E1abcthI.wn6S,Barren Co.51
rlanger Lloyd 61,Ludlow 411
Situ Co.56, Richmond Model 37
• '
"Partriew 16,E.-Carter63
Ft. Thomas Highlands 70,Scott $7
Glasgow 73,Ca verna 65
Harrodsburg 69, Danville 5$
Heath 62,!Midland 45 •
Hughes-Kirk 76. Olmstead 55

2 Cycles; 3 temperatures;
with on light. Reg.$299.95
8718641

$249.95

r

Caldwell Co.60, Christian Co. 51401
Caverns 41,Glasgow 21
Corbin a,Lynn Camp 33
Grayson Co.52. Hancock Co. 44 ,
Heath 43, Reidland 35
Les. Bryant Station 56, Clark Co. 44
Lone Oak 65,Pad. Tilghman 4$
Marshall Co.71, Carlisle Co. 42

College
basketball
Taaiday'o College BasketballScores
EAST
essaitaeu.If,Harvard IS•-,
Cheyney St. SO, N.Y Tech 44
Fordham 641, Army 43
lona 71,Utica 57
Manhattan 52, Princeton 39
Penn M,Temple 56

E

MHSfrosh upset CCHS
Murray High's
freshmen basketball
teams swept a
doubleheader from the
Calloway County
freshmen recently, the
Tigers winning 55-23 and
the Lady Tigers victorious 38-24.
Jamie Johnson led the
Tigers with 17 points,
Steve Rutledge added 13
and Mike Wilkins

Installation & Deliwory
Available, Extra
1

C

pumped in 10 for the winners.
The Lady Tigers
jumped to an early 8-0
lead and cruised to their
lopsided success behind
the hot shooting of Kim
Greene (nine points in
three quarters).
The victory boosted the
Lady Tigers to 4-2 and
guaranteed them of a
winning season.
1

C

3
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000
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Just-moved in?
WELCOME WAGON.
wants to say "hi."

SPEED QUEEN
Automatic Washer sr/ Mini
Automatic Electdc Dryer.
Basket 2 Cycles, 3 water
6 Cycles handles all fabrics;
temperature selections, extra
select from 5 temperature
wash and delicate settings.
settings Reg. $339.95 tot 16,'Al
Reg. $399.95 6111374

$289.95 $359.95
•

'01TIA'SiCJOI
VISA

LOUJILIE'

L,. Effit

Save $22.95 on Eureka's
new upright Vacuum Plus a
FREE Set of Tools.
Beats as it sweeps for deep
down cleaning; vinyl bumper,
permanently lubricated motor.
Reg. $99.95 87 .4., 72

• Bel Air Ctr.

Bowers of Ferrum Junior
College and 6-4, 225-pound
Eric Umstead of Harford
Community College.
Umstead was an allconference and all-region
selection in helping his
team to a two-year 17-3
record.
Murray State fans will
also want to focus on a
pair of speedy wide
receivers from College of
the Canyons in the form
of Stanley Bacon, a 6-2,
175-pound Ben Preston of
Pearl River Junior College in Poplarville, Miss.
Preston was credited
with nine interceptions
last season and earned
all-state honors and
played in the Mississippi
Junior College All-Star
game.

Sports at a glance

Save ;50.00 on this
G.E. Automatic
Electric Dryer

sa
or

Copiah-Lincoln will
also supply the Racers
with their largest new addition in 6-3, 252-pound
Albert Starnes of Wesson,
Mis. Starnes was a twoyear regular in junior college and earned all-state
honors and was selected
for the junior college allstar game.
Wayne Graves, a 6-2,
230-pound defensive
lineman from Jones
County Community College in Ellisville, Miss.,
will fill a big void along
the defensive froint wall.
Graves was also selected
all-state and named to
play in the junior college
all-star contest.
The Racer staff also
landed two impressive
tight end prospects in 6-2,
215-pound Patrick
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Save $100.95 on this
Multi- Cycle Washer. '
SPEED QUEEN
Has multi-cycle all fabric timer
for regular, permanent press
and soak. Porcelain basket.
Reg. $399.95 87 Incc

given to the signal-caller
position and Beamer has
added two impressive
candidates for the job.
Brian Fine, a 6-1,187pound product of CopiahLincoln Junior College,
and Greg Robertson, a 62, 195-pound performer
from Ferrum Junior College, represent the two
newest Racer quarterbacks.
Fine enjoyed a successful season in helping
his team to a 6-3-1 record
and earned a spot in the
junior college all-star
contest. Robertson was a
regular at Ferrum the
past two seasons after
passing for 3,800 yards
and 44 touchdowns in his
two years as a starter at
Drewry Mason High
School in Ridgeway,Va.

Adult
Nurs

FREE TOOL SET
($299'. Value) when
your puchase this
Eureka vacuum
Total Savings of
$62.90

Free
S77„,
Tools

Murray

When someone moves, WELCOME WAGON
likes to visit. To say "Hi," present gifts of greeting, shopping tips and useful information about
N.
the neighborhood.
Representative,
WAGON
As the WELCOME
I'll also present invitations from civic-minded
businesses that you can redeem for more gifts.
My visit is a special treat. It's free, and there's
no bligation. We've been greeting people on
the move for over 50 years. That's why we've
become "America's Neighborhood Tradition."
Please call.
Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Hostess
lageborg
Mary
King
Hamilton
Asst.
Asst.
492-11341
753-5570

thyme (501t

Penn St. 74, Duquesne 69
St.Michaerst2, Norwich 56
St.Peter's 51, Fairfield 48
Towson St.67,Loyola, Md.66,OT
U.S. International U,Boston U.83
Yale 74, Brown65
SOUTH
Ala.-Huntsville 99,Talladega 73
Charleston,S.C.$1, Voorhees 83
Shaw 80, Norfolk St. 75,20T
West Georgia 97, Augusta
MIDWEST
rqueUe 48,StRoaaventure 35
Missouri 42, Kansas 41
The Top Twenty teams in The
Associated Press' college basketball
poll, with first-place votes in parentheses, this season's record and total
points. Points based on 10-19-111-17-16-14-

14-13-12-11-1044-74-5-4-3-2-1:
22-1 1,197
I. Virginia 57)
18-2 1,090
2. North Carolina
20-1 1,082
3. DePaul
19-1 1,004
4. Missouri 11)
990
17-2
1. Iowa 16-3 '821
6. Oregon St2
739
16-3
7. Tulsa
16-3 661
II. Arkansas
647
15-4
9. Minnesota
556
17-3
10. Alabama
50L
19-1
11. West Virginia
481
154
12. Kentucky
430
19-2
13. Idaho
376
16-4
14. Memphis St.
365
16-4
15. Kansas St.
260
15-5
IS. Wake Forest
256
19-4
17. San Francisco
11-2
202
11. Fresno St.
194
17-3,
19. Washington
190
18-5
m.Georgetown,D.0

Marshall County hosts
girls'regional tourney
Marshall County High
School will be the site for
the 1981-82 girls First
Region Basketball Tournament beginning Monday, March 8.
The girls' four-day
tourney will be played
Monday, Tuesday, the
semi-finals on Friday,
March 12, and the championship game on Saturday, March 13.

The boys' First Region
Tournament will begin at
Murray State's Racer
Arena Wednesday,
March 10.
Thursday, March 11,
the boys will play their
second round before skipping to Monday, March
15, for semi-final action.
The boys' championship
will then be decided on
Tuesday, March 16.
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VALENTINE
SPECIAL •
This Sunday
Feb. 14

Buy Any
Regular
Hamburger
For Only 30c
Treat Your Sweetheart To

cDonald's
Murray, Ky.
Limit 10 -
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Hospital dismissals
released for Feb.4
9084 South 16th St.
2-4-82
Delbert F. Newsome,
Adults 166
Rt. I, Kirksey; Angela J.
Nursery 7
Dodd, 219 South 11th St.;
NEWBORN
Ann Lamb, Rt. 1,
Tara
ADMISSIONS
Connie
Farmington;
Catherine Holbrook
Lynn
23,
Box
Cooper,
and baby boy, Rt. 5, Box
Grove;-Josephine B.
405A.
Nita GuM and baby Fielder, 202 Woodlawn;
Clint D. Raymer, 1023
girl, 1008 Westgate.
Paris, Tenn.
Chicksaw,
DISMISSALS
Laurel Lee Wilson and
Esba C. Collier, Rt. 1,
baby boy, B2 Coach
Tommy L. Todd,
Wingo;
Estates; Glenda G.
St.; Luther
Spruce
204
Wilson, 1514 Canterbury;
Rt. 1,
McClain,
Gordon
Linda L. Emerson, 1503
Tenn.; LotPalmersville,
Chaucer; Solon G. Bucy,
Parker, Rt. 3,
408 South Ilth St.; Jamie tie F.
Mary Jane
City;
Calvert
G. Harrell, Rt.8.
1, Hardin.
Rt.
Grogan,
Holley 0. Frizzell, Rt.
7, Benton; Leigh Alison
William B. Sutter, 103
Powers, 1706 Murray St., South 12th St.; Opal P.
Mayfield; Michael Terry • McCuiston, 503 Olive St.;
Shelton, Box 726, Cadie; Onie M. Cleaver, T. 2;
William 0. Presson, Rt. Annie Willis, Fern Ter6; James Wilford Duke, race Lodge; Joyce S. ForRt. 8; Teresa J. Woods, tin, Rt. 4.

516 Main St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
Mon. Thru Sat.
8:30 Till 6:00

"Shop with us
and save money this week!"

4

THE ACES®IRA

• • :inif

4

G. CORN,JR.

Cupid's
Reminder

"If advertising had a little
more respect for the public.
the public would have a lot
more respect for advertising." — James R. Adams.

NORTH
2-10-A
•7
•Q 10853
* J 107
4AKQJ
EAST
WEST
.954
4QJ1062
41.4
•62
* A 64 32
be •K 8 6 4
49 7 5 2
•10

Sometimes it pays to
scientific; other times it's
better to blast. Look over
today's pushy advertising to
see how declarer was forced
to pay the price.
In the old days, South
may have taken a gamble
and jumped directly to six
hearts over North's strong
raise. Perhaps he might
have bid Blackwood on the
way to make sure the opponents couldn't cash two
aces. In either case, he
undoubtedly would have
made his slam. West would
lead a normal spade queen
and declarer would have
drawn trumps and discarded all three diamonds on
dummy's club for an overtrick. Bad luck for the
defense.
Tt,day, we have more scientific tools at our disposal.
Over the forcing raise,
South cue bids three spades
to show slam interest and
spade control and North
does the same in clubs.
South cannot cue bid in diamonds and is forced to bid
four hearts. North visualizes
.. a diamond .king in. South's
hand and tries four spades
to show second round
control. South's retreat to
five hearts reveals the diamond weakness and ends
the bidding.
Unfortunately, West has
also heard the exchange and
he knows that East,holds the
diamond ace. He leads the
diamond king and another

SOUTH
•AK83
•A K J 9 7
*Q98
.3

Vulnerable: Both. Dealer:
South. The bidding:
South
1,
34

West
Pass
Pass

North
31P
44

411
54

Pass
Pass

44
5111

East
Pass

Fred's has a large assortment of
pre-packed Valentine cards priced
to help you stay ahead!

Pass
Pass
All
Pass

Opening lead: Diamond
king
to East's ace and a third
round ruff nets the defenders a one trick set.
Too much science can be
a sad thing.
Bid with Corn
South holds: 240-B
•7
•Q 10 8 5 3

•J 107
4AKQJ

South
l•

North

24

3.

9

ANSWER: Pass. The hands
do not fit well and there
should be no game. Take the
100 honors and hope for nine
tricks.
--Send bridge questions to The Ares.
P.O. Box 12383, Dallas, Texas 75225,
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply.

Your Individual
Horoscope

,.17Pe

Same S on these Haicallith & 11314eaully Aids

Enjoii

• ,Skin conditioning

• Extra strength:
- pain reliever
• Fights discomfort of
colds, headaches plus flu
• 100's
Reg. 3.19

Ladies' Fragrances

JergensA.
Aloe & Lanolin

Extra Strength
Excedrin
•

Reg. 8.49

lotion made. with
extract of Aloe plant
& rich lanolin
• Helps make hands
feel naturally
smooth an& 494t
• 12 oz.
Reg. 1.69

ANALGESIC TABLETS
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51511
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Comtrex

Frances Drake

FOR THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 11,19(F
What kind of day will tomor- SCORPIO
• Multi-symprow be? To find out what the (Oct.23to Nov.21) nlo
tom cold restars say, read the forecast You work successfully from
liever - analbehind the scenes. Private
given for your birth Sign.
business talks are productive.
gesic, deconMoney comes from an unexgestant, antipected source.
histamine and
SAGITTARIUS
ARIES
cough reliever
0
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) VA (Nov.72to Dec.21) )6
To your surprise you'll meet Group activities are
• 24 tablets or
some interesting people at a favored. Friends stimulate
16 capsules
staid get-together. Enjoy in- you menially: New introduc2.09
Reg.
fascinating.
be
to
prove
with
friends
rapport
lions
creased
You should socialize more!
and loved ones.
CAPRICORN
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20) tSiiii7 (Dec.22toJan. 19)
Business talks go well. It's a Productive business talks
time to present your ideas to lead to increased revenues. An
bosses and important clients. influential contact helps you in
Limit 2
Unexpected gains are likely to business. Keep aspirations
accrue now.
highAQUARIUS
GEMINI
(May 21 to Jwie 20) ngliPr- (Jan.20to Feb. 18)
Partners surprise you in Both old and new friends are
delightful ways. You can sell helpful now. Travel has
both yourself and your Laness ramcations. Study
creative projects now. Get,in and educational matters are
favored.
touch with representatives.
• Choose regPISCES
CANCER
X
Q.
(Feb.19 to Mar.20)
(June21toJuly n)
ular, herbal,
You'll get satisfaction from You'll get a confidential tip
or spice
lime,
helping out a friend. Intellec- about an investment. Career
the
on
Get
•
tual work goes well when done opportunity comes unexstick and
from home. Business talks are pectedly. Distant friends
come to your aid.
successful.
save
YOU BORN TODAY are in-LEO
(July 23to Aug.22) 4/244f4t venttve and need only to
Open the doors of com- cultivate practicality and selfmunication between you and a discipline to attract success.
loved one, then the ideas will Do not let a need for security
Reg. 1.33
really spark! Creative efforts cause you to give up on the
dream in your heart. When
go very well.
motivated by an ideal, you're
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22) 111)%Si unbeatable. Though you can
Put new moneymaking succeed in business, you'd
ideas to work. Common senae probably be happier in the
leads to increased revenues. A arts or professions. Acting,
relative delights you with an writing, poetry films, music,
politics and humanitarian
unexpected gift.
work are some of the fields in
LIBRA
which you'd find fulfilhnent.
(Sept.23 to Oct.22)
Children will understand You're attracted to futurisitic
your viewpoints. Flashes of in- fields. Birthdele of: Thomas
spiration make you especially Edison, inventor; Eva Gabor,
ervative_ now. An impromptu actress; and Josh White, folk
viNit ' I
singer.
•

viilf

Sta-Sof-Fro
• Oil sheen and.

CAPSULES

combout
conditioner
• 8 oz.• pump
bottle
• Regular or
extra dry

COMTREX

Reg. 1.97

COMTREX-

169\

Maxi-ThinsTm
• New from Tampax
• Protects like a maxipad
• Thinner more -comfortable
• 30 Individually
wrapped
pads

Reg. 2.99

TABLETS

Mennen
Speed StickTM

59
2
SA trELtrnit 2

0
4

Antiperspirant
• Prtvodes advanced
protection
• Glides on smooth
ano dry
• Not sticky.
wet or messy
• Regular or unscented
• 2 oz
Reg. 1.79
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Tunis Antacid

Ultra Ban

ultra
ban
S43t11)

Fast relief of
acid indigestion. heartburn and sour
stomach
75's
Choose regular mint
flavor or
assorted
flavors
Reg. 1.59

• 42 oz box
• Heavy duty
laundry
detergent
Special
•
price
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State not obligated for development
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — State Parks
Department officials are
hoping that the private
sector will be involved in
the recreational development of Taylorsville
Lake.
The state department
isn't obligated to pay for
development at the lake,
which is being built by the
Army Corps of
Engineers.
The state signed to a
long-term cost-sharing
agreement in 1973, but
such agreements were
declared unconstitutional
duirng a court battle over
the construction of
Taylorsville Lake.

You'll love Jerry's new Country Biscuits, baked
fresh in our kitchen and served piping hot Our
new Country Biscuit Breakfast has two biscuits
with creamy sausage gravy, plus two eggs
any style and your choice of two bacon strips
or sausage links ... all for a very special price.
Now,that's a whole new reason to.

Take Another Look at Jerry's!

The only obligation now
for the state is to spend
$643,000 on a boat ramp
and adjacent facilities at
the lake.
But state officials
believe that recreational
development is mandatory at the lake if the
lake is to attract the
million visitors.
A committee was appointed by Deputy Commerce Secretary Gene
Smith to pick the
developers and decide
what kind of projects they
will have. It met Tuesday
for the first time.
Smith said several
developers have approached the state about

the corps, was unable to
attend the committee's
meeting because of a conflict in his schedule.
Spencer County Attorney Robert Coots and
Kelly said they were concerned that developers
could bypass local taxation because they would
be operating on stateowned property.
Coots said the money is
"But somewhere
need to strengthen the
there's going to have to
county's police force, fire
be a middle ground...We
and ambulance services,
will have to come up with
which are expected to be
some of the seed money
strained when the lake is
for utilities."
completed.
Col. Charles E.
Stuart Kelly, Spencer
A second meeting of the
County Democratic Eastburn, commander of 'committee is scheduled
chairman and a member the Louisville district of for Feb. 23.
•
building marinas and
lodging.
"There's a great financial opportunity for an entrepreneur," said Smith,
whose Cabinet includes
the Parks Department.
"I'd like to give away all
the income from
Taylorsville Lake to the
private sector and let
them pick up the expense.

of the committee, said
one developer has an option on a 255-acre tract
near the lake for a golf
course, motel, camping
area and residential
development.
Smith said the corps
will have to change its
master plan if the state's
plan is to be worked out.
"The big argument will
be to move the corps off
this plan," he said. "I
think everybody realizes
the corps' plan is impractical...It's almost like
Disneyland East."

Administration to determine frozen spending
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — Gov. Lamar
Alexander says his administration will determine in the coming week
where $27 million in state
spending will be frozen
during the final five months of this fiscal year.
Alexander announced
Tuesday that Tennessee
must "set aside" that
much money between
now and June 30 to
balance its current
budget due to decreased
revenue projections.
"The reascin I'm doing
this is because our
revenue projections are a
little low for January,
and I want to make sure
that we have enough
money at the end of the
year to balance the
budget," the governor

THRU FEB. 13

1f5® RESTAURANTS
"Goodfood and good service guaranteed."

told reporters.
Finance Commissioner
William Sansom has
hinted of possible spending cutbacks for weeks,
and Alexander's action
drew little response from
lawmakers. When Sansom told members of the
House Finance Committee of the set-asides shortly after Alexander's announcement, there was
little reaction.
Alexander said the $27
/
2
million represents 11
percent of the $1.8 billion
in the general fund
budget. He cautioned
against calling the action
an impoundment, saying
his administration will be
just "setting aside" the
money in case the
revenue picks up during

the remainder of the
fiscal year.
"We hope the money
will be available. We're
just being careful," he
said. "We're not going to
spend it before we know
it's there."
Sansom will review
revenue projections and
the set-aside funds on a
monthly basis, Alexander
said.
"We may be releasing
some if this money right
along," he said.
In January, revenue
collections totaled $190.8
million, compared to
budget estimates of $201
million. Revenues for the
highway fund were up
slightly, but total
revenues for the general
fund, which includes all

state operating expenses
except highways, were
$11.3 million below
estimated figures for the
_
month.
"Overall, we have no
problems," Alexander
said. "In fact, our overall
state tax collections are
running a little ahead of
our estimates. But we're
collecting more than our
estimates in the gasoline
tax,for example,and less
than our estimates in the
general fund, and we
can't take it from one pot
and put it in the other."
Alexander said his administration will consider
alternatives for the setasides other than reducing spending in the,
operating budgets.
"For example, there
are come capital

(building) projects over
the year that have been•
authorized but are never .
bid on," he said. "Money
is in the bank to build
them, but they are not being built, and there are no
plans to build them."
In these "tight times,"
Alexander said, "it may
make more sense to take
that money out of the
bank and use it to keep
the government
operating ..."
The January tax collections show the sales tax
dropped $8.5 million
below the state's
estimates for the month
and $16.3 million below
year-to-date estimates.
The excise tax for the
seven months ending in
January were $5.5 million
below estimates.

London jury verdict expected in charge of wildcat miners
THIS WEEK'S

ALL
PRO
AUTO PARTS

Save on

all parts from ALL • PRO!

p_po

THERMOSTATS
FOR ACCURATE
TEMPERATURE CONTROL

LONDON, Ky.(AP) —
A jury will try to reach a
verdict today in the nation's first criminal trail
of accused wildcat
miners charged under the
1977 Mining Safety and
Health Act.
The charges were
brought against Whitley
County miner Kenneth
Crawford and his sons
Timothy, Jeffrey and
Kenneth Ray. The men
were named in a 33-count
indictment charging
them with numerous
safety violations in mines
that they are accused on
illegally operating.
U.S. District Judge
Eugene Sller excused the
jurors after 11
/
2 hours of
deliberation on Tuesday.
A total of 33 prosecution

witnesses testified at the
12-day-long trial.
In his closing
arguments Tuesday,
Assistant U.S. Attorney
Robert Rawlins said the
mines were operated with
a "go-to-hell attitude
toward the law."
Kenneth Crawford and
his sons were charged
with a pattern of illegal
wildcat mining of a least
nine sites along Meadow
Creek in Whitley County
from 1976 through most of
1980.
Two of Kenneth
Crawford's brothers,
Dennis and Lawrence,
have pleaded guilty to
three counts of violations
of the same federal-mine
safety la/. Sentencing of
the two men has not been

scheduled.
Five miners died in
three separate accidents
in the mines from August
to October of 1980. The
government charged that
the mines were being illegally operated by
members of the Crawford
family.
One of the victims was
Frank Crawford, Kenneth's brother, who was
named as a defendant on
13 of the counts of the indictment.
Defense attorney
Lowell Lundy said in closing arguments that the
government's case
against the Crawfords
was an attempt "to take
nothing and make
something out of it."
Rawlins said the trial is

extensive mining in the
region.
"The Crawfords were
taking people (miners
employed by them), exploiting them at low rates
of pay, putting them
down in unsafe mines,
and they (the Crawfords)
don't care what happens
to them," Rawlins said.
"They were making big
money, and they were
making it on the backs of
these men."
Lundy said enforcment
of federal regulations
was being increased during a time of prosperity in
the coalfieds.
"People are prospering
here, and when times get
good," he said,
"somebody wants to tell
us how to do it."

Johnson says broadcasting community leading nation down road to ruin

•
#410 1 3 N
Concentrated detergent,
solution cleans in any
weather. For automatic
windshield washers.
Unbreakable plastic
bottle.

MOTOR OIL 00
TRANSMISSION FLUID

EVANSVILLE, Ind.
(AP) —N-icholas
Johnson, who spent seven
years trying to regulate
the communications industry, says television
isn't bad. It's awful.
And the whole communications industr
isn't much bett , according to the former
member of the Federal
Communications Com-

mission.
Not only does television
not serve the public interest as it is supposed to,
but the way things are going now the broadcasting
community is leading the
nation down the road to
ruin, Johnson said.
He said the major problem with the industry is
the growth of giant conglomerates which control

not only the delivery
systems,like cable television outlets, but programming companies which
provide shows.
"When you start blending information firms,
the whole democracy
crumbles," Johnson said
Tuesday during a speech
at the Evansville
YWCA's Town Talk
series.
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St+ced tomato voth tuna solodond soup.
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"ALL PARTS FOR ALL CARS"

$2.75

A generous portion of center-cut horn and
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steak fries and oursoup of the day
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Breaded boneless chicken,
, .
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HIGH STRENGTH
RANDLE

ALL
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the first time individual
miners have been
criminally charged under
the 1977 mine-safety law.
He said there have been
some criminal prosecutions of mining corporations.
Miners who worked for
the Crawfords testified
they would often set off
explosive charges by using illegal blow torches to
start illegal explosives
fuses, Rawlins said. The
law requires that electrically detonated firing
devices be used.
Rawlins said the
government couldn't
determine how much coal
the Crawfords mined during the period, but that
the amount of explosives
they purchased indicated

•

$2.25

A tu.cy quarter pound of beef on a poppy
seed bun, fully dressed, with steak fries
Cheese added at no cost upon request
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$2.95

Real Italian spaghetti topped with our tasty meat
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THE FULL SERVICE RESTAURANT
WHERE PARTICULAR PEOPLE

GO TO EAT
THURSDAY SPECIAL5 P.M. TO 11 P.M.

7 Oz. Top Sirloin
Dinner $3"
Potato Bro, bl& Salad
DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Mon.-Sun.
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A member of the -FCC -which Johnson heads, is
from 1966-73, Johnson seeking regulations from
alski' has written three the FCC or laws from
books on broadcasting, Congress which would
one titled "How to Talk prevent such crossBack to Your Television ownership.
Set."
The impact of televiThe problem, Johnson sion is so pervasive,
said, is the average per- Johnson said, it is changson not only cannot talk ing the way people live
back to his set, he doesn't and work. Television has
have any say in what in effect "become our
comes out of the box.
reality."
Television, he said, is
The new technology
"designed for the that is rapidly expending
manipulation of the the commications
masses by a few. Televi- capability of the nation is
sion comes from a hand- both a blessing and a
ful of people in New York curse, Johnson said.
and Hollywood. A few 4 While a few years ago
people talk, everybody there were arguments
listens and there is no that three television netway to talk back. That is works could not be supby definition a ported in the market,
totalitarian state."
there are now 40 of them
. The _National Citizen's available through
Communications Lobby, satellite transmission.

.
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City ordered to halt waste discharge
MIDDLESBORO. Ky.
(AP) — The city of Middlesboro has been
- ordered by the state to
halt the discharge of inadequatelttreated waste
water into-Yellow Creek.
The order called for
whatever action was
necessary to "immediately stop the
discharge of inadequately treated waste water
from the Middlesboro
sewer treatment plant into Vellow River." It listed

five actions which the city must take to stop pollution.
The order was the subject of a special meeting
Monday of city officials to
see what could be done.
The session was called
after the city received an
abate and alleviate order
from the Kentucky
Department for Natural
Resources and Environmental Protection.
The state is holding a

hearing Friday in
Frankfort on the order.
The law provides a
maximum penalty of
$10,000 a day each day of
a violation.
Ray Stapleton, sewer
department
superintendent, said the
order stemmed from an
incident Jan. 27 when the
temperatures hit 14 below
zero.
Stapleton said some of
the plant aerators iced up
and became inoperable

that day, forcing the
plant to shut down.
That caused the city to
let the untreated sewage
flow into the creek, he
said.
Bob Yarbrough,
general counsel for the
Natural Resources
department, said tests
showed an unhealthy
level of sewage was present in the creek.
City Attorney Tommy
Roberts said he was upset
because the Middlesboro

Tanning Co. wisn't in.
chided in the notice of the
hearing Friday in
Frankfort.
Yarbrough said later
that the order would be
amended to include the
tannery, which releases
some sewage into the
system.
City officials said they
planned to submit in 18point progress report to
the Natural Resources
department at Friday's
hearing.

Miners return to work where 13 miners killed
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Bankrupt Sir Freddie Laker says
he wants to make new start at 59

Man perches on smokestack to protest plant pollution
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COOKIES
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CRACKERS
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MEAT
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Get a free Check Out Bonus Certificate from our
cashiers
2. For each lull S you spend. (excluding
liquor
tobacco and taxl• you get one Check Out Bonus
Stamp.
3 36 Check Out Stamps fill each Certificate
4 Present ()lie filled Check Out Bonus
Certificate
to the cashier for each Check Out Bonus special
you select
5 See our ads for new Check Out Bonus Specials
each week.
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Three Ways To Save You Money!

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICES

WEEKLY
SPECIALS

Look for the RED TAG. They indicate
the items you buy the most often
that have actually been slashed to
the bare bone to save you money
everyday.

BONUS
BUYS

Save: Up to 40c
Limit One

Look for the BLUE TAG. They indicate
items that reflect our tremendous
buying power and fantastic manufacturer's allowances that bring you
extra values —
— Sating you even more money.

Look tor the bright YELLOW TAG
These are our weekly advertised
specials we continue to bring you
super savings each week

15C Off Label • Gallon

PUREX

BLEACH

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICES
WOO.Box

IGA•Compare: Crisco $2.41

Sweet'n
Low

Pure Vegetable
Shortening

32 Oz.•Compere: Kroft $1.59

22 Oz.

JFG
Mayonnaise

Dish Liquid
Dawn

Crystal Wedding•16 Oz.

Jumbo•seven).

Oats

a
Betty Crocker•Compare: Duncan Hines

CAKE
MIX

Save: Up to 40c
Limit One

JUST PICKED PRODUCE

Cheese
1801. 991

89
.2 lbs. $2
Carnation • 12 Pk.

HOT

TUNA

OCOA MIX

'139

Crisp
Snow -White

ICEBERG

CAULIFLOWER

LETTUCE

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE -

129

•

2lb

CHICKEN OF THE SEA

s'C.U/411

Savo 20C

IGA•Spread • Compare: Visiseeta $3.29

Chunk Light• 6'/2 oz.

0
Os a

Save 20c

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE —

Ore-Ida•save: up to 15t

Pixie Crinkles Potatoes

—tele se-c

Turkey•Salisbury _• Chicken & Dumpling

Banquet Buffet Supper
IGA•Save 37C

Buttermilk
Ice Cream

FRESH

YELLOW
SQUASH

LB

69`

GOLDEN

CRISP
CARROTS

1 LB.BAG

3r

ORANGES.5

20 OZ.Creme & 17 Oz. Chocolate Chip•save 20c

YORK
APPLES

Mama's Cookies

LB. BAG $ II

59

59C
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no%
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GRAPEFRUIT.4 ForOY
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4
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LB.

PEARS

59c

LB.
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10oz. 4/$100

Assorted Tissue•soy.32c

Charmin Tissue

$179
Big 6 roll pkg.

Dish Liquid•sov.sac

Ivory

32 oz. $

JFG• Compare: Wrecks Whip $1.41

Salad Dressing

II GIANT SIZE

3/sioo

Busch

Chopped Kraut

PUREX
DETER
GENT
$1 45

Big 64 oz. bottle$1 69

Golden Grain - 7Y4 oz.•soy.30c

NEIGHBORHOOD STORE

99c
Big 2 lb. $ 179
/
1
2 gal. 994
qt. bucket $469
9
Pkg. $1'

Bath Size•Savo 69t

Mixed Vegetables

THE

Save 30C

20 oz. bag

Turner's•Old Fashioned•Save 40C
)114t--

87

Jumbo
Towels

95

Save 15C

3 lb. can $ 1

69

Qt 894

CRISCO
OIL
$199
380Z.

No One GIVES Stamps!
If you think a supermarket gives stamps — Next
time . . . ask them to give you a handful! of free
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Punched
Win!

GOLD MEDAL

FREE

CASH

FLOUR
TABLERITE MEATS

.....:30

U S CHOICE

)

QUALITY

IOWA
GRAIN FED
BEEF

It's Guaranteoffl

Save: Up to 40c
Limit One

U.S. CHOICE

ROUND STEAK
Lipton

48 COUNT

TEA BAGS

29

Lb.
U.S. Choice
Boneless Bottom

U.S. Choice
Boneless
$189

Round Steak
Save: Up to 30c
Limit Two

U.S. Choice Boneless
Heel 0'Round

.

Wagner • Big 54 Oz. Bottle

HUNGRY JACK

ORANGE
wa.9"

BISCUITS

, c•fift

9

CM
When it comes to shopping
for the best buy ...consider
EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
BONUS BUYS
WEEKLY SPECIALS
At Jim Adams IGA it
TOTAL VALUE PRICES!
You'll find that you save
more on your total grocery
bill—COMPARE& SAVE!

OPEN SUNDAY
There's One Near You!

THORN A PPLE

BACON

19

WY AVAILABLE

•

- •-

Boneless • U.S. Choice
I No Frills Label...
...No Frills Price!

LB

$1 79

ROAST
$0339

$1 29

Lb. A.

CUT & WRAPPED FREE
8 oz.

$369
25 lb.

Corn
Flakes

Armour's — Breaded

Louis Rich
12 Os. Pkg.

18oz.

99;

--

PIMETO CHEESE
SPREAD

Chicken Fried

794

Turkey Franks
Homemade

Compare Kellogg's

Beef Patties

Lb $ 1 59

Boneless Sirloin

• $229

Lb

TIP STEAK

Oscar Mayer... 120z.

Generic•Compare: Durkee

Leon-N-Tasty

Black
Pepper

401.

79;

Breakfast Strips

Bathroom
Tissue

4 roll

69;

IGA

$ 49

1

IGA

BEEF FRANKS SLICED BACON

Generic• Compare: Crisco Oil $2 59

$ 1 69
48 oz.

Beef

I

Pork

$ 1 39

BONUS BUY

Generic • Compare: Northern $1.11

Vegetable
Oil

RUMP or SIRLOIN TIP

FREEZER
BEEF SIDE

Generic• Compare: Hershey $2.01

Dog
Food

Martha White•5 Lbs.

39

SLICED FREE
(QTRS. SLICED $1.79)

JIM ADAMS IGA

Generic • compare: Trailblazer $4 25

MEAL

SAUSAGE

WHOLE

_BA:Dicing
-Cocoa

CORN

PORK
,l•

59

Limit Two

Generics
--BONUS BUY—

Lb.

William's

HAIlva

Warehouse
Prices
On
CORN MEAL MIX

$1 29

Slab Bacon

COUNTRY

Save 30(
Limit Six

IT'S THE TOTAL
ON THE TAPE
THAT COUNTS!

39
Lb $2

HARPER'S

"-- --)

$27

Family Pak
Sliced

Round Steak

k ....ht_ _ ii
111

Cube Steaks

Lb

U.S. Choice
Boneless Top

DRINK

.Lb.2
$29

U.S. Choice
Family Pak

$17

Pot Roast
Pillsbury •5 Ct.

Round Steak ...

Lb.

120z.
Pk g

09;

120z.
Pkg.

$ 1 25

MR. FRITTER BREADED

PATTIES
Chuck wagon
14 Oz. Pkg.

•
•

,
11.1

littcytt a 1 111f.s. ‘144111...11.1%. Feltruar%
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Man convicted abandoning puppies-, BERLIN, N.H.(API -

A man convicted of abandoning four puppies in
subzero cold at a dump
has been sentenced to the
very same treatment:
two nights with the frozen
garbage in this northern
New Hampshire town.
"That kind of treatment shouldn't be given
to an animal nor any
human being, but I felt he
should get a taste of it,"
District Judge Wallace
Anctil said Tuesday.
"He'll be rather lonely
and cold."
The judge gave Roland
Duchesnaye, 31, the
choice of paying a ;200
fine or spending two consecutive nights at the
dump, from 5 p.m. to 5
a.m. Duchesnaye chose

the dump, and he's ex- see if he wants to call it
pected to serve his time off.
"If he wants to back
this week.
-The primary thing is out, he'll have somebody
the feeling of isolation to ride with, and he can
and being rather helpless back out any time," the
- and cold, too," Anctil judge said. If the full time
said. "I wanted it done is not served, however,
before the first of March Duchesnaye will have to
so it still will be quite pay the fine.
Ducliesnaye, a paper
cold."
The National Weather mill worker, was conService said the night- victed of leaving the 6time temperature often week-old dogs at the
dips below zero this time dump Dec. 21.
The puppies were found
of year in this town of
13,000 people about 60 the next morning when a
miles from the Canadian truck driver heard a
whimper under a pile of
border.
Anctil said that when garbage,the judge said.
The puppies were taken
Duchesnaye serves his
sentence Thursday and to the police station,
•Friday nights, a police of- where one of the officers
ficer will check recognized them -as
periodically overnight to belonging toDuchesnaye,

sentence, and that
Police subsequently Duchesnaye was surprisfound several witnesses ed at being found guilty.
Reichert said
to the dumping, and
Duchesnaye
does not
arwas
Duchesnaye
have a telephone and
rested, authorities said.
declined to say where his
One dog died, but client could be reached
homes have been found for comment.
for the three that survivDuchesnaye also was
ed. One was taken in by convicted of mistreating
Mayor Leo Ouellete.
another dog that didn't
Anetil's sentence for- receive medical attention
bids Duchesnaye from after being burned, Anctil
taking shelter at the said. He said Duchesnaye
dump. "I think he can was given a sutpended
bundle up in warm boots, fine and ordered to pay
a good warm coat and veterinarian costs of
hat, and he'll be all $252.60.
right," the judge said.
Duchesnaye also was
Duchesnaye's lawyer, given suspended 30-day
Edward Reichert of jail terms on both ofGorham, said he would - fenses. He was acquitted
not appeal. Reichert said of a third cruelty charge,
he was surprised at the Anctil said.

CBS's'60 Minutes' receives prime time rating
NEW YORK (AP) CBS' "60 Minutes" was
the No. 1 show in prime
time for the second
straight week and the
sixth time this season,
and that helped the network to another first
place in its race with ABC
and NBC, figures from

the A.C. Nielsen Co.
showed.
The only real challenge
to "60 Minutes" in the
competition for the week
ending Feb. 7 was from
the first installment in
ABC's two-part TV
premiere of "Superman,"- which nudged

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

tied for 13. Six newly in- rating of 30.2 representroduced series were, in ting 24.7 million homes,
contrast, among the CBS; Movie week's 11 lowest-rated "Superman," Part I, 29.6
programs- No.61 "Code or 24.2 million, ABC;
Red" on ABC, ABC's "Dallas," 28.4 or 23.3
"Open All Night" 63rd, million; CBS; "Trapper
"McClain's Law"on NBC John, M.D.," CBS, and
67th, ABC's "King's "Too Close for Comfort,"
Crossing"69th,"Cassie 8: ABC, both 25.2 or 20.6
Co." on NBC 70th, and million; "Three's Com"Billy Crystal Comedy pany," 24.9 or 20.4
million, ABC; MovieHour," also on NBC,71st.
Rounding out the "World War III," Part II,
week's five least-watched 23.5 or 19.2 million, NBC;
list was - NBC "Hart to Hart," 23.1 or
18.9 million, ABC, and
Magazine," No.68.
"Dukes of Hazzard" and
One made-for -TV "Magnum, P.I.," both
movie, "The Hunchback 22.8 or 18.7 million, both
of Notre Dame," on CBS, CBS.
was moderately sucThe remainder of the
cessful in the ratings - Top 20:
No. 20 - while three
"M-A-S-H" and "The
CBS.
did not fare as Jeffersons," both CBS;
others
"60
for
The rating
Minutes" was 30.2. well. "A Piano for Mrs. "Falcon Crest," CBS,
Nielsen says that means Cimino" starring Bette and "Fall Guy," ABC,
of the country's homes Davis, also on CBS, was tie; "Archie Bunker's
with television, 30.2 per- No. 40, with "The Day the Place" and "One Day at
cent saw at least part of Bubble Burst" on NBC, a Time," both CBS;
64th, and CBS' "Million "Real People," NBC,and
the show.
"Alice," "Walt Disney"
"Falcon Crest" on CBS Dollar Infield" No.66.
Here are the week's 10 and Movie-"The Hunand ABC's "Fall Guy"
chback of Notre Dame,"
were the highest-rated of highest-rated shows:
"60 Minutes," with a all CBS.
the season's new shows-

CBS' "Dallas" out of second place.
NBC scored, meanwhile, with the conclusion
of a two-part made-forTV movie,' "World War
III," in second place, but
the struggling network
had only one other show
- No. 17 "Real People"
-in the week's Top 20.
CBS, with 13 of the
week's 20 highest-rated
programs, had an
average rating for the
period of 19.9 to 18 for
ABC and 15.9 for NBC.
The networks say that
means in an average
prime-time minute, 19.9
percent of the nation's
television -equipped
homes were watching
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Valentine gifts more expensive
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loving is going up.

I

DOKI T THINK WE
51401)0 13OTHER WITH
A VALENTINE BOX
114I5 YEAR MA'AM...

•
OH,AUNT
FRITZI

I DON'T TI-IINK MY
SWEET 1348800 WOULD
6IVE ME A VALENTINE
ANYWAY...

T WORRY
'
DON
ABOUT YOUR
CLEAN FLOORS

NOT YOUle5WEET
8A8600"AND HOW DO YOU
KNOW I WOULDN T GIVE
YOU A VALENTINE IF I
WERE YOUR "SWEET 648800,"
WHICH I'M NOT?:
I'M

The tiniest greeting
card you can buy for the
object of your affection
runs from 30 cents to
$1.75, according to Pat
Grooms, a sales clerk at
Hall of Cards at Lincoln
Mall in Owensboro.
"The days of the
quarter greeting card are
over," she acknowledged.
Those who want to send
larger cards, such as the
THE
PROBLEM,MA'AM?
SEE

I TOOK MY MUDDY
SHOES OFF OUTSIDE

01111-do

•-•-•(`-'

/40TICE 140W Ti4E
SUN REFLECTS
OFF THAT HIGHLY
POLISHED BARREL

2-ics
WHAT'S WRONG,
ALEXANDER 7

MY ALGEBRA 'TEACHER
TOLD ME THAT
Z HAVE A QUCK
MATHEAAAT1C.AL
MIND

wiEL.L.,wmar's
WRONG
WITH THAT

NOW SHE WANTS
ME TO START
USING rig

•

/1112
.193

GOODNIGHT,
HELOISE

-41

GOOVNIGHT,
DADDY.

9. Silt

Police said.

NiOU,> PROMISED„ TO
TELL ME ALL ABOUT
ME, UNCLE WALKER.*

GOODNIGHT,
REA BAP
BOY RUNAWAY.

FOR ME 6411057 WHO WALKS.

ones festooned with
hearts and ribbons, can
figure on paying between
$3.50 and $5 apiece for the
extra sentiment.
Others may

want to

choose one of the kingsized humorous valentines now showing up in
gift shops around Kentucky, Ms.Grooms said.
Each card is about the

with vase. If the roses are
sent in a plain box, the
charge is $5 less.
If you're going all out,
why not choose a heartshaped 14k gold necklace
complete with diamonds?
Jaccards, which operates
two jewelry stores in
Kentucky, sells a collection of Valentine's Day
pendants that range from
$275 to $575.
There are ways to get
around the high cost ul
showing your feelings

this Feb. 14.
For example, if you
have more than one
valentine and can't
choose a favorite,a box of
pre-packaged cards may
be the ideal solution.

Credit Thrift now ac
cepting applications for
assistant financial representative. Apply in
person at Credit Thrift.
Suite 2 Bel Air Center
Murray Ky.

NOTICE OF SHERIFF'SSALE

Pursuant to an execution for debt levied
upon personal property of Kennith Green in
that Civil Action in Calloway Circuit Court,
styled as Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association vs. Kennith Green,81-CI11, I shall offer for sale to the highest and
t bidder,the terms 91 sale being cash,the
ollowing personal property to satisfy the
udgment of the Plaintiff against Kennith
reen in the sum of $486.47, plus interest ac' g at 8% from the date of Judgment and

urt costs incurred in this action.
PROPERTY: 1979 Jeep Truck
Serial No. J9A45NN152161
The above described property will be sold
t the South door of the Courthouse in Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky on March
th, 1982, at 10 a.m., to the highest and best
idder,the dale to befor cash.
DAVID BALENTINE,SHERIFF

2. Notice

2. Notice

SHIRLEY
FLORIST
SOO North Fourth
Murray, Ky.
753-3251

Glasswork and Mirrors
M & G Complete Glass
Co. has a complete line
of frames and custom
cut mirrors. We do store
front replacement. picture framing and cut
glass table tops. We
custom make gun
show cases
cabinets,
and display cases. Also
install auto glass, window glass and plate
glass. Repair storm
windows, storm doors
and patio door glass. M
& G Glass 816 Coldwater
Rd. 753-0180 or 753-2798.

For Sale
Large assortmeet
of mine 24 Kt.
geld dipped leafs
36 differeet styles
$2.95 Each.

Gold &
Silver Inc.
Olympic Plaza
753-7113
Open 9 a.m.
to 9 p.m.

300 Moir

153 8298

Join thej:ight...
Against caster by helping the
McDowell Cancer Foundstion raise
funds to build a cancer center for
KantscliMes.
Reading ow pool of $19 minion
depends on the generosity of people
Ike you.
Please send coetributions to
McDOWELL CANCER FOUNT:ATime. 915 So.th Lhoesiop.. Lexington. Nentiocky 405.36.
AS donations will be matcised by
Mrs. Lucille Markey of Calumet
ill•
Farm

size of a poster and comes
complete with a -data
.^
mailing envelope. The
; MEM
price? ;6.
"I don't know how
much postage it would
Copy oror on restoro
take," said Ms. Grooms.
Kentucky s
WPS,
fion
"I couldn't even begin to
Fmest
guess."
Carter
Even boxes of the
Studio
valentines that children
153-8298
300 Mon
exchange at school are
more expensive this year. •
Typical boxes of 24 to 36
THE CATFISH
are selling for as much as
& SEAFOOD
$3 at some drugstores.
Johnny Robinson
The story is the same if
Rd. South
you're planning to soften
759-1506
up your sweetie with
sweets.
If your valentine is Come to Gene & Jo's for
your Aloe Vera liquid.
dieting, you may be able
to buy the smallest box of Quart S9. gallon S27.
candy Ms. Grooms' store
sells for ;2.45 without
LEO'S
emptying your pockets.
60(0-GEMSBailey, Banks and BidSILVER
dle, a Louisville jeweler,
immediate Jewelry Repair.
offers a bronze enameled
Mist Ids 10-20 wiletes.
heart -shaped
paperweight for a neat
$20. Engraving is extra.
Or you might want to
splurge and send the person of your dreams a
dozen long-stemmed red
roses. Tracy's Flower
and Gift Shop in
Louisville will deliver
them for $37, complete

6. Help Wanted

1. Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

hi Calm Realty (rear)
484 N. 1216 Street. Lew
Lew pion ea al Jewelry

THE APPLE TREE
SCHOOL provides
quality child care and
educational programs
for ages 2 and older.
Openings for a limited
number of children are
now available. 1503
Stadium View Dr. 753
9356.

Give her a Doll
for Valentine's
Day. Come see
the selection at

MAIN
STREET
HOUSE

102 Mein
tit Mooney

Legal Secretary. Para
legal preferred. Typing
and shorthand required.
full time. Action Per
sonnel 753-6532 or 753
0418.
Permament position for
an experienced seam
stress 3 to 5 days a
week. Send resume
listing experience and
references to PO Box
Ky.
1040D Murray.
42071.
Permanent part-time
employee must be re
Ky
Sident of Hazel.
Apply City Hall of
Ky. 9a.m.
Hazel
p
m
4
.
Feb. 10-13.
Summer Employment
Super attractive female
first mate for my 40ft.
party boat. I entertain
April
business clients.
through September. I
require a beautiful
swimsuit attired lady to
serve refreshments. If
you like the sun boats
with short
and water
hours and good pay
write PO Box 446
Ky. 42001 for
Paducah
a personal interview.
TEXAS OIL COMPANY
needs mature person
for short trips surrounding Murray. Contact customers. We
train. Write D.O.
Dickerson.
Pres.
Southwestern PetroFt.
Box 789.
leum
Worth, Tx. 76101.
TEXAS REFINERY
CORP. offers plenty of
money plus cash
bonuses. fringe benefits
to mature person in
Murray area. Regardless of experience. write
H. H. Sears. Pres.. Box
Tx.
Ft. Worth
711
76101.
Telephone Survey
workers needed part
time to update Murray
City directory. Work at
home. Send replies
adincluding name
dress. and phone number in your own hand
writing to Mrs. Hilda
Lavender 505 Olive St.
Murray, Ky. 42071.

4.MMentory

9.Situation Wanted

In Memory of Beniie
Norsworthy. The
memories are ever
the pain so
present.
hard to bear. But when
as
sorrow comes,
sorrow must, all ,that
can help us are time and
-trust. Time. the great
healer of grief and
sorrow. Trust in the
thought of a brighter
tomorrow.
Transients.
The lovliest of lovely
things they never come
to Stay. Seeing beauty is
the wings that carry
them away. Though we
light lanterns in our
hearts and make the
crystal shine, the well
beloved guest departs
while yet the pain
a
remains behind,
heartbeat there a
lifetime gone. Yet
richer life therefore
remembering the wings
that shone their moment at our door. Still
sadly missed by family
and friends.

Experienced mother
desires to keep baby's
toddlers or pre-school
chdren full time or part
time in her home. Will
also keep children full
day for mothers day
out. Have references.
Call 753-9403 or 753-3193.
House cleaning every
other week. Have re753ferences. 759-1255
2377.
Responsible mother
wants to babysit babies
and small children. 5
minutes east of town.
159-1692.

10. Business Opportunity
A Unique
OpportunityBe Your
Own Boss!
Storting in business - as
the owner/operator of a
Montgomery word
Cotatog Soles Agency,
and profit from Words
trusted, century old
reputation the first day.
We're looking for
Sales Agents - om•
bitious husband/wife
teams-with an urge to
break out on their own.
And, we may hove the
opportunity you're looking for
If you ore willing to
accept responsibility in
return for ct-ifuture in
your own business,
we'd like to talk about
your personal qualifications and give you more
details about our plans.
Write today, to
G.T. Champion
2101 E. Kemper Rd.
Sharoeville, Ohio

5. Lost and Found
Three month old Irish
Setter pup lost Sun.
morning. Vicinity of
Chestnut and 8th. Has
white patch on chest
and one white rear foot.
Reward. 753-8512.

6. Help Wanted "
$241.20 weekly working
part or full time at
home. Weekly
paychecks mailed
directly to you from
Home Office. Start
immediately. No experience necessary.
National company. Details and application
mailed. Send your name
:address to: Bond
and4
Industries Hiring Dept.
77, Kendatia. Tx. 78027.

-
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23. 1

45265
2 Stores Available Murray, Ky. & Benton, Ky. -

Floral Designer needed.
Only experienced need
apply. P.O. Box 911
Murray Ky. 42071.
Lady needing home
care for invalid. Room
board pay. 759-1661.

4/101%.1( A)AA E 14

1 0 0 0
Reward
Information on person or
persons involved in
shooting death of two
Cocker Spaniels in Sherwood Forest. All information kept confidential.

24.i
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9. Situation Wanted

24. Miscellaneous

200 Amp code trader
Will babysit in my pole. Good shape. $160.
home. Live in town. Call Clint Colson 489 2888.
753 7770.
8 in.
6 hole
4 15in.
Will clean house's. Call
489 2855.
western aluminum
Would like to haul odds wheels with nuts. 753
and ends for people. $10. 6278.
per truck load. 753 8547 AAA CUSTOM MADE
753 8694 CABINETS
after 5p.m.
days.
bookcases
etc.
centers
10. Business Opportunity music
Reasonable. 436 2566.
850 000 to $80 000 per Air compressors for
year. Are you bored sale. Dill Electric.
tired of Antique goose neck
With your job
working for the other rocker in excellent
man? National Corn
condition also 357
pany based in Magnum revolver exKy. is look
Lexington
cellent condition. Call
ing for 4 distributors in 759-1703 after 5p.m.
Call
10 county area.
Firewood for sale. 489
606-231 7886 collect.
2615 753 3523.
delivered $25.
13. For Sale or Trade • aFirewood
rick. 437-4517.
For sale or trade es
RCA console color tv
tablished business in $75.
AM -FM 8-track
good location. Price stereo $45. See at /421
negotiable. Any re
Riviera Tr. Ct. anytime
asonable offer con- after 12p.m.
financ
sidered. Owner
SEASONED
ing available. Call 753
FIREWOOD. Mixed
4109 after 5p.m.
hardwoods 18" 24"
available. $27.50 a rick
14. Want to Buy
delivered. Call John
Pickup disc. 6 or 7ft.
Boyer at 753-8536.
must be in good condi
25.
Business Services
tion. Call 753-5249.
Pool table un. slate
Stapleton preferred.
Regulation size. Call
Pommel
753-1279.
INCOME TAX
Stamp and coin collecby appointment
tion or accumulation.
Call after 3p.m.
767-4169.
Want to buy raw furs.
mink
Raccoon,
HODGES TAX SERred and gray VICE. The Income Tax
muskrat
fox, opossum. beaver
Specialist 1104 Pogue
and coyote. Call 618-342
Ky. Call 754/Murray
6316.
1425.

436-2146

15. Articles for Sale
Metal desk 30x60 like
new. Less than 1 year
old. $125. 753-1321 after
4:30p.m. 753 5763.
New Sharp carosel
micro-wave oven and
cart. $325. Will consider
trading for old pickup.
Call 753-039.8 after 4p.m.
Parts from 1973 Monte
Carlo. Complete front
both doors
cap $175.
350 turbo trans875.
mission $125. rear glass
$25. steering brakes,
rear end
front hubs
air conditioner
heater
and interior parts. 395
7569 after 4p.m.

INCOME TAX
SERVICE
753.7901
Moaday
after S
threogh Friday or say time
Sationlay er Sunny.

26. TV-Radio

LARGE
SELECTION
USED TV's
25" color $39.95
19" color, 13" col
or, 19" B/W

16. Home Furnishings
18cu. ft. Admiral refrigerator. Coppertone
frost free. $150. Phone
474-8004 or 753-5418.
30in. Gas range. Call
after 6p.m. 489-2282.
Frost free freezer. $225.
Call 753-0219.

19. Farm Equipment
1962 Ford 2 ton dump
1963 Ford 2 ton
truck
M International
flat
tractor. 753-6186.
1971-165 Massey
Ferguson tractor. 8ft.
-International wheel disc
and 3 14in. Ford plow.
Call 753-3064 or 753-7458.
20ft. Neckover trailer
1250
with loading ramp
gal. plastic water tank.
Phonemate answering
machine. Call 753-1725
or 759-4926.

22. Musical

21. Mobile Home Rentals

34. Housesfor Rent

pups. 8100.
1 112 AKC Boxer
Nice 3 bedroom
1995.
759
Call
bath
convenient loca
lion. $300. month. $300. A KC Doberman male
sire
deposit Call 435 4559 pup 6 months old
2 cham
1
30in. dame 17 /
after 5p.m.
pion blood line must
Nice
clean well
$150. Call 901 247
sell.
525
5
house.
room
insulated
32. Apts. For Rent
city wa
Electric heat
Attractive 2 bedroom ter. cook stove
Four year old male
utili
P6o4i3nter bird dog 489
2
duplex with fireplace
stove and bath. 4 miles out on
and carpet
refrigerator in' Pan
Federal Hwy. Couple.
orama Shores. 436 2755.
No pets. Deposit and 43. Real Estate
Five room furnished references required.
upstairs apartment $140 753 5593.
near downtown. Three bedroom near
Utilities included. Call Kenlake. Stove
re
Strout.
753 4645 after 12 : 00 frigerator
and water
Realty
noon.
furnished. $ 1 95
Furnished efficiency 442 3877.
apartment near un
Office Comm to Coat
iversity. Wall to wall 36. For Rent or Lease
kyers from Everywhere
air condition. Wanted: Burley
carpet
Reliable Service Slice 1100
UN per tobacco poundage for
$75. deposit.
1112 Coldwater load
month. Call 759 4538.
1982 crop. Kim Wallis
Merrily, hoick 42011
One and 2 bedroom 189 2462.
(502) 7S3-0186
apartments near down- Wanted: Row crop land.
Arnytisse
town Murray. Call 753- If you plan to ient or
JOE I. KENNON
4109 or 436 2844.
for
me
contact
lease
Infer
Near the University your best agreement.
Licensed & 11•44•4
campus at 1602 Miller is Kim Wallis 489-2462.
this three apartment
house for only $65 000.
Seperate utilities for
S.
each apartment
BUDGET
Potential for more
BALANCER-$13,2
apartments. Owner
00
financing at 12 percent
Office Space. Approx.
Yes, owner is
interest. A real tax
600 sq. ft. utilities
sacrificing this
break! Roberts Realty
furnished.
753-1651.
home to you for only $9.43 per square
Nice 2 bedroom duplex 3
miles from town. Farm
foot. This two
work agreement
bedroom with douavailable for right
carport sets on
ble
couple. Call 753-8848.
37. Livestock-Supplies
lot with
shaded
Duplex apartment for
your
for
space
student
needs
College
759-1503.
Phone
rent.
garden.
space for horse
pasture
vegetable
One and two bedroom
Call 753-3010.
Located west of
apartments for rent
Murray. Call 7
E rn bassey Apartments Hay for sale. Round or
square bales. Check our
753-3530. 753-4331.
1492 for your shot'
prices. Phone 759-1330
kitchen
ing.
One bedroom
or 753-2817.
furnished.
living room
ROOM TO RO
$150. month. 753-9251
Estate
Real
43.
to shopp
Walk
after 5p.m. 753-5414.
this thre
from
One bedroom apartm well
bedroo
front
lake
ment in
home
ed
maintain
fur
house. Kitchen
in
that meets FHA(
nished fireplace insert.
standards. Firs
References and deposit
required. Call 436-2484
time on the mark
or 753 7272.
- new carpeting n
One bedroom un
all bedrooms p1/is
furnished or furnished.
floor cover' s
•
hospital.
near
Located
and kitche
bath
in
759-4756.
Central air and al
One bedroom furnished
for $32,500...753-1492
"Professional Services
apartment. 121 North
-Call us now.
next to fairgrounds. $90.
With The
per month. 753-3139.
Friendly Teach"
One or 2 bedroom low
After Office
utilities. $165. month.
Nears
Call 759-9303 anytime.
12x60 witA 2 putt outs on
living room and bay
windows New furniture
central
and carpet,
heat. Shady Oaks 753
5209.

FOR RENT
OR LEASE

Call 753-0511

CLAYTONS
753-7575
27. Mobile Home Sales
1968 Baron. Unfurnished. $2500. 4748838.
1969 house trailer. Call
_
after 4p.m. 753-6087.
1978 Fleetwood 14x70. 2
2 baths furbedroom
nished. Call 753-4683 or
753-1336 after 5p.m.
1980 14x60 2 bedroom
uncentral-electric
furnished. $500. down
assume payments of
$175. month. Call 7533321 after 5p.m.
759-4543.
Moving Must sell. 2
gas
2 bath
bedroom
mobile home. Under
pinned, anchored down
and furnished. $4500.
753-6360.

CAR STEREO Pioneer.
28. Mobile Home Rentals
Marantz
Kenwood
Sann. Pro
Mitsubishi
fe.ssibnal intallation.
FOR BERT
Sunset Boutevard Music
Dixieland Center
41...2 BR furnished, central
heat, very nice. Close to
Chestnut St. 753-0113.
town on private lot.
PIANO IN STORAGE
12 Riveria Cts. extra nice 2
Beautiful spinet console
BR furnished. Water and
Trash Pickup furnished.
stored locally. Reported
like new. Responsible
party-can take at big
MANAGEMENT
saving on low payment
Joplin
Write
balance.
Do you manage your rental
Joplin
Inc.
Piano
property or does it manAGE
Missouri 64801. Include
YOU? We will manage your
-ratite prtrte-WITItttr-reinaltiroPerflo

WANTED
Responsible party to
take up payments on
like new piano.

CLAYTONS
753-7575
23. Exterminating

24. Miscellaneous
Slabs and sawdust will
deliver. Shomaker
Lumber Co. 901-352 5777
901 352 3632
days
nights.

Non Leasiig

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS
1, 2 3 Mime nits Iron
$165.00 per no. Haidicapped nit. Newly districted
ceitral Meat ail air,
carpeted, kitchei applianes. Office HIES NDFri. 9:00-12:00 Non.
Nirtkand Or.
Murray, Ky.
S02-159-4984
Eul Hosin Opportnity
Two bedroom duplex.
Central heat and air. No
pets. $210. month. $200.
deposit. Lease required.
Call after 5p.m.
753-6699.
Two bedroom un
furnished duplex apartment 1631 Farmer.
Available Feb. 15.
private drive and carport. $150. per month.
References and deposit
required. No pets. Call
492-8174.

34. Housesfor Rent

753-8277
753-3579
QUALITY HOME
It has everything,
2
/
4 bedrooms, 31
baths, fireplace,
central vac. Formal dining, 2 lots
with many trees,
storage bldg., city
water and sewer.
Located on Johnny
Robertson Rd. and
Brookhaven west
of Gatesboro. Seeing is believing.
LALL TODAY for
more information.
507 WHITNELL
ST.
3 bedroom, 1 bath,
B.V., carport.
Very nice home,
newly painted inside and out. Electric heat, window
air conditioner,
near Bel-Air Shopping, schools,
restaurants, etc.
In 30's. Check soon
will go fast at this
location.

A Murray business man
would like to rent a nice
3 bedroom house.
Prefer in town. Call
759-4676.
tits

3

bed-

room house plus den or
gas
4 bedroom house
heat preferred. Central
air fenced yard quiet
neighborhood. At least
1500sq, ft. yearly lease.
•
Call 1 502 886 2388 or
IttAI WAY/
759-9453. Excellent
PROPIRTV MANAGEMiNT
references.
Pine
Two bedroom.
Desirable 2 bedroom.
waterfront. new
mobile home. ,Small Bluff
deck. 753
wood stove
single $85.
court
753-7980 753 1863.
couple $95. 753-8216 8047•
after 5p,m.
HOUSES
Small 2 bedroom furFOR RENT
nished mobile home.
Call 753 4808.
-Oval's is town, neer
Two bedroom trailer
carpet & redecorated
near Murray. No pets.
140 per
thresghout 2611.
Nice. Call 489
mouth.
Two bedroom trailer.
753 3096.
•4 Bedroom covatry home
lee mile south of tows,
30. Business Rentals
large let with 'fwd.., $300
Kr rest* terse wit* op•
time to porches, pessiMe to
Mini •
meaNfied buyer.

Coleman
Real Estate

Warehouse
StorageSpece
For Rent
753-4758

43. Real Estate

38. Pets-Supplies

'3 bedroom ken north of
tern leaf Al.., Root $I SS
per mead.

WALLIS DRUG

•Older 3 bedroom home is
late twee, Vc senses.esd, wood
P'
dig, -L
hoot,10' able for hardy
,, oirtdoor types, $75.01 per
month.

*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
!HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEADING SRAM OF COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMT PRODUCTS
free Delivery ea Preserietiees la City Limits

••Deposk end ref
required.
CALL SPANN REALTY
ASSOCIATES FON ALL TIM
'NEAL ESTATE NEEDS
753

HOUSE
BEAUTIFUL
All the warmth and
charm will unfold
before you when
you enter this 3
bedroom, 2 bath
home, located on a
large tree shaded
lot. Living room,
formal dining
room, kitchen, den,
2-fireplaces and
study complete the
four different
levels. The new
decor is something
to see. Call Kopperud -Realty today
- 753-1222.
PERFECT
FIRST HOME
Recently remodeled and redecorated.
This 2 bedroom
home has an electric floor furnace
for winter and a
nice woden deck for
summertime enjoyment. Priced in the
$20's. Contact Kopperud realty, 7531222, for full details
on this charming
wine.

tfa.

INS, MAIMS®
1200Sycamore
Mo.wrtiy. Kentucky 42071
(502)7511492

"Profession!Services
With The
Friendly Touch"
After Office
Hours
753.8277
753.3579
OWNER LEFT
TOWNMAKE OFFER
This lovely 3
bedroom, 2 bath
B.V. is ideally
located at 1501
London Drive,
Canterbury. So
many quality
features, kitchen
apliances, all
draperies included. Newly painted,
inside and out last
year. Double
garage, automatic
opener, beautiful
landscaped lot.
Mid -60's.
8 1 1 SOUTH
BROAD
Nice B.V. home, 3
bedrooms, living
✓ oom with
Franklin Stove for
economy. Central
Elec. heat and air.
One car garage,
porch and patio.
Only $43,500.

& Thurman
Insurance &
Real Estate
Seetkside Court Sq.
Murray, Keatecky
753-4451

"Professieeal Services
Witt The
Friendly Teach"
After Office
Hours
753-8277
753-3579
YOU'LL FALL IN
LOVE-WITH...
This tri-level beauty on 2 lots on
Camelot Dr. in
Kingswood Sub.
Newly decorated
and carpeted,
painted inside and
out, immaculately
kept. Has central
gas heat, 4
bedrooms, 2 baths,
large den. Range
refrigerator,
dishwasher,
disposal,
draperies included.
Outside storage
building, carport.
Owners moved
North-realistically
priced this home
at $59,900. for
quick sale.
SOME SMART
COUPLE....
Will love our new
listing at 808
Bagwell, almost
new, compact 3
B.R., 2 bath, B.V.
home, attached
garage, double
driveway. Extras,
including
fireplace, with
heatolator, central
electric heat
'pump, draperies,
✓ a n g e ,
dishwasher, exhaust fan. Large
lot with trees, near
Bel-Air Shopping.
Owner's leaving
Murray. In 40's.

41. Public Sale

4.Auto Services

50. Used Trucks

BOGARD REALTY &
DOVER
AUCTION
TN We buy liquidation
inventories of
businsses farm equipment. Note-We will sell
at auction for you. Call
615 232-150.
Moving Sale love seat.
coffee
arm chairs
end tables.
table
wedding dress
iewelry
size 6 stereo. All must
go! Call 753-8948.

Import Auto Salvage
Repair .that Opef. .
Datsun
Volkswagon
Chevy
Fiat
Subaru
Capri Toyota
Luv
Honda. All kinds of new
and used parts. Call
474'2325.
We will change your oil.
and
lubricate your car
install an oil filter for
only $10. Call 753 0595.

1166 Chevrolet pickup
4
34 ton - 4 cylinder
riflaanicaily
speed
body fair. 489
sound.
2454 after 6p.m
1980 Jeep Laredo. V 8
17 000 miles
4 speed
Minor damage on left
side No parts needed.
$5250. 38728)2 anytime.

49. Used Cars

43. Real Estate

1966 Chevelle Super
Sport. Good condition.
Call 753-3107.

14ft, Lowe Ion boar'
25hp electric start
12-24 trolling
Johnson
motor, two batteries.
bass seats
carptt
trailer extra nice boat.
Must sell leaving town.
753 6278.

FINANCIAL LIFE
SAVER. This beautiful
spacious four bedroom
two bath home can be
purchased with or
without adjacent lot;
with or without rental
cabin. Take your pick
and the owner will
FINANCE IT FOR YOU
at a fantastic rate.
Special features: beautiful creek and
wooded view from reenormous
dwood deck
family room with
two car gar
fireplace
age and much more at
an unbelievable price!
For more information
call SPANN REALTY
ASSOC. now at 753-7724.

44. Lots for Sale

OLD MAN
WINTER
Won't give you the
blues in this bright
and cheery home.
Private wooden
fence surrounds
backyard with concrete and. brick
patio and gas grill.
Gas lots in fireplace
provide comfort,
economy, and convenience. Phone today for all the
detaila on this quality home in a quiet
✓ esidential
neighborhood. Priced in the $50's
through Kopperud
Realty, your Homes
For Living Realty
In Murray.
42 ACRES
FOR SALE
Beautifully wooded
acreage near Kentucky Lake. Price
jut lowered $6,000 to
$21,500. Phone 7531222, Kopperud
Realty, for all the
details on this solid
investment.

LEARN
All about Aloevera at Gene and Jo's
Flowers.
705 S. 4th Street
Bring a friend and register for free
door prize. 7:00 p.m. Thursday 11
Feb. 1982.
4.1

Name
Address
Phone

1971 Volvo. 4 cylinder 2
air condition.
door
759 4645.
1972 Royale Oldsmobile.
$800. or best offer by
end of viteek . 753430E.
1972 Volkswagon Super
Beetle. Good condition.
Call 753 3107.
1973 Buick Century.
Good condition. $725.
C al r after 5p.m.
753'2512.
1973 VW Super Beetle
Newly rebuilt engine
excellent interior. $800.
Call 759 1946.

acres with 8x45
1
trailer septic tank and
well. 88000. 3 miles from
Almo. John Ryan 437
4907.
For sale 48 acres with
barns. Call 753 6136.
Forty seven acres on
Hwy 94 West. Call
759-1987.

52. Boats-Motors

53. Services Offered

LTD
Brougham.
Good condition.
Just driven
around town.

753-2218

Farm for sale. 92 acres
35 tillable burley base
2 miles west of Brewers.
Must sell immediately. 1976 Pontiac Saf aria
$49 000 or best offer. station wagon. A strong
full size wagon in good
376-5428.
condition. Call 753-8124.
46 Homesfor Sale
1978 Caprice Classic
3 bedroom brick house. Wagon. Immaculate
loaded
2 condition.
Carpet throughout
0
0
0
4
Large living 4
baths
759
room and den. 2 car miles one owner.
garage with large stor- 4795 or 759-1262.
age room. Call 489-2145 1978 Chevy Malibu.
4-door, One owner 57
or 753-2493.
excellent
Brick duplex near un- 000 miles
iversity. One-third condition. $3100. 753balance $533.22 6915.
down
month. No 'Closing cost. 1978 Cougar Mercury
X R-7. Fully loaded.
759-1074. 753-2649. - Built to suit the young $3d50. Call 759-1465.
couple just getting
started is the house at
1974 riot, 35 MPG,
522 South 7th! Three
excellent condition.
family
bedrooms.
0

0

&eine

Service Cs.
alumina awl viey1
aisle' trio work.
leferemes. Call Will El
753.161S.

1 972

45. Farmsfor Sale

r

ALCOA ALUMINUM
SIDING or vinyl sluing
and trim. Aluminum
trim for brick houses.
Jack Glover 753 1873.
Asplialt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears-. For free es
timates call 753 2310..

Do you need your
carpets cleaned? Find
out how inexpensive it.
with deep
can be done
steam cleaning. Call
Jeff 753 0015.
Fence sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
For your time hauling
and lime spreading
white rock gravel and
coal hauling. Call 753
4 545 0 r see Roger
Hudson. Located 10
miles east on Hwy 94.
Free estimates. All
your electrical, plumb-.
air conheating
ing
painting and
ditioning.
insulating needs. Call
753-9673.

•• *

T

ROOFING
BUILT-UP & SHINGLES
References. All wort
guaranteed. Free
Estimates. Coll 7591859 or 753-6581.
G ENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry.
plumbing.
concrete
roofing • sliding. NO
JO-B TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 4742359 nights 474-2276.
Guttering by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
K & K STUMP REMOVAL. Do you need
stumps removed from
your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up
to 24 inches below the
leaving only
ground
sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimates. Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Kemp Jr 435-4319.

fireplace in living room
1956 Chevrolet
gas floor furnace and
pickup, excellent conwater heater. Storm
dition.
doors and windows, and
..
priced at only $28 SOO.
We would delight in
1972 Ford Pickup,
making an appointment
LWII, good condition.
for you! Roberts Realty
•
753-1651.
1979 Monte Carlo,
Excellent investment
excellent condition.
1 block unproperty
iversity. Electric heat,
super insulated. 7535791. 759-1074 753-2649.
1980 Chevrolet Caprice
OLIVE BLVD home for
Wagon. Diesel V-8.
sale by 'owner. 4 bedpower
seats
rental power
2 baths
room
tilt
windows, cruise
apartment over garage.
tape
AM-FM stereo
Appointment please. No
one
18 000 miles
brokers. 753-9211.
.
owner
by
On the lake. For sale
753-1323 or after 4:30
very
like new
owner
753 5763.
nice 2 bedroom home.
1981 Datsun 310GX like
With or without furninew. 753-7853.
priv-ate dock
ture,
2 '2 Car Extra nice 1974 camero.
fireplace
garage. Ready to move Low m ileage. $2000.
in. Immediate posses- 753 3269.
sion. $47 500. Call 436- For sale 1975 Corvette.
Call 753-8963.
2102.
•
Three bedroom brick
Trucks
house on 1 acre. New 50. Used
Kirksey 489-2643.
1980 Jeep CJ7. 4 cylinpower
4 speed
der
a Motorcycles
steering. AM FM rear
19 000
125 YZ Yamaha Dirt seat hard top
Bike. On11035. Town & miles. $6500. 489-2689.
CARS
Country Yamaha JEEPS.
Murray 753-8078.
PICKUPS from $35.
175 Can-Am Dirt Bike. Available at local Gov't
Only $695. Town & Auctions. For Directory
Country Yamaha call 805 687 60011 Ext.
8155. Call refundable.
Murray 753-8078.
1975 550-4 Honda. Nice 1970 Ford F-1011.,
See third house on right
Loaded with extras
excellent condition. past Uncle Jeff's on
Must sell, leaving town. South 12th.
753-6278.
See to believe. Stored
1973 Honda 125. 400
actual miles. Also 1976
6-2418
Honda 175. 43.
anytime.

753-7113

82
MaZDa
Trucks

re

GAS - Long bed 5
speed custom. Star.
ting at

Need Motorcycle
Tires?

$5875

Formula hill performance
ccccc yds tires solo

DIESEL • Long bed 5
speed custom. Star.
ting at

available et Nimrod Prim!
Carroll Tire & Wheel
Alignment
753.tete
1105,0..

48. Auto Services

KEY
AUTO PARTS
Hwy. 121 South
Murray, Ky.
New and Used Auto
Parts, Batteries,
rwes, Wheel Covers,
Auto Accessories.

753-5500

$6750
Carroll VW
Audi-Mazda

PAINTING
Interior and Exterior
Residential
' Aubrey Moore
753-5252
Need work on your
pruntrees? Topping.
ing, shaping complete
removal and more. Call
B OVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional tree care.
.753-8536.
Professional painting,
compaperhanging
residential
mercial
farm
interior-exterior
estimates.
buildings
Tremon Farris 759-1987.
Thirty one yeart• experience. Carpenterremodeling
-building
and repairing annex on
home and trailer. 4362253.
Toil painting lessons.
evenings
Mornings
weekends. Degreedlicensed instructor. For
more information call
Kay at 753 0713.
Tree trimming and
removal. Hedges and
shrubs. Firewood. 7535476.
Will sharpen hand saws
chain saws and skill
saws. Call 753 4656.

55. Feed and Seed
Hay large round bales.
$15. each. Call 382 2207.

56. Free C-olumn
Free puppies. Call 7591094 after 5p.m.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER 1
- SHOP
225 L.P. Miller St.

Specializing In Senior Citizens
Hair Cuts $1.00
,
Shampoo Shave and Haircut $2.75
Open Hours
Moe., Tues., Wed., Thin., Fri., Sat.
7:30-2:30 753.3685

vs
vs

•

Y AVAILABLE

4

,

Senate committee approves bill
makino state liable for court costs
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — A Senate committee has approved a
bill that would make the
state liable for court costs
and attorneys' fees when
it loses a lawsuit.
The vote on the Housepassed measure came
Tuesday despite the
strong objections of Attorney General Steve
Beshear and other state

GOLD . .
DIAMONDS

WE

BUY

spoke against the .mil, ing considered between
saying it would keep his legislative seccinn% agency from fulfilling its
"Ideally, no money
legal obligation to collect would be paid" by state
taxes.
agencies if they use care
Advocates of the bill, in deciding to file
however, argued that it lawsuits, Morris said.
would give small
Sen. David Karem, Dbusinesses "equal footing Louisville, told supWe ore not "Fly-Byto litigate complaints and porters of the bill that
Any Gold Stomprd
Nighters" only in town
10K I4K 18K 22K
disputes."
they had "put me in the
C
overnight to take your
Stan Lampe, of the uncomfortable position of
Atedollion% Po. u"
money. We've been trusted
Watches Deed& Gold
Louisville Area Chamber trying to say something
Paducah for 69 years.
in
agency."
of Commerce, said the in defense of an
officials.
inWell
advocated
contains
so-called
Karem
currently
bill
We it poet S5 It,ill
Under the
Pay You DIAMONDSjlilper point for 1/5 to 1 Ct
equal access to justice provisions to allow a cluding language in the
WANTED
11318088S
bill, successful defen- judge to use discretion in bill that would exempt
IOC posits awls I carat
dants in state-initiated deciding whether to state agencies from
suits could recover up to award damages to a win- liability if their actions
were justified. But his
$10,000 of their costs from ning defendant.
Open Daily 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
"Not to price equal amendment died for lack
the state.
second.
small
deny
is
'a
to
of
confooting
both
Beshear had
The committee, ap;
stitutional and practical businesses due process,"
5-0 with, two
proved
Lampe said.
objections to the bill.
Rep. Ramsey Morris, senators abstaining, now
The Kentucky Constitution, he said, prohibits D-Hopkinsville, also goes to the full Senate
money being spent from resisted efforts to amend
JEWIL116
A bald eagle is not realthe state treasury unless his bill, saying state
white
Bel Air Shopping Center
the expenditures are agencies had sufficient ly bald. It has flat
and
authorized by the time to object to the feathers on its head
measure while it was be- neck.
legislature.
The bill does not include a direct appropriation to cover its costs and,
as such, "might run afoul
of the constitution."
In addition, "I don't
feel adequate consideration has been given to the
fiscal impact" of the
measure, Beshear said,
adding that losing a
single lawsuit could have
a disastrous effect on an
agency's budget.
Despite careful review
before filing suit, his office can never be certain
that it will win a case,
Beshear added.
Beshear and other
witnesses advocated Kentucky adopting a
measure similar to that
which has been approved
by Congress. The federal
measure also allows successful defendants to
Wheel bearings
Motor mounts
recover their costs from
Super priced front wheel
parts
nt
replaceme
Quality
only
but
t,
governmen
the
bearings by LAS for most
by LAS at Auto Shack's
if the lawsuits have no
domestic cars.
low, low price.
Brake pads
"substantial justificaFor most domestic cars.
tion."
Revenue Commissioner Ron Geary also.

BUY
UY

The Honest Way!

CASH
NOW!

PATTI HOSFORD, Speech-Language Pathologist at Murray Elementary
Schools, right, conducts a hearing conservation program for Kindergarten
classes at Robertson Center. She is using a middle ear analyzer called a tympanometer on Tony Farris. At left is Ann Chrisman, teacher. This equipment
was provided by State Department for temporary use here.

Dismissals listed for three days

Laura Baker and baby Murray-Calloway County
2-5-82
Hospital.
girl, 1002 Walnut St.
Adults 158
LS
9
DISMISSA
Nursery
NEWBORN
Paula L. McCutcheon 2:7-82
NS
ADMISSIO
and baby boy, 206 Spruce Adults 153
Trena Burpo and baby St.; Jodie A. Patterson Nursery 10
NEWBORN
boy, Rt. 1. Box 15, Ben- and baby boy, Rt. 2,
ADMISSIONS
Paris, Tenn.; April Lynn
ton.
Helen Gilbert and baby
Deborah Zea and baby Barnhill and baby boy,
Rt. 3, Paris, Tenn.; girl, Rt. 2, Puryear,
girl, Rt. 2, Box 155.
Charles T. Wallace, Rt. 1, Tenn.
DISMISSALS
Lin Dale Harris and
1,
Rt.
Gust,
Hazel.
Lorene
Thelma E. Hargrove, baby girl, Rt. 3, Mayfield.
Hazel; Velaquez Polk, 100
Geraldine Ringstaff
Spruce St.; Barbara Sue Rt. 1, Dexter; Emma N.
Kirksey, Rt. 4; Roy H. Pritchett, Almo; Metzi C. and baby boy Rt. 2, Box
Norsworthy, 1500 London Mason, Rt. 7, Mayfield; 99C, Calvert City.
DISMISSALS
Dr.; Paul E. Hobbs, 602 Phillip R. Hargrove Rt. 1,
S. Despain and
Carolyn
a
Jones, Mayfield; Salome Dexter; Patrici
Hargrove, Rt. 3; Nancy baby boy, New Concord;
Wynn,1307 Doran Rd. W. B. Outland. Rt. 5; Jane Smith, Rt. 7, James D. Parker, Rt. 4;
Michael Wayne Flood,
Mabel W. Pickard. Rt. 7; Mayfield.
Suzette F. Vaughn, 1517 Rt. 4, Paris, Tenn.; Chad
Harold D. Jones, Rt. 1,
Dexter; Kathye F. Cardinal Dr.; Beverly J. S. Henson, Rt. 3, Benton;
Allbritton, Rt. 1, Almo; Carter, Rt. 1, Benton; Joy Imogene F. Riley, Rt. 2,
George W. Faughn, 1107 P. Underhill, Rt. 5; Mayfield.
Linda H. Feltner, Rt. 2;
Poplar St.; Opal L. Harold D. Bratton, Rt. 2,
S. Futrell, Rt. 2;
Stella
Mary
Watkins, 1409 Vine St.; P.uryear, Tenn.;
Louise Haley, Rt. 1, Dex- Burley B. Colley,.Rt. 1,
Lone A. Hale, Rt.6.
April J. Feezor, Rt.1, ter; Rhanda G. Key, Rt. Hazel; Anna Rella
Farmer, Rt. 7; James
Hazel; Martha J. Carr, 5.
Della Mae Smith, Box Oralee Elkins, Rt. 1,
Rt. 1, Farmington;
Charles E. Lents, 202 328, New Concord; June Almo; Cora Miller (exEast 14th St:; Steven T. W. Smith, 1709 W. Olive pired), Convalescent
Lax, Box 24, New Con- St.; Amelia F. Ryan, 518 Division, Murray cord; Melanie J. Mathis, Broad St.; Susan Rowell, Calloway County
Rt. 2, Princeton; Nancy 600 B Poplar; Addie Best, Hospital.
C. Canter, Box 51, 1637 Catalina Dr.; Walter
Sedalia; James D. Mc- Hutchens, 1704 Miller
Clure, Box 310, New Con- Ave.
Ira D. Schultz, 520
cord.
Clarksville, Tennessee
Tommie E. Turner, 202 South Seventh St.,
Poplar St.: Lynn Dale Mayfield; Seldon E.
Anyone seeking information on
Burkeen, Rt. 3; Willie T. Lamb, Rt. 4; Clifford R.
American Farmer Marketing Corp.
Redden, Rt. 4; J. I. Pat- Stenstrom, CR Box 129,
Futrell,
I.
Lester
ton, Rt. 1, Hazel;
Hamlin; Silas
Loose Leaf Tobacco Floor in Clarksville
Garland, 1103 Pogue Rt. 8; Clinton Edwards,
Tenn. may contact
Ave.; Ada M. Roland, Rt. Rt. 1, Dexter; Homer
5; Eula Opal Warren, 102 Beall, Rt. 8.
James E. O'Dell,
North Ninth St.
Hamlin; Ardath J. Bran2-6-82
don, Box 47, Almo; Sarah
Adults 137
L. Gorwin, 1715 ,Wells
Nursery 8
Ruby Biffle, 1107
Ext.;
NEWBORN
Vine St.; Frances E.
ADMISSIONS
Patsy Hutson and baby Beach, 405 Elm St.; Cora
boy, Rt. 1, Box 205F, Hosford (expired), Convalescent Division,
Buchanan Tenn.
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hack

Your discount parts supermart
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
• 3.99

7.49

Car & truck parts...save 10-50%

TOBACCO SALE

Jimmy Cooper
753-9357
Murray, Ky.
or Clint Smith,
Farmington, Ky. 345-2251

MerroF

1.99

_

.89.,

ACE air filter
For most domestic
passenger cars. Limit
2 please

Valvoline 10W40 motor oil

Limit6quarts.

1.99
Tune-up kits
Reg. 2.99 for foreign and
domestic cars. Reg. 3.99,
on sale 2.99.

Do it yourself...save big bucks!
NE"w.

COACM MA1ED

PROPEL

1.0±D

,94.0, wow CAN SOW,NC,AY
Gas WWV

tOT011
MEDIC
la NINO
Wom61 WNW
RINDS 11r0

.99

1.37

.99

Thermostats
Get ready /or winter at
Auto Shack. For most
domestic cars.

Propel concentrate
Use in your tank. Can
safely increase gas
mileage up to 11%. Limit
6

Headlamps
Be safe, not sorry.
Superior headlamps by
lamps from
G.E. H
8.99.

IIIPIOVIS MOTO
Pii101/11111al

Motor medic
Reduces friction and improves motor performance. 15-oz Limit 2.

Hours: Mon-Sat 8 a.m. til 8 p.m.

.39

Ruffle

Pyroil gas line
anti-freeze
All seasons formula
12-oz. Limit 2

Potato

15.99

48.88

Auto ramps
One-piece molded steel
with slip-resistant incline.
Completely assembled

80-month battery
Five years of
maintenance-free starting
power Price with
exchange.

Open every Sunday

Chips

89'

Battery terminal
cleaner
A clean terminal
produces a sure start
every time.

Warranty
Diet Rite,
RC,
Sun Drop

$ 09
2 toter

Any remanufactured part purchased from AUTO SHACK will be replaced for a period of-one year from date of purchase if under normal
conditions it fails to give satisfactory service.

Ad prIres not good for tomprott• parts • Ad pricalood thru Sunday

SOUTHSIDE
SHOPPINO CENTER
MURRAY, KY

753.8971
712 LOCUST STREET
PARIS, TN

8,14.9588
s,

41

BEST

COPY—AVAILABLE

• 41

•

